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NATIONAL COOPERATIVE HIGHWAY RESEARCH PROGRAM

Systematic, well-designed research provides the most effective

approach to the solution of many problems facing highway ad-

ministrators and engineers. Often, highway problems are of local

interest and can best be studied by highway departments indi-
vidually or in cooperation with thei¡ state univelsities and oth-

ers. However, the ¿cceierating growth of highway transportation

develops increasingly complex problems of wide interest to
highway authorities. These problems are best studied through a
coordinated progrâm of cooperative research.

In recognition of these needs, the highway administrators of
the American Association of State Highway and Transportation
OfÏcials initiated in 1962 an objective national bighway re-

search program employing modem scientific techniques. This
program is supported on a continuing basis by funds from par-

ticipating member states of the Association and it receives the

full cooperafion and support of the Federal Highway Admini-
stration, United States Department of Transportation.

The Transportation Resea¡ch Board of the National Research

Council was requested by the Association to administer the re-
search program because of the Board's recognized objectivity
and understanding of modem research practices. The Board is

uniquely suited for this purpose as it maintains an extensive

committee structure from which authorities on any highway
transportation subject may be drawn; it possesses avenues of
cornmunication and cooperation with federal, state, and local
governmental agencies, universities. and industry; its relation-
ship to the National Research Council is an insurance of objec-
tivity; it maintains a full-time research correlation staff of spe-

cialists in highway hansportation matters to bring the findings of
resea¡ch directly to those who a¡e in a position to use them.

The program is developed on the basis of lesearch needs

identified by chief administrators of'the highway and lransporta-
tion depaltments and by committees of AASHTO. Each year,

specific areas of research needs to be included in the program

are proposed to the National Research Council and the Board by

the American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials. Research projects to fulfill these needs are defined by

the Board, and qualified research agencies are selected from
those that have submitted proposals. Admírishation and surveil-
lance of research contracts are the responsibilities of the Na-
tional Resea¡ch Council and the Transportation Research Board.

The needs tbr highway research are many, and the National
Cooperative Highway Research Program can make significant
contributions to the solution of highway lransportation problems

of mutual concern to many responsible groups. The program,
however, is intended to complement rathe¡ than to substitute for
or duplicate other híghway resea¡ch programs.

NOTE: The Transporfation Research Board, the National Research
Council, the tr'ederal Highway Adminishation, the American Associa-
tion of State Highway and Transportation Officials, and the individual
states participating in the National Cooperative llighway Researcl¡
Program do not endorse products or manufacture¡'s. T¡ade ot mânu-
facturers'narnes appeâr herein solely because fhey are considered es-
sential to the object ofthis reporL
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PREFACE A vast storehouse of infonnation exists on nearly every subject of concern to highway

administrators and engineers. Much of this information has resulted from both research

and the successful application of solutions to the problems faced by practitioners in tleir
daily work. Because previously there has been no systematic means for compiling such

useful information and making it available to the entire cornmunity, the American
Assrrciation of St¿te Highway and Transportation Officials has, tirough the mecbanism

of the National Cooperative Highway Research Program, authorized the Transportation
Research Board to undertake a continuing project to search out and synthesize useful

knowledge from all available sources and to prepare documented reports on currerìt
practices in the subject areas of concern.

This synthesis series reports on various practices, making specific recommendations

where appropriate but without the detailed directions usually found in handbooks or

design manuals. Nonetheless, these documents can serve similar purposes, for each is a
compendium of the best linowledge available on those measures I'ound to be the most

successful in resolving specific problems. The extent to which these reports are useful

will be tempered by the user's knowledge and experience in the particular problem area.

FOREWORD This synthesis will be of interest to state DOT research administrators and mid- to
By Staff upper-level research marìagers; DOT research staff and staff from design, construction,

TransportaÍion ¿rnd maintenance who provide input to the research process; and university and private

Research Board industry researchers. The synthesis describes the state of the practice for managing con-

tract research programs. Data presented were obtained from a review of the literature, a
survey of ståte deparûnents of transportation (DOTs), and futerviews of selected ståte

DOT, Federal Highway Administration, Transport¿tion Research Board, and university
professionals.

Administratus, engineers, and researchers are continually faced with highway problems

on which much infonnation eústs, either in the form of reports or in terms of undocumented

experience and practice. Unf'ortunately, this infomration often is scattered and unevalu-
ated and, as a consequence, in seeking solutions, full information on what has been

learned about a problem frequently is not assembled. Costly research findings may go

unused, valuable experience may be ovedooked, and full consideration may not be given

to available practices for solving or alleviating the problem. In an effrrrt to correct this
situation, a continuing NCHRP project, carried out by ttre Transportation Research

Board as tle resea¡ch agency, has the objective of reporting on common highway prob-

lems and synthesizing available infonnation. The syrthesis reports from this endeavor

constitute an NCHRP publication series in which various forms of relevant infbmration
are assembled into single, concise documents pertainfug to specific highway problems or
sets of closely related problems.



This report of the Transportåtion Resea¡ch Board describes all aspects of tle research

process, from defining the problem and selecting a progr¿rm, tlrough contract monitor-
ing, to implementation. Successful practices are identitied and case studies, representing
programs of various sizes, are presented.

To develop this synthesis in a comprehensive manner and to ensure inclusion of
significant }rrowledge, the Board analyzed available information assembled from nu-

merous sources, including a large number of ståte highway and transportation depart-

ments. A topic panel of experts in the subject area was established to guide ttre resea¡ch

in organizing and evaluating the collected data, and to review the final synthesis report.
This synthesis is an immediately useful document that records the practices that were

accept¿ble within the limit¿tions of the knowledge available at the time of its prepara-

tion. As the processes of advancement continue, new knowledge can be expected to be

added to that now ât hand.
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SUMMARY

MANAGING CONTRACT RESEARCH
PROGRAMS

The Inteflnodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of 1991 mandated at

least 25 percent of state planning and research funding for research, development, and

technology transfer activities. The immediate effect of targeting these funds reversed the

üend of previous decades and significantly increased many state research programs.

The new focus on research induced transportation agencies that had downsized staff

during the 1980s ûo contract with outside agencies for much of their curent research. This

raises technical and administrative issues for state research managers who must now con-

tend with contract documents and contract adherence. The technical expertise fonnedy
provided by tle research staff is now increasingly off-site and the monitoring and technical

procedures employed by contractors may differ from those used within the st¿te research

infrastructure.
This synthesis was initiated to provide information to research managers on the contract

procedures used in other stâtes so that contract programs can be more effectively incorpo-

rated into stâte research. In addition, in-depth interviews with research managers and other

members of management at five ståte transportation deparûnents, two universities, the Fed-

eral Highway Administration, axd a representative of the former Strategic Highway Re-

search Program were conducted. Questionnaire results are synthesized with other literature

and ståte case studies. Suggestions to improve all aspects of the contract research program

are offered.

The synthesis provides tools to help with the initial steps of defining problems and se-

lecting a program, through contract monitoring to program implementation. Each state's

research and contracting processes are unique, the result of differences in organization,

policy, or state legislation. Therefore, this synthesis offers a, range of techniques for re-

search managers to apply to their particular set of requirements.

All but one of the responding states conduct contract research, which is accomplished

primarily with universities. In fact, 90 percent of tle st¿tes responding to the survey re-

ported moderate to large increases in the contract program over the past 5 years. The ten-

dency for stâtes to use contractors for such alatge portion of their research is based on the

number of research staff, their expertise, and the complexity of the work. For projects

stårted in 1994, pavement research is the only area in which research by staff remains the

rule ratler than the exception.
Most states solicit university contractors only, using the Request For Proposal technique,

and contract through a basic agreement process. As a result, issues relevant to universities

are included in the synthesis.

When negotiating contracts, most states consider the scope and the deliverables the most

important contract items. Cost-reimbursable and fixed-price contracts are ttre most fre-

quently used contract forms. A discussion of innovative contracting arrangements and the

diffîculties involved with contract modifications is contained in the chapter on negotiating

a contract.
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Once the research begins, ongoing conmrunication between stâte research managers and

contractors is crucial to the success of the research. The most frequently used cont¡act

monitoring technique is a review of the contractor's progress report. Advisories of various

fonns are issued to a contractor for unacceptable contract compliance. A brief disiussion of
the conüactor's involvement in the æchnology t¡ansfer effort and contract closeout proce-

dures is also incorporated in the synthesis. When research units have small staffs, there is a

larger proportion of programs under contract and a larger number of projects assigned to

each søff member. Because of the strain on their resources, st¿tes in this situation report

significantly less than full implementation of project results.

Both government and private industry experience similar impediments to the implemen-

tation of resea¡ch. Principles and techniques for increasing the implementation potential

are lisæd from the literature, and an existing stâte implementation process is provided.

Whether the various resea¡ch sources available to the state a¡e useful is discussed, and

findings and conclusions drawn from reported practice and from the literature are provided.

Data from tle questionnaire are used throughqqt lhe syntlesis, states' responses to the

questionnaire appeff in øbles within the text, while summary information appears in Ap-
pendix A.



CTIAPTERONE

INTRODUCTION

RESEARCH PROCESS

In the United States, formal govemment involvement in

highway research began with the establishment of the Office

of Road Inqury in the Departnent of Agriculture in 1893 (1).

The introduction of research units into state hi-ehway and

transportation departments took several decades. By 1952, a

total of 22 states had formalized these operations (2). Over the

past 40 years the research function has continued to receive

support in federal legislation.
The most recent boost to research came with the Intermodal

Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA). The

Act stipulated that at least 25 percent of the State Planning

and Research (SPR) funds apportioned to the states must be

expended on research, development, and technology transfer

(RDT) activities. In addition, the resea¡ch pnocedures between

the states and the Federal Highway Administration (F[IWA)

were modified by regulations (23 CFR, Pafi 420, State Plan-

ning and Research, Subpart B), requiring the states to have a

documented interactive management process. In January 1995

an interim guide (3), which included sections on managenrent

that responded to the federal regulations, was distributed to all

state research managers. Although rnrany states cunently have

resea¡ch nanuals, some lack procedures for fulfilling various

requirements. State research units are urged to follow guide-

lines that can lead to effective, implementable prograrns. The

National Cooperalive Highway Research Program (NCHRP)

has a contract to develop a conplete guide that will include

agency and resea¡ch goals and policies, the organization ofthe
Rl)T pro-eram and project development, project operations,

program and project reporting, technology t¡ansfer and im-

plementation processes, program and project evaluation, and

staff, resource, and administrative managernent issues.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF SYNTHESIS

Background

Two events in the late 1980s and early 1990s affected state

transportation organizations significantly. State govemments

trimmed the size of transportation agency staffs while accel-

erating the move toward privatization, and ISTEA increased

federal funding for most state transportation research organi-

zations. Many research managers found thenìselves in the

position of having larger budgets but reduced staffs. The drive

by the states to address ever increasing problems has given

rise to finding additional research resources. Of all the ave-

nues the states use to perform research, the contfact program

is the most favored.

To discover what effect increased funding and reduced staff

had on the contract research programs of the states, and to
provide information that could improve research prograÍ¡s,

surveys (th¡ough a questionnaire) and interviews of selected

state research managers were conducted. The questionnaires

were responded to by 4I states and the District of Columbia.

Interviews focused on the contract research process at the

FHWA, SHRP, and two universities. The questionnaire and

tabulated summary of responses æe in Appe-ndices A and B.

The FTIWA and SHRP processes are in Appendices C and D.

The contract issues relating to universities are discussed in

Chapter 3.

The range of the state resea¡ch programs is evident from

Table 1, which reflects fîscal year 1994 data. Except for the

relative changes in the size of contract and staff research pro
grams, the results do not reflect absolute changes over time in

stafl projects conducted, or funding.

Problem

The way most states solved the problem of maintaining an

active research program with reduced staff was by increasing

their contracting efforts. The survey showed that 90 per-

cent of the respondents had increased their contract pro-

gram over the past 5 years, many by a significant propor-

tion, and 40 percent increased their staff program. More

than 90 percent of the respondents expect these changes to

remain the same or increase fu¡ther ove¡ the next 5 years.

(See responses to questions le and lf in Appendix B') Table I
gives details of the contract and staff research changes on a

state-by-state basis. Limited staff must handle diverse
projects working with private consultants, universities,
pooled-fund programs, and in a few cases, consortiums. This

diversity complicates monitoring responsibilities and adminis-

trative requirements.
The increase in contracting and the reduction in staff is

putting pressure on sonle states to find ways to effectively de-

velop and monitor the contract program. Staff tumover is

adding urgency for new members of the resea¡ch units to leam

both research and contracting procedures. Although this syn-

thesis will not address research staff training, the NCHRP

guide (3) should be a useful reference.

States use a basic agreement with universities to expedite

the contracting process. Bvidence of the effectiveness of
the basic agreement is found in Table 1. In dealing with
universities, transportation agencies typically have to
modify their more pragmatic approach to research to ac-

commodate the more theoretical approach of many educa-

tional institutions.



TABI.E 1

BACKGROUND DATAFOR STATES (1994)

Questionnaire: Question I.O-BACKGROTIND INFORMATION

State Stâff Projects
FûldSx**
(x$1000) Total Projects by Category

Change in Programt<x,< *(

Contract Staff
Res Adm Con Tech '94 Tot spR s oth Con Unv PF s Orh 5Yr Fut 5Yr F¡rt

AL 2 1 t2 5¿ 1375 1000 81 2',7 2 2

AK l* * 6 36 330 82 1 31 4

AR L2 2 4 48 307 t70 700 t3 4 30

CA 26* 6 3'* 42 134 7000 4260 T4 44 27 55

co I 3 1 2 25 69 2000 600 10 t3 10 36

CT 22 3 1 74 54 2288 554 316 J 15 7 25 4

DC 1* 5 8 52 , 4

FL 4 26 130 2600 2400 100 2 96 30 2

GA 5x 1 5* 21 53 1 898 4'15 967 4 25 5 19

ID 1 9 2l 217 26 48 I I 10 2

IL 15 2 I t4 11 34 1690 1434 L2 22

IN 10 5 I 9 26 77 31,20 1300 105 I 58 ) l5

I,A 6 1 1 l7 4',t 1410 1850 1600 7 21 15 4

KY 1** t4 54 1 710 1208 690 54

LA 40 J 3 32 2626 t262

ME 11* 2* lx 7 15 280 260 l1 I 2 I

MD 6 2 2 4 1,6 1717 461 6 4 6

MI 56 4 41 r39 2100 3800 1 36 7 95

MN 3 9 53 123 tl12 6009 1300 35 88

MS 10* 2* 214 6 17 968 242 650 1 -1 13



TABLE I (Continued)

Questionnaire : Question I.0-BACKGROUND INFORMAIION

State

Stâff Projects
P¡¡ds:rxx
(x$1000) Total Projects by Category

Change in Progrâ¡n**,' *

Contr¿ct Staff
Res Adm (}rn Tech '94 Tot SPR S Orh Con Unv PF s Orh 5Yr Fut 5Yr Fut

MO 9 2 I 10 2 31 1750 67 7 2 22

NE 2 1.7 53 922 231 l4 21 l8

l.w 1 5 9 296 80 7 2

NH 2 I ,|
1,2 41,0 60 -t 2 4 2

NJ 13 2 I 6 63 3238 71,0 9 6 8 40

NY 30 10 1 22 60 3116 t047 661 14 t7 28 I

NM 3 2 I 4 11 360 120 480 2 7 I

NC 2 4 20 24 1430 383 263 23 4

ND 4 t4 31 500 100 1 -1 2',7

OH 2 1 5 ç 23 73 3128 622 11 39 20 J

OR Q:t( 2 26 76 1026 415 271 I t2 9 54 1

PA 2 6 8 80 2900 750 275 20 11 t4 35

RI J l{< l* 7 l1 449 112 '7 4

SC 2* 1* 1x 9 18 1036 155 I 11 4 2

SD 8.* 1 * T7 48 640 450 8 5 2 53

TN lxx 25 3l 1500 500 3\

TX 8* 8r( 62 200 8000 9000 5000 200 2

UT 2 l0 L2 18 659 472 800 4 1,4

V/A 5 3 38 101 2219 3726 608 1 83 16

wv 2 2 1 10 25 598 150 484 25

WI 6 2 L2 70 t200 240 28 15 27

WY 5 6 24 560 LU 2',',|0 3 5 6 10

Refer to Appendíx A for the Quetionnaire.

Oth-Other. (Under Chaugas in kognm) SYr-Over Pæt 5 Yars, FurExpæted in the Future

* Contract administr¿tion/monitor.ing is shared by staff
** KY's ræeuch progmm is conducted by the Univæity of Kenh:cþ

TNs rasarch program is conducted primrily by the University of Tenn*sæ
*** See Table 1 d, in Appendix 4,. for details on souces of other funding

**** -< (willdecrase)

= (rcmains rhe same)
> ( inøase modøateþ)
>> (incræe grætly)



Scope

The synthesis addresses all aspects of contract research
prograÍis. Successful practices are identified and case studies
representing programs ofvarious sizes are recorded. The æeas
covered include:

o Funding sources for the research program, the decision
process that determines the size, content, and the research re-
source used to conduct the program;

o Methods used to elicit contractor interest;
. Contractor evaluation and selection criteria and barriers

to contractor participation;
. Contract issues such æ overhead rates and terms:
r Contract negotiations including type of contract and diÊ

ficult issues;
o Monitoring methods, agency monitoring actions, con.

tract modification issues, and contractor requirements such as
report deliverables:

o Implementation techniques, contractor technology transfer
involvement. and the process for implementation; and

¡ Contract closeout issues and requirements.

Synthesis Organ¡zat¡on

A topic panel with state and federal representation helped
develop the resea¡ch steps used in the synthesis.

A questionnaire sent to state research managers covered
background program information, techniques ussJ in the contract
process, contractor solicitation and selection procedures and con-
tract terms" alrd performance monitoring methods. The main
text of this synthesis is based on these data; some also appear
in tabular forn¡ by state response. The data are also suûtma-
riz.edto reflect state tendencies. The questionnaire is Appendix
A and the summarized responses to it are Appendix B.

A literature search provided related contract issues in pri-
vate industry. Several sources covering research process issues

and private industry findings were found using the Transpor-
tation Research Information System (TRIS) files. All refer-
enced sources are listed at the end of the main text.

The report follows the research prograrn format, Initially,
resea¡ch projects æe selected (Chapter 2), then a resource is
sought to address the projects (Chapter 3). Following this,
contract negotiations are conducted (Chapter 4) and the con-
tracts are monitored (Chapter 5). Chapter 6 discusses the im-
plementation effort, because of its irnportance to state research
managers. Case studies of state research agencies accentuated
disparate and effective programs. Although limited to five case

studies, they represent a range in the size of the states' pro-
grarns and the scope of the use of cont¡aclin-house resea¡ch
resources. Chapter 7 records the resea¡ch process and other
details for the states of Califomia, Minnesota, New Jersey,
North Carolina" and South Dakota.

Interviews with universities highlighted topics of para-
mount interest to them. The inportance of discussing uni-
versity issues has already been shown (note the size of the
individual state university contract programs from Tabie
1). State agencies should have a full understanding of the
nature and aims of universities to collaborate successfully
with academics in the development and conduct of the agen-
cies' research prograrns. The university issues are presented in
Chapter 3.

Discussions with the FHWA and SHRP personnel yielded
successful contracting procedures. FIIWA has one ofthe long-
est-running contract programs in transportation and many
problematic conûacting issues have been addressed (Appendix
C). Although each state has laws zrnd policies that require
unique procedures, there are aspects of the FIIWA process that
can be drawn on. SHRP represents one of the single most in-
tensive road research programs ever conducted in the United
States. Some of the techniques used to conduct and monitor
the SHRP program (discussed in Appendix D) may be applied
to state research programs. Several useful practices are refer-
enced from the case studies in the text and details of some
procedures are shown in Appendix E.



CI{APTERTWO

SELECTING CONTRACT PROGRAMS

ORGANIZATION CONSIDERATIONS

General

'Allocation of resources in the right areas and in the right
amourìts is one of the more prevalent and petplexing decisions

facing management. The allocation of R&D resources (people,

capital and facilities) is especially difficult because capital re-

sources are current outlays with an uncertain payout whose benefit

lies in thefufure and whose success and extent are difficult to pre-

dicf' @. To reduce the risk of large expenditures on internal re-

sources, contract reseilch is a viable option for organizations.

State Agency Environment

Complicating the decision to contract for research are fac-

tors such as fluctuations in financial resources and adminis-

trative changes brought about by elections. Often the choice of
contraOt research in state agencies relates to the availability of
stafl their expertise, and the complexity of the research. (See

responses to question 2d in Appendix B.) In rnany states, the

contract choices are made by the research stafl who then seek

management approval. Table 2lists, by state, the active par-

ticipants in problem submission, program development, and

selection of projects for contract. There is little similarity b+
tween the stâtes in these combined activities.

State DOT research must be pragmatic and should conform

to the needs of the agency, which æe oriented to operations

and to the capital program. The thrust of a state transportation

agency to develop and maintain an applied research program

is bæed on several factors:

o Planning, design, and construction funclions of transpor-

tation agencies are oriented toward the production and ad-

vancement of capital projects. Top rnanagement and staff sup
port for research on these activities is essential to assure the

etficient use of agency staff and state-of-the-art technologies.
¡ The lunctional units of an agency expect usable research

findings and procedures that are timely and applicable.
¡ Administration changes occur frequently in state gov-

emment agencies. As a result, the research program must iu-

clude a very strong short-term element that produces frequent

milestones.

All but one of the states responding to the questionnaire

have a contract program. Even Califomia, which operates un-

der a court-interpreted constitutional requirement to conduct

work with department stafl has a contract program covering

50 percent of its work program projects. (Information on the

other states can be obtained by reviewing Table I under'Total
Projects by Category.") With the increase in the use of con-

tracts in the past 5 years, the majority of states expect their
programs either to continue at that increased level or get larger

in the future. In 1987 the states reported that agency staffper-
formed about 50 percent of the resea¡ch (f). Today, staff take

on about 30 percent of the research.

Research Unit Workload

In moving to a larger contract program, project control

shifted from one of managing research staff to monitoring
principal investigators through a legal agreement. A compari-

son of the states with a large contract program (more than 70

percent of their program under contract) and states with a

small contract program (less than 30 percent under contract)

shows the average number of projects per staff member in a

large contract program is 5.8 projects per staff member and in

a small contract progfam, 2.6 projects per staff member. The

contrast in the numlrer of projects per staff member is even

greater with a comparisou of large (>20) and small (<6)

staf'fed states. The læger staftÞd states average 1.7 proi
ects/staff and the smaller staffed states average 9.8 proj-

ects/stafï. This latter difference appears to be a result of the

large contract prograns conducted by the states with fewer

stafïmembers.
More than one-third of the states have fewer than six staff

members. Staff must solicit and review problems, develop

projects, manage the contracts, conduct in-house research,

administer or conduct a technology transfer effort (through the

Local Technology Assistance Program) and play an active role

in the implementation of the research results. Even the re-

search units with more than 15 staff members usually have

budgets that stretch the capacity of the staff. Læger-stafïed

states usually conduct a smaller portion of their program with
conffactors: in the 14 responding states with fewer than six

staff,82 percent are contracted; and in the 10 responding states

with more than 15 staff, ó1 percent are contracted.(ûgures do not

include pooled-fund projects). There a¡e two exceptions to the

average for the states with more than i5 stafl; both Ohio and

Texas conduct all of their research through contract.

RESEARCH NEEDS

Development Practices

A study of companies in the United States, Europe, and Ja-

pan illustrated several "best practices" regarding research
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TABLE2

STATE CONTRACT PROGRAM DATA

Questionnaire: Question 2.0 - SELECTING A CONTRACTPROGRAM

Stæe Problem
Suggester*

Program
I)eveloper*

'94 Proiects by Functional Area**
Contmct
Projects
Seleced

By*

Criteria for Selecting
Resource*x*

State
I.âwxxx*

Contract Stâff Iiotmctn - St¿ff

AL S,RC,O,U

AD,CO,O

RC 48,4 MAT,
I PAV,1 PL

2Pav RC

AI)
C sT, EX,

C
NO

AK S,RC,O,

CO,U

S IB,3EN,1G,2M,

lMAT,IP
IB s

AD

I-S,LE,C I-S,LE,O,

C"F

NO

AR o.co.u S,RC,CO 2MAT,1O 1PL RC LE,C,F I-S,LE,C, NO

CA s,o RC,O,AT) 28,IEC,2EN,5G,

IMAT,2PAV;6T,6
o

IB,2EC,1G,
puÃr,zpav,¿r

SRC,AD LSIE o YES

CO S,RC,O,

CO,U

s,o,co,u 38,58N,11G,2PL,
2t

ZB,lC,5G,2M,4MA
T,1IPAV,5T,1I,3O

s IJ,LE,O,
C.F

NO

CT SRC,O,AD

CO,U,OT

SRC.CO,U 38,4EN,1G,1M,1
MAT,

1T,30

3B,1C,6PAV,1T,

?r,120

SRC LS,LE,C. O,C,P,F YES

t)c s S IC,1MAT,IT,2I S,AD T-S,LE,C NO

FT, S,O,AD,U o 78,2C,18N,1G,4M
AT,

¿PAV,2PL,2T50

N/A sßc,Af) LS,P

GA sßc,o,u SRC IB,1C,IEC,1M,2M
AT,

IPAV,2T,20

2C,|M,2MAT SRC ts,LE,c ts,LE,c NO

ID S,RC,O,CO,
U

sRc,o.u 28.1M.1PAV.1T 2pAV S3C t s,c,F t-s,c.F YES

L S,O,AD.CO S,O,AD,CO IB,1EN,4MAT,3P
AV,1PL,

1T,10

IOB,3MAT,7PAV RC,AD t-s,LE,o,
C,F

I-S,LE,O,
C

YFS

IN S,RC,O,AD,
CO,U

SRC 48,IEC,1EN,IG.1
M,4MAT,1PL,2T,I

t,40

lM,3PAV,tT,lI S LE,O,CO t,S,LE,C
o

YES

IA s,Rc,o,co,
U

s,RC,O,CO,
U

5B,2C,IM,IPAV,1
T,lo

1B.1C.lO SRC,AD I-SJ-E I-SJ-E YES

KY s,o,u U 68,6C,2EC,2EN,6
G,2M,

6MAT,4PAV,2P,4
T,2t,?O

N/A RC P YES

I-A S,O,AD,U s.o 3B.4C,1EN,lM,4
MAT,

1PAV,4PL.IT,1I

28,3C,18N,6G,5M
AT,2PAV,1PL

SRC,AD T-s,LE,C YES

ME s,o,u S,RC,AD 1EN,1MAT,1PL,I
o

IMAT RC,AD T5,LE,C I-S,LE,C NO

MD o,u SRC 3B,2MAT,IPAV,I
T

IB,1MAT,1PAV RC ts,LE,o,
C,P

I-S,LE,C,
P

NO

MI S,O,U S,AT) 38,2C,38N,1G,1M
,7PAV,

8T,3I

28,1M,2MAT,3PA S,AD LS,LE,C NO

MN S,RC,O.AD,
co,u

S,AD 4B,2EC,3EN,9MA
T,4PAV,

2PL,5P ,6T.2t,200

3OPAV s LS,LE,C,
P,F

t-S,C,P.F YES



TABLE 2 (Contined)

Questionnai¡e : Question 2.0--SELECTING A CONTRACT PROGRAM

State
Problem

Suggester*
Program

Developer* '94 Proiects by Functional Area**

Contract
Projects
Selected

By*

Criteria for Selecting
Resource**x Sta.te

Law ***

Contract Stâff Contræt .Srâff

MS SRC,O,AD SRC 1B,lPL,1T,1I IC,2G,1M,3MAT,
5PAV,1I

s IJ,LE,C IJ,LE,O,
C.P,F

YES

MO S,RC,O,AD,
CO,U

SRC,O,AD,U 68,1G,1M,2PAV,
31'

2G,2PAV,6PL,1I,9
o

SRC,AD I-S,LE,C t-S,LE,C NO

NE O,AD,CO,U SRC,AD 68,1PAV,1I,30 lMAT RC.AD LE,O,C t-S,LE,C NO

NV o.u RC,U 2MAT,2PAV S.AD I-S.LE,O,
L

NO

NH S,O,U SRC,AD 28,1C,1M,2PAV 1M,2MAT,1PAV SRC I-S,I-E,C NO

NJ S,O,ADU S,U 1lvl,lT,lO 1B,1EN,1MAT S.AD I-S,LE,C,
P

I-S,LE,C,
P

NO

NY s,o,AD,u,
OT

s.Rc.o 1C,1EC,1EN,1M,
lMAT,

1PL,1P,10

2B,1MAT,1PAV,1
o

RC I-S,LE,O,
c

I-S,I-8,O,
C

NO

NM s,co,u,oT s,co,u,oT 1B,1G,1MAT,1P
AV

SRC I-S,LE,C,
P,F

NO

NC s.o,AD,u s,u 28,1C,1EN,1G,l
MIMAT,

1PAV,3T,50

10 AD,O LS,LE,C,
P

I-S,LE,O,
C

NO

ND SRC,AD SRC,AD 1P 1C,1G,1M,1MAT,
1PAV,IPL

S,RC,A
T)

t-SIE LE.O.C-F NO

OH s,o.co,u s,Rc,o 58,1G,1MAT,4P
AV,2T,1O

RC L.S,LE,C YFS

OR SRC.O.AD S,RC 3B 78,1M,1MAT,2P
AV,3T

S ts,LE,o,
c

YES

PA o,co,u SRC,AD 28,1C,1EN,1MA
T,1T,1I,1O

RC,AD ts,LE,o,
C,P,F

NO

RI SRC,O,U SRC,U 28,3MAT,2PAV 2MAT SRC,A
D

P.F t.S.P,F NO

SC S,O,AD
U,OT

S,RC IB,1C,3MAT,1O 10 s,Rc,o
T

LS,LE,C T.S,LE,C NO

SD sRC,O,Æ),
CO,U

SRC lEC,IG,IM,2MA
T,ZT

IB,2M,3MAT,2P
AV

S,OT I-S,LE.F LS,LE"F NO

TN o S 3C,6EN,2G,1M,1
MAT,IPAV,2PL,

1I

N/A SRC t-SJ-E NO

TX S,O,ADU S,O,AD,U 200+ Proiects N/A RC t,S,LE,P

UT o,co SRC 1B,1EC,1EN,1G,
2MAT,2PL,1P,1T

SRC LSTE YES

WA sRC,O,AD,
CO,U,OT

sRC,O,U 148,1C,148N,8G,
5M,2MAT,7PAV,

8PL,16T,7()

IEN.3G,1PAV,1O S,AD,O
T

t-s,o,c,P NO

wv S,O,AD,CO,
U

AD,CO,U 78,37 S,AD t5,LE,O,
P.P

\as

WI o.u RC,AD 18,-5C,1EN,1PAV,
zPL,IT

5C,2MAT,3PAV S ts,LE,o,
C¡

NO

WY s,o,co,u O,CO,U lEN.2MAT 1C,1MAT,1PAV RC.AD LS,LE,O,
C

t-s,LE,o,
C

NO

Refø to Appendix A for the Questiomare

Notatiom: * Qu*tiom à and 2s, S-Rqøch Stafi RC-Ræarch Council, O-Opmting Units, AD Àdminist¡ation,.
** Quation 2b, B-Bridge, C-CoNhuction, EC-Eænomics, EN-Enviroment, CO-Priv/Ind/Lrniv, G-Gøtechnical, U-Univusity, M-Mainænanæ, OT-Otha',

MAT-Materials, PAV-Paving, Pt. -Plaming, P-Policy, T-Tnffic,I-Lsta, O-Othq.
***Quætion 2d , l-S-Limited Stafi LE-Limiied Expertise, O-Opãaiing llnit Req't., C-Complexity of Ræarch, P-Department Policy, F-Fundhg Req'L fmedim

and high criteria are noted]
*x**SæTable 2c in Appendix A for details of legislation.
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product quality and p'rocess effectiveness (d;, Those practices

affecting the development of research needs are (1) top man-
agement maintaining active commitment to technology, paying
attention to long-term technical needs a¡ld (2) the technical
team's awa¡eness of corporate strategy and change. The re-
search unit understanding the goals of the individual business
units is also important. (7)

The state research agencies responding to the survey ques-

tionnai¡e reflect widespread adherence to these practices. In
more th¿ur 60 percent of the responding states a research council,
representing agency nrüagement, selects the contract projects

and approves the developed work program, As reported in
Chapter 7, North Carolina enhanced the role of the Division of
Highways and its management in the research process and
improvements in research implementation have resulted.

To advance the goals of the operating units, more than 90
percent of the states involve them in the determination of re-
sea¡ch needs. Chapter 5 shows that the monitoring effort atso
has a high level of involvement of the operatíng units. The
position of the 'best practice" suggests that the research unit
should develop a deeper understanding of the function and
purpose of each of the operating units and increase personal

contact. The project administrative and technical panels could
include a discussion of the operating unit's role at their meet-
ings. But project meetings provide only limited exposure to the
resea¡ch unit as a whole. Another means is to include operat-
ing unit's issues in advisory committee meetings. More of the
resea¡ch stafi and usually all of the resea¡ch management
staff, are present at these meetings and both the resea¡ch and
the operating units can have more meaningful interaction.

A special effort must be made to assess long-term techni-
cal needs. Literature scanning, professional meeting atten-
dance, and networking with industry and academia can help
keep the state abreast of the advances and needs in the trans-
portation field.

Program Selection

kì 1987, less than 50 percent of the states' research was
contracted (5). Seventypercent ofthe 1994 state research proj-
ect starts were contracted. In Table 2, limitations of staff and
expertise and the complexities of the research are the most Ae-
quently reported reasons for selecting contract over staff re-
search. Even if the trend is reversed" there will always be the

need to maintain a responsive contract research program. The
research unit a¡d its management have di¡ect control over re-
search progress conducted by in-house staff. Altemative
means of monitoring have to be developed to ensure that all
aspects of the research are progressing satisfactorily when re-
sea¡ch is conducted through a contract.

The research needs developed by a state do not address all
lunctional a¡eas of the agency eveÍ-y year. The responsiveness

of a reseæch unit should be measured by its willingness to de-

velop projects in the functional a¡eas that show need. In 1994,

only nine states had started projects on policy issues and 11

states started projects in the economics category. At the other
end of the scale, 36 states stafed new projects in the bridge
category and 34 states had new project starts in pavements.
Table 3 shows the distribution ofproject starts by the states in
1994. Table 2 reflects the individual categories by state and

defines the categories in a footnote to the table. Kentucky, in
the ó5th percentile for SPR and state funds and with only one
department staff member, was the only state to start projects in
12 of the 13 categories. The University of Kentucky Transpor-
tation Center performs all transportation research for the state

and has staff who administer the progr;rn.

TABTÆ3

NUMBER OF STATES WTTH PROJECT STARTS IN VARIOUS
CATEGORIES IN 1994

Number of Categories

t-2

2

5-6 7-8 9-10 11-12

Of the 13 categories in which research projects were sta¡ted
in 1994, only the pavement category had more than 50 percent

ofthe projects conducted by agency resea¡ch staff. From 64 to
94 percent of the research of all the other categories was done
by contract. The environmental, traffic, and economics cate-
gories were contracted more thzur any others (question 2b in
Appendix A). Research uuits wish to retain at least a limited
expertise in the væious areas, but can tre severely hampered by
the increase in contract research. Developing innovative ap
proaches could alter the way the management process involves
staff, the operating units of the agency, universities, and pri-
vate consultants in the development and conduct of the pro
gram, The management process itself may have to involve
each of these entities on a different contractual basis, making
each of them equal partners,

LEGISLATIVE REOUIREMENTS

Legislative requirements on the transportation resea¡ch
program are generally not restrictive. Of the 33 percent of the
responding states whose program is affected by legislation,
half must contract in whole or part with universities. Only one
reporting state is not currently contracting with a universit¡
but 40 percent of the states are not contracting with private
industry.

Number
of States l0

3-4

t1
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CTIAPTERTHREE

CONTRACTOR SOLICITATION AND SELECTION

The procedure for selectittg a contractor involves: solicitíng
qualifications of firms, conducting an explanatory meeting,

receiving proposals, selecting fi¡ms to interview, conducting
interviews and negotiating a contract with the selected firm
(8). This procedure can be væied to fit the many situations
that agencies use to solicit a¡d select a conractor, For state

transportation agencies, the procedure can be used for the RFP

process, sole source selection, or a targeted solicitation, e.g.,

within the state university system. In the FHWA solicitation
process, described in Appendix C, there are five potential

routes; sole source, invitation for bid, request for proposal,

broad agency announcement, or set aside. Although more in-

formation is given for each of these in the appendix, states

wanting more detailed knowledge of an approach should con-

tact rhe Ft{wA ofhce of contracts and Procurement in
Wæhington, D.C.

Considering tlle size and anticipated iucrease in the state

agencies' contract research programs, some orgarúzed solici-

tation ard selection procedure is essential. Although 40 per-

cent ofthe states responding to the questionnaire have no con-

tracts lvith private consultants, all but one do have conlract
progrann with universities. A private company reports that its

use of universities is intended to increase access to new tech-

nologies ald create a window on science and technology. The

company's association with the universities has given them
insight on avoiding overdirectíon and assuring interaction (9).

Although the university association has been well established

in many states, the desi¡e to continuously improve the rela-

tionship should be maintained.
The states currently have many pooled fund arrangements

and a¡e becoming even more involved with private partner-

ships. Limitless expertise exists in the private realm. To take

advantage of this expertise, a state will have to make an effort

to endure the longer contractittg procedures. The basic agree-

ment arrangement between the states and universities does not

seem to have an equivalent in contracts with the private sector.

This results in extensive negotiations with private consultants

on the administrative issues of the contract, particularly the

cost. A scanning of Table 4 (under the Solicitation Process)

and the summary of the response to questiolì le in Appendix

B. reflects the states substantial use of universities in prefer-

ence to private consultants.

ADVERTISING PROCESS

Two-thirds of the responding states send RFPs ottly to uni-

versitres in the state. (See response to questiou 3a in Appendix

B and for a listing of the individual states, refer to Table

4.) In some of these cases the RFP is responded to by only one

academic. In other cases, the RFP does not scope the work

effort and proposals æe requested within a strategic category.

In atl cases, the proposals zLre subject to review. Some varia-
tions to this procedure æe shown in the state case studies in

Chapter 7. There is no common procedure used by all states.

Minnesota DOT has a considerable contract program with
both the University of Minnesota and private industry. They

have developed a set of forms and instructions for the potenrial
proposers from the university. Issuing these instructions to the

academic st¿Lff of the University of Minnesota is beneficial to

both the proposer and the state. A project at the solicitation
stage is subject to extensive discussion betweelt the proposer

and the issuing agency. When this discussion can be held

within the bounds of technical issues. without the need to dis-

pute the form of presentation, both parties save time. Minne-

sota explains every detail of the proposalsl sample forms are

shown in Appendix E, under '?reparation of Application of
Project Work Plan." Almost all of the proposals from South

Dakota are advertised to both the universities and private in-

dustry. They also issue information to potential proposers in

the form of a set of "Guidelines for Perfonnittg Research for

the South Dakota Deparlment of Transportation." The Guide-

lines cover program administration, development and schedul-

ing, proposal prepæation, md a sample agreement with the

state. A copy of the section on '?roposal Preparation and

Submissions" is included in Appendix E.

Transportatiott agencies use the state universities for a va-

riety of reasous. Besides legislative or policy requirements,

there is the ease of contracting through the mechanism of a
bæic agreement (almost 80 percent of the states have basic

agreements), the anticipation of savings because of reduced

overhead charges, absence of fee charges, and the expectation

that a positive influence will be made with the future profes-

sionals in the field.
Twelve states reported that there was no competition in the

solicitation and selection process. Most other states use a

competitive process only occasionally. New Jersey uses a
competitive process for about half the contracts that a¡e let.

The other half are primarily contracted on a selective basis

with academics of the University Transportation Center of
Region 2. New Jersey's competitive contract process started in
1991. The lrst step is a request for letters of interest; the re-

quest slipulates a budget cap for the resea¡ch. (An example of

an advertisement. for letters of ilìterest is shown in Appendix
E.) After evaluating the letters, New Jersey then asks for pro
posals from a short list of consultants, reviews the proposals,

and negotiates contract terms with the best technical proposer.

Time limits are set for each step of the process to ensure a fast

cycle. Several projects have experienced extensive delays in

the negotiating process, usually involving budgetary matters.
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To shorten the process, one technique being considered is a

prequalification of oontractors by category of expertise. This
will preclude the need to advertise for expressions of interest,

but the problems of contract negotiations still remain.

SOLE SOURCE AND TASK ORDERS

A handful of states, e.g., Colorado, Minnesota, and
Wyoming, issue sole source awards in addition to using an

RFP process. The sole source method has several advantages:

o This technique primarily saves time in the contracting
process;

o Advantage can be taken ofthe beneficial experience that
the contracting agency has had with the contractor in the past

and the relationship can be enhanced over time;

TABLE4

CON'IRACTORDA'[A

¡ A search for additional contractors rnay not be wa¡-
ranted; and

. Emergency investigations cannot be handled any other
way.

The task order of a basic agreement with a university is the

most common contracting technique used by the states. A ba-
sic agreement is not a contract with the university, but rather

an understanding between the state and the university of
"boiler plate" terûìs. 'tüith the addition of a task order and any

other documents that the parties want added, the combination
constitutes a contract. Task orders to bæic agreements are

usually only a few pages in length. They could contain the

scope of work or reference to an attached document, the

budget for the research, the principal contacß at the agency,

the principal investigator, and reference to the terms of the

basic agreement.

Questionnaire: Question 3.0--CONTRACIOR SOLICITATION AND SELECTïON

Stâte Solicitation hocess* Competition*t
Contractor
Selection
Basi!ri8

Tecbnical
Critsria* * * *

h¡p.** Conhactors* +

Rona¡l

l]niv. Basic
Agreement*t***

AL RFP-UNTV Y-1.Olo T/B U,A,E,SFÐ Y N Y-ALL

AK RFP-UNTV N T/B U,A.E.S,F Y N Y-ALL

AR RFP-LINTV Y-20o/o T/B U,A.E N N Y-ALL

CA RFP Y-5fo TIB A,E.S,F Y N Y-AI-I-

CO RFP,SS Y-57o T u,A,B,S,FÐ Y Y N

CT RFP Y-lÛOVo T/B U,A,E,S.D Y Y Y-ALL

DC RFP.UNIV N TIB U,A,E,S.FÐ N N Y-ALL

FL RFP-UNIV N T U,A,E,S,FÐ Y N N

GA RFP Y-1.07o T/B U,A,E,SÐ Y N N

ID RFP-UNTV N T/B U,A,E,S,F N Y Y-LIMITED

II_ RFP.IlNry Y T/B U,A,E,S,F N Y Y-ALL

IN RFP-t]NIV N T E,S,F N N Y-ALL

I,A RFP Y-lOVo T U,E,S,F N Y N

KY RFP-UNTV Y-ffiIo TÆ U,A N Y Y-ALL

LA RFP.LINTV Y-857o T,TÆ U,A,E,S,FÐ Y N Y-ALL

ME RFP-UNTV N ^flB U,A,E,F,D N N Y-ALL

MD RFP.UNTV Y-SVo TiB U,A,E¡,D Y N Y-SELECT

M] RFP.TATV Y-251o TIB U,A,E,S,FÐ N N Y-SELECT

MN RFP,SS Y-59o T,TÆ U,A,BD N N Y-ALL

MS RFP Y-l00Vo T/B U,A,E,S¡,D N N N

MO RFP-UNIV Y-7N7o TIB U,A,E,S,F.D N N N

NE RFP-IJNTV N T U,A,E,S,F Y N Y.ALL

l.w RFP-UNIV N T/B U,A,E,SJ) N N Y-ALL

NH RFP Y-251o T U,A,E,S N N N

NJ RFP Y-5OVo TIB U,A,E,S,F,D Y Y Y-ALL
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

Questioruaire : Question 3.0 -CONTRACTOR SOLICITATION AND SELECTION

State Solicitâtion Præesst Competitionrt

Contractor
Selection
Basi<8**

Technical
Giteria**** Imp+*

Contractors * *

Brred
Univ, Bæic

Agf€ement*+***

NY RFP-I'NTV Y-947o T/B U,A,E,S,F,D Y N Y-
MII-ITARY

NM RFP Y-904o T,B U,A,E,S,FJ) N Y Y-BR.
'IFSTS

NC RFP.UNTV N T.B U,A,D N N Y-ALL

ND SS N/A T,B B,S,F N N Y-LIMTED

RFP Y-25V0 TIB U,A,E,S,F,D Y N N

OR RFP Y-7OTo
.IYB

U,A,E,S,FÐ Y N Y-ALL

PA RFP Y-IffiVo TIB LT.A,E,S,F,D Y Y Y-LIMITED

RI RFF.I'NTV N 'ríB U,A,B,S,F,D N N Y-AI-I-

SC RFP Y-33Vo T U,A,E,SFÐ Y N Y.ALL

SD RFP Y-1001o T U,A,E.S.F.D N N N

TN RFP-UNTV Y-90Vo T E N N Y-LIMITED

TX RFP-L]NIV Y-809o 1"T/B U,A,E,S,F,D N Y Y-AI,I-

IIT RFP Y-901o T/B U,A,E,S,FÐ N N Y-ALL

WA RFP.TINÏV Y 'vB U.A,E,F.D N N Y-ALL

wv RFP-UNW N T,T/B LT,A,E,S,F,D Y N Y-ALL

WI RFP-UNIV Y-5jfo T/B U,A,E,S N N Y-ÁLL

WY RFP,SS Y T U.A N N Y.I-IMITEI)

Refu to Appendix A for t}te Qu*tiomaue

* Qustion 3a of Q¡.relionnaire in Appendix A, RFP-requet for proposals from all, SS-sole souæ, UNTV-in-state univøsity.
** (sætable30inAppendrxAfordelailsonimpediments),Y-yæ,N-no,Vo=7oofæmpetitiveprcjæts(Qustion3binAppendixA)

*** Quætion 3c of Qu*tiomaire in Appendix A, T-tæhniæI, B-budgel T/B-tæhnical and budget.
**** (sætable3dinAppendixAfordetailsonweightingøiùerìa),U-uderstandingofproblem,A-approachtosolutiou,E-staffexpedise,S-staffavailability,F-facility

availability, D-statement on delivqablæ (including implementatio¡ effort).
*****Question 39 of Quætiomaire in Appendix A, ALL-type of rstrch, Limited-"

The basic agreement and task order are frequently used as a
form of sole source solicitation. For reasons stated eadier the

combination will probably be the preferred method of contract-

ing for years to come.

REVIEW PROCESS FOR COMPETING

PROPOSALS

The primary basis f'or reviewing competirg contrÍìctor pro'
posals is either a technical evaluation or a combined technical

and budgetary evaluatlon, with several variations to the proce-

dures used with either technique. The advantages to the tech-

nical evaluation include the following:

. the conffactor has freedom to be irnovative in the proposal;

. the most interested and best contractors have an excel-

lent chance ofbeing selected;
. with the appropriate evaluation factors included, the

most qualified team can be selected.

The technical and budgetary evaluation technique is actually a

technical evaluation with budget negotiations conducted with

the selected contractor. Occasionally, the budget is an ac-

cepted paft ofthe proposal and negotiations are not necessary.

The proposal must then be evaluated with all other projects to
come within the agency's budgetary allowances.

Most of the states use a combination of the following fac-

tors in evaluating proposals:

. conffactor understanding of the problem,

. reseafch appfoach to problem,
o expertise of staff to be used on project,
o the availability of staff for the time limits of the project,
o the availability of equipment or lab facilities, and
. a statement on the deliverables.

The FFIWA uses basically the same factors (note Appendix

C), but the exact wording of the factors and their weighted

value will vary with each project. Only haLlf the states apply a

form of weighing to the factors. The understanding of the

probler[ research approach, and staff expertise are the most

frequently weighted factors, but receive pnorif attention from
less than one in six states. There are obviously times when

consideration should be given to weighing the evaluation
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factors used to judge proposals. For example, the availability
of facilities is not always relevant, but there are times when it
is central to the conduct of the research. Weighing can account
for these differences. The expertise and availability of the re-

seæch staff are invariably important to all resea¡ch. Without
the talent there may be no means of conducting the research in
the fi¡st place. A sample of the form used by NJDOT to

ev¿lluate proposals is shown in Appendix E. Although not
shown in the example, the total weighing used by NJDOT for
the criteria is 100 percent. Each factor of the evaluation may be

given a different weight for each project, depending on the na-

fure of the research.

BARRIERS TO SOLICITATION AND

SELECTION

Besides the states where universities are the only recipients
of RFPs (which occurs in two-thirds of the states), contractors

are generally not excluded ftom submitting proposals. (See re-

sponse to question 3f in Appendix B.) The few reasons given
where contractors are excluded from proposing are: poor per-

formance (5 states), conflict of interest (2 states), and fraud (2
states). Although three-quafiers of the states do not prevent

private consultants from participating in the competitive p'roc-

ess, two-thirds of the states send RFPs only to universities. It
may be to the benefit of the agency if a more expansive solici-
tation process were followed, one in which any qualified re-

searcher could respond to an advertisement for resea¡ch and
not just university academics. In the extreme, when only uni-
versity contracting is permitted, some research may be de-
ferred because a qualified academic is currently overex-
tended or did not perform satisfactorily in the past. But
qualified researchers can usually be found in any field of
transportation.

If the agency is interested in performing research in a

timely response to the accepted problems, using the basic
agreement and task order approach with a university is cur-
rently the most expeditious manner of resea¡cher solicitation
and selection. Contracting outside of the bæic agreement will
almost assuredly lengthen the procass. A lengthening of the
research process ca¡l sometimes be tolerated to ensure that the
most capable investigator is selected. Research is programmed
for accomplishment; there may be several instances where a

<lelay can be tolerated.
The last area where obstacles delay a final contract is in the

terms of the contract itself. Eight states apply an upper limit to
the overhead charges. (See response to question 3e in Appen-
dix B.) This item is often negotiated with the contractor. The

overhead limit set by the state is intended to lower the total
cost of the resea¡ch. The overhead rate of the research organi-
zation reflects the actual cost of maintaining the organization
and providing the support services, A compromise by both the
agency and the research organization is a prudent course to
advance the research effort. States have a wide range of fringe
and indirect rates used with the universities. In addition, there
is considerable variation between states on the allowable
charges, as reflected in Table 5.

Two states have occasional problems with excessive

budgets. Some states set the limit on a budget with the adver-

tisement (New Jersey), but the budget frequently is negotiated

with the proposer. There are administrative support delays

(audit, legal) within some states that are problematic. These

are intemal issues that must be continuously reviewed and

improved by each state.

UNIVERSITY ISSUES

Most states have a large share of their contract ¡esearch

program rvith universities. No discussion of contract research

would be corrplete without highlighting issues importzutt to

universities, Some of the states have contract problems with
the universities, An understanding of the university's point of
view and priorities may serve to make future contract negotia-

tions eæier for the states.

There is no attempt to prioritize the iterns listed belorv. The

list was developed on the basis of discussions with Dr. Louis
Pignataro, Distinguished Professor and Director of the

Center for Transportation Studies and Research at the New
Jersey Institute of Technology and Dr. Kumares Sinha, Pro-

fessor and He¿rd of Transportation and Urban Engineering at
Purdue University. It is neither an exhaustive compilation of
issues nor conìplete ín its breadth of discussion of a particular
item.

. The primary mission of a university is the education of
the student body, But resea¡ch is an integral part of the educa-

tional process. Besides keeping faculty abreast of the latest

developments in thei¡ field, research can show the student a

disciplined approach to problem solving while also giving the

student a practical introduction to the specific field of study
covered by the research.

o Students are involved in most resea¡ch projects con-

ducted by the university. They are aligned with projects on the

basis of thet particulil field of interest. However. students

have their own priorities, primarily related to the courses and

the course requirements in their major field of study, In addi-

tion, the students have varied backgrounds. With these back-
grounds, some students do not recognize the inter-relationship
of work on a research project at a university with their educa-

tion or the needs of the client, The faculty of the university
"bridges the gaps" that the student does not recognize.

¡ The teaching mandate of a university makes technology
transfer second nature to its operations. Conferences, seminars
and workshops æe within the realm of desirable and managed

activities.
o Tenured faculty have reached their position through a

rigorous process that includes research. They have developed
an expertise in a field of study sought after by the practicing
community. Their abilities ald knowledge are invaluable in
deciding a course of aotion for research in their field.
Sometimes, though, tenured faculty may view the transporta-

tion agency's problems as too pragmatic to be considered as

serious issues for study. The desi¡e for a more basic research is
a high P'rioritY witi the facultY.
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TABLE 5

SAMPLE OVERT{EAD RATES IN S'IATE-LINTVERSITY CONTRACTS

Overhead Rales

Fringe* I¡direct Comments

32.5Vo 59Vo

24To 507o

37.57o

Actual Audited Rates

Federal Agency Approved Ræes

School A
School B

Adm. w/State Projs.

Privare School
Public, Out of Stare

Combi¡red

<70Vo
34Ta

38Vo**

499o
7j%o

40Eo***
70Vø

MN

NJ

NC

SD

ME

Notations:

. Untenured faculty have a developing expertise in their

fields, as their dissertation demonstrates. They are very willing
and able to advance study in the fields at the suggestion of the

transportation community.
. Academic freedom is a protected right of faculty. This

f¡eedom includes the intellectual property rights of thei¡ work.
Individual fasulty negotiate thei¡ own publishing arrange-

ments with clients.
. Contracts are entered with universities. If the principal

investigator leaves the university, the university has the option
to replace the principal investigator with another qualified iutd

willing faculty member. If none is found, the project may go

with the faculty member at the option of the client.
. The "grant" program may be the most ideal contractual

affangement that a university enters between the resea¡ch team

and client. The team details the scope of work in a proposal

that may tre peer reviewed before the client grants funding for

the study. Since most of the grant projects are for more basic

research than that performed for a state transportation agency,

the conduct ofthe study is more liberal in the direction it takes

over tiûre.
o Unive¡sity "administrative overhead" is not a high-

priced item. Therefore, nrmy ameniLies that are found in pri-
vate industry çannot be provided, such as glossy reports or
multimedia displays for the monthly meetings. Clients can ex-

pect a professional presentation of the research results, but not

a "glamorous" one.
r Universities have a more diffìcult time "staffing" a proj-

ect than private consultants, for a couple of reasons. Fi¡st, a
semester is the smallest increment of time in the university
research program. Seconcl" the areas of expertise of staff and

the academic year for the students rray not make a perfect

match. Furthermore, the loss of students and staff due to turn-

over cannot be easily replaced.

È Bæe is total salriæ, unless otherwise noted
+t Salary bæe Ls so;dents only.

*** Federal agency approved ¡ate.

r The forms used by public agencies ftom which consult-

ants are selected are not easily responded to by universities.
The form is usually designed for the "bread and butter" com-

pany. The coherence of the university is found mainly in its
educational mandats, not with the assembling of a contract

team.
¡ University relationships are usually formal. Because the

school is not organized for the profit motive and many of the

individual faculty foster specific fields of interest, a relation-

ship with a state agency should stress these points. There are

existing long-term associations between universities ünd pub-

lic agencies founded in legislation that have become relation-

ships with the closest rapport.
. The nature of the university (formal, not for profit, low

overhead, student involvement, academic freedom) and its
mandate (education) suggest types of study distinctively dif-
ferent from the private consultant. Similar relationships and

contractual arrangements would not be appropriate between

the public agency and the university as with the public agency

and a private consultant.
. Contract requirements of various clients are sometimes

diffîcult for the university to comply with. The most com-

mon problems ¿ìrise in the accounting and insurance cate-

gories. For example, an academic's accounting of time is
on a percentage of time basis rather than houdy. ln addition,

contract modifications that require a fast turnaround may also

prove problematlc because of education precedence and stu-

dent involvement.

A thread of academic freedom and the mandate to educate

can be seen throughout this list of issues. A state research

organization should draw on these academic strengths

throughout the research process. In program development, the

state can take advantage of the expertise that exists in the
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university. This same expertise ean be channeled to respond they contract B'ecause obstacles are not easily overcomg the

totheprojectneedsoftheagency,throughcontractresea¡ch. peÍinent points should be discussed at the earliest possible
Not all universilie$ and states relate with all items on this time. Both the state agency and the university may find

list. The research manager is advised to pursue an investiga- considerable room for accommodation in future contraetual
tion of the salient points with the unive¡sities with whom arrângemÊnts.
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CHAPIERFOTIR

NEGOT¡ATING A CONTRACT

The process by which contracts are approved can be pro
tracted both in private industry and in state agencies (10). The

process is eased, however, when the basic agreement approach

is used between universities and the states. But as more con-

tracts are issued with private industry, the states will be look-

ing for innovative techniques to hasten that process. Some ex-

amples ol innovative techniques are:

. New Mexico's Alliance For Transportation Research

(ATR), a consortium of Departrnent of Energy Laboratories

(Los Alamos and Sandia), universities (New Mexico State and

the University of New Mexico), and the New Mexico lligh-
way and Tlansportation Department. Research challenges are

matched with the Alliance's resources to find solutions.
o California complements the expertise at Caltrans with

other state agencies, when appropriate and available.
r Open-ended contracts are cunently used to purchase

specizrlized services and can be a research resource outside the

university system. The contract should only be awarded for

specific expertise and the state must cæefully define the terms

and participants.

DËVELOPING SCOPE OF WORK

The scope of work for research is considered a project de-

velopment function of the agency. However, two-thirds of the

states negotiate the scope with the potential contractor, sug-

gesting that contÎact negotiations are pafi of the development

phæe. The size of a state's contract program does not play a

role in whefher or not the scope is negotiated (table 6). Scope

development is an involved process and va¡ies from state to

state. Although more tha¡ 90 percent of the states solicit re-

sea¡ch needs ftom the operating units of the agency, many

contracted projects are scoped with the principal investigators.

The goal of the research program is the implementation of

the results. A rule of implementation is that the objectives of

the research add¡ess the needs of the operating units. The

TABLE6

DEVELOPING SCOPE OF WORK BY STTF OF CONTRACT

PROGRAM

scope of work must be designed to achieve those objectives.

Therefore, it is advantageous for the operating units to be part

of the negotiating team developing the scope of the work.

SELECTING TYPE OF CONTRACT

The type of contract used by the states varies slightly be-

tween universities and private consultants. States prefer using

cost reimbursable contracts with a ceiling and fixed-price

agreements with universities, in that order. The reverse order

is true when working with private consultants. Cost reimburs-

able contracts a¡e used in only a few cases. The FIIWA uses

several award arrangements (see Appendix C).

NEGOTIATING TERMS OF

AGREEMENT

More than 70 percent of the states reported that contract

terms in the negotiating process were not particularly difficult.
Table 7 indicates that states that contract solely with universi-

ties are not experiencing the problerns that states with an open

contracting policy may have. Part of the explanation for this

difference is the existence of a basic agreement between the

state and the universities, which previously covered the admin-

ist¡ative terms of the contract. The choice of the contractor

should not be solely based on the ease and speed with which

contracts are consummated, however tempting it may be to di-

rect the contract program to a relatively problem-free contract

atmosphere.

TABLET

DIFFICULTY WITH NEGOTIATING CONTRACTS BY

CONTRACTING AGENCY

Number of States Experiencing
Difficult Negotiations

Contracting Agency Have Difñculty No Difficulty

Universities only 1 24
Universities ancl Private
Consultants 9 6

Scope

Number of States

>507o ofProgranr <507o ofProgram
Contracted Contracted

Whether the contract is with universities or private consult-

ants, the scope of work and the deliverables are the most im-

portant items for the majority of states, (See response to ques-

tion 4c in Appendix B.) Next in order of importance a¡e the

schedule, reporting, publication, and implementation terms.

Negotiated With
Contractor

Set by State

15

6

t1

7
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Many states responded that it is more expeditious to contraçt
with universities through the basic agreement than without it.

The project schedule is the single most negotiated item.
The scope ofwork, budget, and deliverables are the next most
often negotiated items. Most other contract teÍrìs are set by the
states. Ofparticular interest is the fact that technology transfer
is an aspect of contracts in all but two reporting states. Most
states reported no problem with zury of the contract terms. Of
the few states that reported problems, the items mentioned at
le¿st twice were indemnification, insurance, publication
schedule, data rights, end scope. These issues were mentioned
by both universities and private consultants.

NEGOÏANNG MODIFICAT¡ONS

When it comes to negotiating modifications to the contract,
the budget is considered the most difficult by both universities
and private consultants. (See response to question 4e in Appendix
B.) ïhe reasons related to the funding limits of the states arid the

objectives of the scope modifications, which cause the budget re-
negotiations to be less definitive than in the original contract.

The first reason is not wholly within an agency's control,
but the second is readily influenced by the pæties of the con-
tract. The principal investigator may have the best thoughts of

anyone on the requirements for modifications to the research
project, The value of good communications becomes apparent
when a principal investigator proposes the need for extended
research in a specific area to the technical panel. Open minds
and an understanding of the outcome of the project can effec-

tively resolve differences of opinion.
The renegotiation of the scope is troublesome for a few

states with private consultants. Frequently, the interaction of
the technical panel with the resea¡ch team is the key to an un-
troubled progression to the resea¡ch. The states may have de-

veloped a strong interaction with a core group of academics
over the years, resulting in the understanding and acceptance

between the technical panel md the resea¡cher. The infrequent
use of private consultants has not permitted this type of rela-
tionship to develop. As literature suggests, communication is
the key to improved interaction.

There is no easy comparison between universities and pri-
vate consultants in terms of experience and expertise. Assum-
ing this comparison has been made for a project, the progress
of the research and the modification requests proposed by the
research team should receive the same technical panel scru-

tiny, whether the team is a university or a private consultant.
The research team has been selected for good reasons, namely
those listed under the "Review Process for Competing Pro
posals" in Chapter 3.
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CH-A.PTBR FIVE

MONITORING THE CONTRACT

A state research organization may set several priorities for

itself. High among them is the tracking of research p'rojects to

implementation and the state must give preferential monitor-

ing to those aspects of the project that directly affect the im-
plementation. As noted earlier, the states view the scope and

deliverables as the most important aspects of the contract.

Tracking a project can be problematic when it is contracted to

an independent research agency because aspects of project

cont¡ol are taken out ofthe states' direct control and put under

a contractual a,rrangement. To maintain the most effective

control of the research effort and assure that the contractor is

performing at a satisfactory level, the contractor should meet

the following performance requirements (11):

r high level of communicalion between state and contract

agency'
o good technical quality of the work performed,
r timely adherence to contractual milestones, and
¡ a high level of originality in the work pertbrmed (when

applicable.)

An Arizona state DOT survey in 1992 (12) indicates that only

two reporting states achieve 100 percent implementation. The

majority of states get less than 50 percent implementation of
their research, with one state reporting no implementation.

North Ca¡olina DOT has reported increæed success with im-
plementation since the involvement of Division of Highways

staff in the development and monitoring efforts. (See the case

study in chapter 7). Forming a successful technical panel can

be accomplished in many ways. One is to choose a panel that
has the operational needs and the desire for improved condi-

tions, The panel chairperson should ensure that the panel

members maintain a high degree of motivation. For support, a
research staff liaison who has championed the research can

help focus the resea¡ch team. Every effort should be made to
have a resea¡ch staff member on the technical panels. The

Virginia Tlansportation Reseæch Council uses Research Ad-
visory Committees for specific research disciplines. The mem-

bership of the committees is restricted to staff whose work is

relevant to the program. Meeting attendance ís important, even

if a member has to send an alternate. Virginia has assessed

that the advisory committee activities have played a very im-

portant role in the reputation for quality that the Virginia De-

parEnent of Transportation enjoys.

The states' responses to the questionnaire regarding moni
toring methods and actions, and contractor requirements are

given in Table 8. Summary information on these items is given

in Appendix B responses to questions 5a through 59.

SELECTING METHODS TO MONITOR

Almost 90 percent of the responding states involve the re-

search staff in monitoring the contract work; only Florida,

Maryland, Missouri, and Pennsylvania do not. Table 9 shows

that the size of the research staff has no influence on the

method of monitoring contracts. The fact that those states

which use only research staff for the monitoring effon have the

lowest average staff size, is contrary to what might be ex-

pected. There are other factors that states must be using to de-

cide monitoring techniques. Seventy percent of the responding

states use some combination of technical panel, operating

staff, and research staff to monitor the contract. The technical
panels have operating staffrepresentation. The primary benefit

of involving operating staff is to increase the potential for
implementation.

A direct contact between research staff and the principal
investigator of the contract research is beneficial in acheiving

the following advantages:

o continuing promotion of the project by the reseæch unit,
. ongoing improvements to the research process,

¡ enhanced staffexpertise, and
. technically creative products through resea¡ch staff in-

volvement with the operations units.

The Arizona state DOT survey reported the number of
projects managed by a research staff member is normally be-

tween one and four. Fewer than ten states reported having an

engineer manage more than five projects (12). From the or-

ganization considerations section of chapter 2, it was shown

that more projects are monitored per staff person in the larger

contract prograrns.

A method of maintaining research staff as monitors while
not overburdening their workload is to reduce their involve-
ment in other activities. Some states use research staff as ad-

ministrative contract monitors and the technical panel as

product and work tæk reviewers (see Table 1).

TRACKING PROGRESS OF

WORK TASKS

Despite the fact that ovemrns of time and budget '¿re a pafi
of research programs, the rnajority of projects have time over-

runs of less than one year and cost overruns of less than 20

percent ofthe budget (/2). As important as adherence to these

items are to a research prograrn, overruns can be tolerated if
the expected deliverables a¡e beneficial to the agency. One

means of closely scrutinizing time on a project is a method
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used by West Virginia. The contractor is required to report
progress in terrrìs of percent of task completed. (sample Proj-
ect Task Completion form in Appendix E). The contract
monitors can easily evaluate project progress. West Virginia
requires this form monthly in addition to the contractor's
written report on accomplishments. Minnesota is regulafly
improving its Automated Resea¡ch Tlacking System (ARTS),
which provides easy access to summary information on re-
search projects for a variety of users, while maintaining back-
ground data on funding for the Office of Research Admini-
stration personnel. ARTS yields separate screen data on the
project (purpose, category status), funding (by source), con-
traot (dates), encumbrances (balance by source), payments,
project panel, keywords, and ûnal report. Sample project funding
contract information screens are shown in Appendix E.

Ï'ABI-E Iì

CONTRACT MONTTORING DATA

A review of the deliverables is an ongoing activity for most
states, but the review frequently comes in the form of a prog-
ress report. One-thi¡d of the states reported having meetings
on a quarterly to annual basis, and half the states reported that
meetings are held on an "as needed' basis. Within a project,
the attainment of notable milestones or the occurence of
problems are the usual reæons to hold a meeting. Some
meeting schedules are set on the basis of the size of the con-

tract and/or the perceived inìportance of the research. AI-
though there may be a liaison staff person ftom the agency

keeping contact with the principal investigator, project moni-
toring is a team effort that should strive for usable results.

The contract items receiving the most attention ftom the
project monitors are the project schedule, technical progress,
and scope. Following those is the budget (See the response to

Questionnaire: Question S.O-MOMTORING CONTRACT PERFORMANCE

Søte Contract Monitoring
Methods*

Contractor Requi¡ements*$ Contract Monitoring
Actionsx*r

Close-Out
Req'ts.*xxx

TT
WCOnt.*x*x*

Report Meeting OP

AI- T.O.R o.F R F v_w- .s.T.sc.R.sT.l A.FR NO
AK T.R SA.F F V.V/. SC FR.P NO
AR R SA"F V A V.V/.P- S.T.SC.B.ST.I FR YES
CA R o.F v V.Vr'.P. T.SC.B.ST FR.F,() NO
CO T.O.R o.F v.w.P- T..sc.B A,FR YES
CT o,R,oT Q,F a V v,w- T,sc,B

P-B
FR,D NO

DC R F V- SC
w- s.T.B

FR NO

FL o Q,F v,w- s,T,sc,B,sT
P- S,T,B
D- S.T.B

FR,I NO

GA T.R SA V v v- s.T.sc.B.ì A.F'R.C NO
ID T.R o v.v/- s.T.sc.B..sT FR NO
rf. T.O.R o SA V V.V/- S.T.SC.B.I FR YRS
IN T,R o SA F R- S.T.SC.B.I FR.IM YFS
I,A T.R BA v BA PR- S.T^SC^B A.FR.I YES
KY T.O.R SA SA V.-f R I FR YFJ
LA T,O,R SA SA A V. T,SC

w-s,l
P-B

A,FR,E NO

Mtì T.R o V.}V- S.T.SC.B A.FR.I NO
MD T,O a SA V- S,I

w-B
P- T.SC

A,FR YES

MI T,R M a F v,w- s,T,sc,B,sT,I
P- T.SC-B

A,FR NO

MN T,R a a F v- s,sT,I
W- T,SC,B

P- DL

A,D,IM NO

MS O,R a v- s,T,sc,B,sT,I
w-.s.T.sc I

A,FR,D YES

MO T.O o o F V- S.T.SC.B.ST.I FR NO
NE o,R PR v v- s,T,B

w- sc
A,FR YES

N'r' R a V/- T,SC,B,I
p-R

A,FR,IM YES
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TABLE I (Continued)

Questionnaire: Question 5.0-MONITORING CONTRACT PERFORMANCE

State Contract Monitoritg
Methodsx

Requirements** Contract Monitoring
A(fionsx**

Close-Out
Req'ts.x**x

TT
øCont.**t**

ReDort Meetins OR

NH R A V- S,T,SC
P.B

FR NO

NJ T.O.R o V v.w.P-s.B FR.I YES

NY o.R o V V V W.P.R. S^T.SC.B.ST.I A,FR YES

NM R o F v- s.T.sc.R-I FR.C

NC o,R SA A V.V¿. S.T.SC.B.ST.] A NO

ND R v v- T.sc.B A.FR NO

OH O,R a A V- S,T,SC,I
P-B

A.FR,D.E YES

OR T,R o SA v.w.P- s.T.sc.B.sr.r A.FR.I NO

PA T.R M/Q v v V,W- S,T,SC,B,ST,I,DL
P.RF. DT-

A,FR,DL,I,E YFS

RI O,R o v v.v/- s.T.sc.B.sr.r A.FR NO

SC T.R o F V.W.P. S.T.SC.B A,FR YES

SD T,R a v F v,v/- s,T,sc,B,sT,I
P- T.SC

A.FR.I.E

TN R o o F V.W.P. T.SC.B.ST FR YES

TX T,R SA BA A V- S.T.SC,B.ST A,FR YES

UT 1'.O.R o V- S.T.SC.B.ST.I FR,IM

\¡/A o.R o v- s.T.sc v/- B A.FR.I YES

wv o,R M a a v,w- s,T,sc,B,sT,I
P-B

C YES

WI R o V F V- S W- T.SC P-B FR YES

WY o.R o W.RE. S.T.SC.B.ST.I FR NO

Refø to Appendir A for the Quetiomaire

Notatiore:
* Quætion 5a of Qustiomaire in Appendix A, T=technical./adm. panel, Gopening staff, R-ræøcå staff, OT'oths.

** q¡stion 5b of @estionnaire in Appendix A, lvlQmonthl,'/quafêrly mætings, SA-seni-annual mtgs, A-amual mtgs, BA-biemial mQs, F-final mtg, V- vrie or as

needed'
*** euction 5c of Questiomaire in Appendix A, V-verbal, S,-sæpe, W-witten adv., T-technical prog., P-pay't. defament, SC-schedule, D-dismissal, B'budget, R-¡eviov,

ST-staff, RE-removal from list,I-inrplenentation, PR-progrcs report, DLdeliverabl*.
**** quætion 5d of Quxtiomaire in Apfendix A, A-audit, FR-final report, Ddelivaablæ, E-equipment disposal, C-ærtification, M-implementation plar./mtg.

***** (sætablc 5e md 5f in Appendix A for details on æntr¿ctor iûvolvement)

TABLE9

MONTTORING METHODS COMPARED TO SITF OF RFJEARCH

STAFF

Monitoring Method
Number of Average Staft'

States ßange)

Combination of Research and

Technical or Operaling Staff
Research Staff Only
No Resea¡ch Staff Used

response to question 5c in Appendix B). As difficult as it nray

be, all the contract terms require close attention ftom state

monitors. Replacement of a project's principal staff member

could have a more devastating affect than a budget overun. A
few states view all terms of the contract as equa[y important

and they are willing to remove a contractor Aom a future eli-
gibility list for serious infractions of the terms. The evaluation

of contractors should be commensurate with the level of risk
of the research (O. It is not enough to monitor the work tasks

of the contractorl the review team must also evaluate the

technical work, judge the progress against the budget and

provide feedback to the contractor.

TRACKING EFFORTS LEADING TO

IMPLEMENTATION

Opinions and methods differ over the way the states in-

volve conûactors in the implementation effort. Forty percent of
the responding states repofed that contractors are not included

in any aspect of the technology transfer effort. Conversely, 12

of the responding states waut the contractor to assist wíth

29
9
4

14.6 (1-60)
8.1 (1-35)

13.5 (4-22)

question 5c in Appendix B). When a contractor needs a re-

minder to adhere to the contract terms, verbal advisories are

used. More serious actions, such as payment deferments, are

taken if necessary to prevent budget and time overruns and to

ensure technical progress. only Florida indicated that dis-

missal of a contractor is an action that could be taken' and

Pennsylvania and Wyoming would remove a contractor from

the eligibility list.
In monitoring contr¿lcts, the contractor's maintaining ap

propriate staffing levels and the project's potential for inrple
mentation receive attention in less than half of the states. (See
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training sessions and semina¡s on select pro.jects. Four states

ask the contractor for an implementation plan but fewer ask

the conüactor for a presentation of the findings to staff or for
an audiovisual tape. The SHRP process, described in Appen-
dix D, notes that a conscious effort was made to refrain ftom
including any aspect of the implementation effort in the con-
tract research. The implementation effort was undertaken sub-
sequent to the study.

There are several reasons for limiting the contractor's in-
volvement in the implementation process: lack of contractor
knowledge of the intemal processes of the agency; desire not
to divert the contractor's focus f¡om the objectives of the re-
search; need for separate work plans for the resea¡ch effort and
the implementation effon (only four states ask the contractor
for an implementation plan); and specialized disciplines re-
quired for the implementation effort may be different from
those of the agency conducting the research.

Although the contractor does not have primæy responsibil-
ity for implementation, states view implementation as a prior-
ity and it is generally accepted that the process should start
u.ith the development of the scope of work.

Technology transfer techniques iurd implementation meth-
ods a¡e discussed in chapter 6. Each research project and the
agency's internal organizational structure and interaction with
other agencies should be considered when developing imple-
mentation procedures.

DEALING WÍTH SPECIAL ISSUES

The importance of effective communication between the
state and the contractor during the contracting and contract
monitoring processes cãìnot be overemphasized (11,13).
Kreiger Henderson, a former director of the NCHRP, stated it
pragmatically when he said that "Experience has demon-
strated that once conffacted, the practical fact oflife is that the
destiny of the researoh is pretty well committed no matter how
extensive the staff surveillance or how many administrative
procedures are available to accommodate changes" (13). A
clear statement of the research issues and their resolution
should be understood by all parties to the conEact. Ambiguity
in any of the work tasks can lead to proûacted discussions of
contract modifications during the actual research phase. Am-
biguity can tre reduced or eliminated through early, concen-
trated discussíon of the issues.

Several comments and questions were raised by the man-
agers of resea¡ch units with the retumed questionnaires (see

response to question 59 in Appendix B). Not all of them relate
to monitoring a contract, but their inclusion is relevant.

o '"There is an imperative to identiff cornpetent contractors."
Evaluation techniques that quantify the performance of con-
tractors would be useful if maintained on a broad basis, regionatly
or nationally. The Research Advisory Committee (RAC) could be
the focal point of these evaluations. Flowever, care must be ex-
ercised to maintain fair and comprehensive evaluations.

. '?rivate contractors are not resp:nsive." Severat prob-
lems exist with any contractor, but the private contractor

usually requires lengthy negotiations. The negotiations that
occur with modifications to a contract reflect the strength of
the communication bond between the state and the contraÇtot.
The maxim that the bond between the agency and a contractor
is formed at the negotiating stage cannot be repeated too often.

e "Research units should seek funding beyond state plan-
ning and research funds." The responses to question td on
program funding (Appendix b) indicate that the states concur.

. "Separate units conduct research within the DOT." The
case study of Minnesota depicts how successfully this tlpe of
arrangement can work.

o '"The technical advisory coûìrnittee improved the focus of
contract research." Benefits of such a corffnittee are numer-
ous. The primary players of an agency are brought together to
act as a cohesive force for the agency.

o "The state is considering using an RFP process instead
of going solely with the university." There is a range of experi-
ence with the RFP process. The expertise of potential propos-
ers is broadened, but at the expense of less timely contract
document closures.

o '"There should be an ¿Llliance for transportation resea¡ch
between industry and government." The interaction of gov-
emment and industry for transportation resea¡ch has positive
potential for both pafiies. Industry can be the party .àt. the table
that they deserve to be and government oan develop its re-
search strategy with all affected parties. The added beneht to
government is the possibility of private funding for an ex-
panded research program.

o "A means must be found to expedite past due reseæch
reports." The final report is one of the most important deliver-
ables of a research contract. The contract between the state
and researcher should give appropriate authority to the
state allowing for the withholding of paynent in these
situations. Future contract awards can also be withhel<l
from the unresponsive agency. \Yith efective. continuing
communication and monitoring techniques in place, this
should occur rarely.

o "What happens to a study when the principal investiga-
tor leaves the university?" In chapter 3, this issue is addressed
from ihe perspective of the university. Most, if not all. con-
tracts fail to include this contingency. A solution is to have the
contract follow the principal investigator, but the contracting
research agency may be reluctant to make the required con-
tractual affangement.

o "Do university contracts reference OMB-21?" All uni-
versity research contracts using federal funds reference OMB-
21. A copy of the latest revisions to the ci¡cular on'Cost
Principles for Educational Institutions" is available f¡om the
FHWA division off,rce. This document should be the resource
for contract terms and references.

o "Disposal of equipment." The contract teñns note the
ownership rights of equipment purchased for the research
project. The funds used for purchase of the equipment dictate
the process to follow, If federal funds are used for the contract,
FHWA regulations dictate tlte procedure to follow,

o "There are excessive in-state audit requirements." Each
state has its orvn regulations that must be followed but there are
also federal regulations. Frequently, a university rrray not have ¿rn



accounting system that is responsive to small transportation
research contracts. As noted in chapter 3, there are other time-
reporting differences that have to be dealt with in university
contracts.

. "Ihe anount of retainage is problematic." Not all agen-

cies have retainage clauses and the amount of retainage se-

lected is usually a little less than the fee; it is not meant to be

punitive, but serves as a small insurance policy for the client.

CONTRACT CLOSEOUT

The formal closing of a contract has practical advantages.

All parties are made awa¡e of the shift of responsibility from
the research agency to the state at the end of the funding. The

z5

implementation effort can proceed on the basis of formally ac-

cepted findings approved by the technical panel.

The final report is the document required to close out a con-

tract. More than half the states require an audit" however, the audit

requirement for a university that is regulady used by a state maybe
waived and annual or biennial audits of all contracts closed out in

that period may be more practical. Invoices and deliverables are a

necessary part of the contract closeoul procedure. A final pay-

ment for the products contracted should be formalized.
Although only two states indicated that a formal process

was used to terminate a contract, the requirements mentioned
would indicate that a process is used universally. As noted in
Appendix C, the FFIWA s contract closeout process includes a

final report or product, the disposition of equipment or prop
erty, audit closeout, and a final payment.
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CTIAPTER SD(

IMPLEMENTATION OF CONTRACT RESULTS

Implementation is defîned as ". . . that paft of the technot-
ogy transfer process concemed directly with the mechanisms
of putting specific sets of research findings into practical use.
The full implementation process includes the development of
revisions ofpolicy, plans, specifications, standards, and so on,
that must occur before new knowledge can be incorporated
into practice." (2) There is overwhelming support for the no-
tion that research results should find thei¡ way into practice.
The manner in which this is accomplished va¡ies with each

state.

South Dakota Process

South Dakota has a two-pronged approach to irnplementa-
tion. The bottom up approach involves staff tracking the re-
se¿¡rch effort and fostering implementation in conjunction with
the operations units.

The top down portion was instituted in 1992. A detailed
explanation of the top down process is given here as an ex-
ample of what can be done. The forms used throughout the
process a¡e found in Appendix E. The project technical panel
evaluates the research findings relative to the research objec-
tives and tasks that were issued with the RFP. Comments are
made on each objective and task regarding the completeness
and acceptability of the researchers' work. Finally, the contrac-
tors' recommendations are approved or rejected. The accepted
recommendations are analyzed for the most appropriate way to
put them into operation. The panel's corrunents are circulated
throughout the department for region and division manager
comment and approval. A final set of recommendations is
presented to departmental upper management (Research
Review Boa¡d) for comment and approval, The Secretary
of the Department of Transportation gives the final sign-of
for the recommendations. At this point, a responsible di-
vision of the department is appointed for each of the rec-
ommendations. The office of resea¡ch tracks the progress on
each recommendation.

INVOLVEMENT OF CONTRACTOR

STAFF

A Colorado study of state research organizations found that
2l of the 34 respondents (62 percent) had a formal process to
implement research findings (14). T\e questionnaire used to
supplement this study also showed that 60 percent of the re-
spondents involved the contractor in the technology transfer
effort,

The contractors are involved in the technology transfer ef-
fort in various ways. Most frequently, they give seminars or
training sessions to agency staff. These can have good results
because staff most directly involved with the implementation
of the research results have the opportunity to interact with
both the principal investigator and other operating units on the
merits and methods of implementation.

Indiana, Minnesota, Nevada, and Utah ask for an imple-
mentation plan from the contractor. The most useful plans
have input f¡om the technical review panels. Principal investi-
gators ray not have sufficient knowledge of the rvork flow or
the extent to which other agency units are affected to be able to
design an effective implementation plan. The plans submitted
by contractors along with their research results c¿in serye as

useful starting points for a large-scale implementation effort.
As noted in chapter 5, there are reÍNons for limiting the con-
tractor's involvement in the implementation effort.

The least-asked-for item from a contractor is an audiovisual
product, which is sometimes submitted with a training ses-

sion. While a tape can replace repeat visits by the principzrl in-
vestigator, and is useful in showing the conditions and effects
of a process, the trainers showing the tape must be well-
informed on the project results. The explanation ofthe process

and the proposed changes are better handled by a speaker who
can respond to questions.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER METHODS

Utility of Research

There is no recent information on how states perceive the
usefulness of resea¡ch. The 1987 state research manager sur-
vey by Reilly (5) placed resea¡ch by universities and consult-
ants lower in usefulness than work by state research staffs,
USDOT, and NCHRP (Iable 10). Since this survey, states
have improved their implementation techniques as well as in-
creæed thei¡ contract work with universities. The implemen-
tation process with the universities is under continuous review
and constant refinements are being made. This will undoubt-
edly increase the usefulness of university research for states.

Generalized Process

No research study should be conducted in ignorance of
knowledge that has preceded it. The following outline of technol-
ogy transfff techniques stresses the importance of this con-
tinuum of knowledge, Documentation from research studies
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needs, shortage of funds, and resistance to change. Cutler
summarizes the literature on the subject and lists the following
obstacles to transferring technology (/5):

. The not-invented-here syndrome, which he states can be

nullified if new technology is aimed at addressing the agency

strategy, and the researoh team understands the strategy;
o Technology cannot be pushed into a¡ agencyt it must be

pulled. Thi.s supports the effon to involve the operational units
of the agency in the development of the research program.

o Technology must take place the way the recipient wants

it, not the way the provider thinks it should be done. The op
erational processes should not be completely overhauled to ac-

commodate technology unless the cost and effort of the organ-

izational changes a¡e worth it.
. Other obstacles include physical and cultural distances,

inappropriately trained st¿rff, and solutions in search of a

problem.

TRB Special Report 202 stated the impediments more suc-

cinctly: "Research often fails to change practice because of
limited understinding, organizational inertia, inflexible stan-

dards, preoccupation with first costs, mistrust of change or a
desire to perpetuate jobs."(1o

Enhancing Technology Transfe¡ Efforts

Recognizing the irnportance of implementation, NCHRP
has undertaken a major research effort" Project 2A-33,

"Facilitating the Implementation of Resea¡ch Findings." The

objectives of the resea¡ch are to (1) identify and evaluate the

significant factors that influence the implementation of re-

seæch findings, (2) determine ways to improve technology

transfer and facilitate interagency and public-private coopera-

tion in applying research results in surface transportation, arìd

(3) recommend strategies to create an environment conducive

to innovation and timely application of research findings in

surface transportation. A published report is expected in 199ó.

A study was conducted several yoars ago on techniques to

enhance the utilization of research results. The results were

published in Transportation Research Record 738 (1V. Ttre

authors concluded that following basic principles increæed re-

search implementation:

o The reseæch results must be timely,
¡ Policy væiables must be identified and the way each

institutes change must be shown,
¡ The researcher and user must be partners in all stages of

the work,
. The researcher must translate results into an understand-

able language,
r The research must be objective,
o A rapport should exist between the researcher and the

implementing agency, clear communication between re-

searcher and agency is essential, and
. Implementation must be planned ftom the outset of the

research.

Sta¡e
USDOT
NCHRP
University
Consultant

must find its way via a¡ information system to users. This
way, the resea¡ch is assimilated, evaluated, and incorporated
either into another research project or an implementation
effort.

Documentation of a study typicauy takes the fomr of a

written report, but many techniques are available: presenta-

tions, training workshops, hard copy distributions, arid text

entrees into computer files for subsequent retrieval. A tangible
deliverable can also be produced, such as aprocess or material
specification or prototype.

Documentation is provided through several intemational

outlets (1Ð:

o Personal networking,
¡ Professional meetings,
r Professional publications,
¡ University, state, and federal training progranls,
. Reports from research and operational professionals in

the transportation field, and
o Retrieval systerns such as TRIS and the National Tech-

nical Information Services.

Networking, attending professional meetings, and searching

online data trases were considered to be the best means of
finding sources of extemal technology.

The final part of the process, the a^ssimilation, evaluation,

and incorporation of the results, is the lengthiest and most dif-
ficult. It is here that the factors in a successful technology

transfer---credibility, champions, and comnrunication-apply
more than anywhere else (/5). The credibility of the rese¿ìrch

is decided at this phase. To incorporate the results will require

the strong support of management. Effective conrmunication
among all levels ofthe agency and outside organizations is es-

sential to the process. Champions of the technology must ex-

ist, both within the research unit and the agency. The evalua-

tion effort may involve experimental projects, as well as

multidiscipline staff meetings within the agency.

lmped¡ments to lmplementat¡on

Items put forth as impediments to the implementation of
research by staff at the NCDOT, Division of Highways, in-

cluded a lack of effective communication with the principal
investigator, poor alignment of the research to operational

4
4
5

l2
17
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Implementing research results is a continuous and time- Training: with multiple communication methods, an interac-

consuming process. A state's implementation methods must tive experience and a focused subject, training is an effec-

conform to the agency structure and the nature ofthe research tive technique to æsist aency staffto adopt innovation.
project. Several methods have been described by Rutherford

and Brooks to transfer technology in the Washington State Procedures: usually formalized in manual forn¡ procedures

DOT (18). These methods are: describe the standards, specifications and practices of the

agency; the implementation of improved procedures is ob-

Conferences; formal displays, presentations and networking viously time-consuming.
are among the opporfunitiæ that exist at conferences, which
can be either attended by or conducted by the research unit. Committees: intemal agency committees provide the range in

disciplines and the center for support for innovation.

Meetings: depending on the size and number of issues cov-

ered, the meeting is a formal opportunity to thoroughly dis-
cuss resea¡ch; networking is enhanced when æsociated Workshops: a hands-on training technique conducted by either

with professional organizations. the agency or the F[{WA.

Reports: although the leæt cornmunicative of the methods, re- Agents: representatives of the resea¡ch unit and,/or operations

ports are frequentþ the first and only contact with a par- serve in the capacity of a technology transfer agent, bdng-
ticular research study; further investigation requires pursu- ing conceptual innovation to the agency.

ing any of the other methods.

Newsletters: quick and effective access to abstracted research; Demonstrations: a working installation frequently conducted

several states publish newsletters regularly. with a workshop for the benefit of operations staff,
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CTIAPIER SEVBN

CASE STUDIES

Cal¡fornia

I 994 B ackground Information:

Program Funds-$7000k (SPR), S4260k (State)

Organizational Reporting-Transportation Management

Staff-35 (Division of New Tech. and Res.)

Conuact Projects--44 (Univ.) 14 (Cons.)

Sraff Projects-55

The California Departrnent of Transportation (Caltrans)

uses a blended research system that inco{porates in-house re-

search with contracted reseatch at universities, other govern-

ment agencies, and private organizations. This blended system

supports four separately funded research progrann: a) the fa-

cilities R&D prograûl which includes the state planning and

research (SPR) program; b) a traffìc operations research pro
gram that is wholly state funded; c) a state-funded seismic ret-

rofit research program; and d) the Advanced Transportation

Systems resea¡ch program that combines state, federal, and

private funding and partnered worksharing to research in-
telligent transportation systems (ITS) technologies and

applications. The case study reflects the facilities R&D pro-

gram. The others have similar restrictions and use simila¡
methods.

History

The facililies R&D program dates to the mid 1950s. It has

always been a blended systen\ but began with a much higher
proportion of in-house research than is now pursued. As early

as the 1960s successful research was being performed by the

California universities. These successes led to a specific con-

tract prograrn in 1983 with the University of Califomia's Insti-
tute for Traffic and Transportation Engineering (ITTE) at the

Berkeþ campus. The program is no'w called the Institute for
Tlansportation Studies (ITS) and includes the Davis, UCLA,
and kvine campuses of the University of Califomia. A master

agreement is used to simplify individual approvals for subse-

quent research projects. Additional research was pursued

through the California State Universities. In the late 1980s

Caltrans began usiug uúversities outside the state for specific
research.

In addition to universities, Caltrans has conftacted with
other government agencies. This approach has been especially

efficient where the other agency has expertise complementary

to Caltrans' transportation engineering expertise or would
have more direct access to required data or data collection

systems. Calt¡ans has also performed contract research with

pnvate organizations, when they possess expertise on specific

subjects not available through the other mecha¡risms.

Several factors limit contract resea¡ch in Califomia. First,

the state constitution requires all work that can tre accom-

plished by civil servants be done that way, with few excep

tions. Lack of staff has not been a valid reason for contracting,

but lack of expertise may be. Because the language of this re-

quirement is open to interpretation, several lawsuits have

sought to clerify it. An interim decision in one lawsuit has

fu¡ther restricted the range of allowable reasons for using con-

tracts. The requiredjustification and reasons given for seeking

outside expertise have become more stringent.

A second restriction to contracting is the limited applica-

tion of sole source contracting. Because of apparent misuse,

sole source contracting has been very difficult to pursue except

where the work is done by a public entity, including public

universities, which can be granted an exemption.
A thtd contracting limitation is directly related to the ecc

nomic recession in California. It is very difficult for state

agencies to get approval for out-of-state contracts while Cali-
fornia has a high unemployment rate.

Finally, contract reviews of the requisite documents are

very time consuming. An extensive legal review within Cal-

trans is followed by an oversight review by the Department of

General Services. If the contract exceeds $1 million it must be

approved by the Caltrans umlrrella superagency, the Business,

Transportation and Housing Agency, which takes 4 to 10

months.
In spite of these limitations, contracf research has increased

from $2.5 million per year in the mid 1950s to $8 million in
the mid 1990s. Over this 40-year period Caltrans staff has de-

creased but the total number of projects has remained in the

120-150 range.

Progrøn Development

Traditionally the resea¡ch program is developed through a

ttepartmentwide solicitation of 'þroblems needing solutions."

Projects are also generated in resp<lnse to litigation, disasters,

and emergency needs. Solicitations have normally been re-

quested separately for the multiple needs of the research

program: Caltrans resea¡ch, NCHRP problems, pooled-fund

studies and each of the other programs not within the fa-
cilities R&D program. Consideration is now being given to
using a continuous solicitation process, accepting all types of
problems.

The solicited problem statemenß a¡e sha¡ed with appropriate

functional divisions which screen, prioritize, and deltne the fi-
nal project. The prioritized projects are placed in a composite
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program and submitted to the Caltrans R&D corrunittee for
reevaluation and program determination. The R&D commit-
tee, composed of select division chiefs, recommends a pro.
gram ofprojects to the Caltra¡s deputy director for transporta-

tion management for approviLl before transmittal to the

FHWA.
All projects are conducted in-house, as dictated by policy,

unless a lack of Caltrans expertise necessitates contracting.
Formedy, the Office of Rese¿rch prepared project contracts.

Project work, monitoring, and report approval were performed

by the designated functional unit manager. Currently, the sub-
ject-specific contract documentation and contract monitoring
æe performed by the functional unit; the general contract

documents are prepared by the contracts office.

Contracto r S olic itation

Cont¡actor solicitation and selection are normally the re-

sponsibility of the designated Caltra¡s project manager. If the
required expertise is known to exist in the California univer-
sity system and the knowledgeable person has the time, desire,

a¡d staffassistance to perform the research, then a sole source

request for resea¡ch can lre issued. On receipt of a proposal
ftom the selected contracto( the scope of work and the budget
are negotiated by the project manager from the functional unit.
The technica-l information is used by the contracts office to

Oomplete an agreement with the contractor which must then be

approved by the process previously defined.
If the required expertise is known to exist somewhere

within the academic system, a limited RFP is sent to that part
of the system. Contractor selection would then proceed with a

review of the proposals received, using the criteria described
in the RFP. After a oontractor is selected, the work plan and

budget are negotiated. This information is again given to the

con'rracts off,rce to prepare the oontract. Most university con-

tracts use an existing master agreement, which is referred to in
the developed technical agreement.

When the required expertise does not exist in academia, or
is not specifically known, a general RFP is advertised in the

State Contracts Register and professional periodicals and is
sent to university contracting offices and private contractors.
The proposals received are reviewed using the criteria defined
in the RFP. After a proposal has been selected, the scope and

budget are negotiated; the general contract teflns are compiled
by the contracts office for execution.

Contra.ctor Selection

In sole source contrÍìcts, the contractor is selected on the
basis ofexpertise, specialized equipment and facilities, or pro-
prietary data In all othercases the contractor is selected by the
prqect manager on the basis of the criteria listed in the t{FP.
The proposals' ability to meet the criteria and project objec-
tives are scored and the proposals ranked. Scope and budget
negotiations are conducted with the top ranked contractor. If
the scope cannot be negotiated, the second ranked contractor

may be contacted for negotialions. There is no obligation to

award if the project objectives cannot be met.

Negotiøing Agreements

Fixed-price agreements are currently used for all contracts.
This arrangement gives more latitude to both the researcher

and the financial monitor in tracking payments. It also con-
forms to the university's contract office invoicing process. Ex-

cept liability, all terms of the agreement are negotiated. The re-

search methodology, schedule, and deliverables are reviewed
by a project committee for læge or complex projects. Negotia-
tions and contract modifications are deemed to be more ami-
cable with the university system than wíth private consultants.

One reæon is the state's long-term relationship with the universi-
ties, which has lreen made easier with the basic agreement.

The deliverables of projects have always been problematic
with contract research, but universities are being pressed to
appreciate the importance of reporting. The total burden (fringe

benefits plus indirect costs) varies among universities. At one

university, the fringe is less than l0 percent of the investiga-

tor's salary and the indi¡ect chæges are 49 percent of direct
costs. At another university the fringe is as much as 34 percent

ofthe investigator's sâlary and the indirect cheuges are only 10

percent of the direct costs.

Monito ring Cont ra.ctor

Small projects typically are monitored by the designated
project manager f¡om a functional ürea. Project technical

committees are formed for the læger, complex contracts and

may have nondepartmental experts on the committee as well
as appropriate department staff. A committee's responsibility
is generally for project di¡ection and review. Day-to-day
monitoring is performed by a contract monitor, who is ap
pointed by the functional area to provide project continuity and

accountability. Contract monitors evalu ate invoices, progress,

deliverables, and timeliness of the project using a standard
quartedy report and approve invoices for payment after satis-

factory completion of the designated tasks. AII monitors a¡e

supposed to be trained in the legal requirements of contracts

and they have the authority to reject payment of invoices for
subst¿adard or otherwise unacceptable work,

A formal process exists to close out contracts. A letter re-

port developed by the contract monitor gives the status of all
items required for project corrìpletion and is sent to the FTIWA

for federally supported projects. The items include the fina.l re-

port, total contract expenses, salvageable value of equipment
purchæed for the project and its disposition, and an estimate of the

savings for a 3-yeæ period if the findings are implemented.

Imp I e me nt at i o n of Re s ult s

Implementation of resea¡ch results is v¿riable. When
training is part of the contract, or is undertaken by the contract



manager, implementation ¡roceeds rapidly. There is some de-

gree of technology transfer through subsequent conüacts that

address implementation directly, rather than using the research

contract. For most contracts implementation results f¡om re-

port distribution rather than from a concerted effort within the

project.
A discontinued quarterly resea¡ch newsletter historically

contained a technology transfer a¡ticle. A renewed effort to

improve the implementation process is plzurned and it will
take adv¿ntage of the findings of the NCHRP project on im-

plementaLion and consider the reorganization within Caltrans'

Over many years of experience with contract resea¡ch,

Caltrans has used several mechanisms with varying degrees of

success, which often depends heavily on the contract monitor.

Caltrans has developed effective relationships between the

universities, Caltrans functional units, ¿utd the office of re-

sea¡ch. This relationship accounts for the strong research ¡no-
grarn despite staff reductions, department reorganizations, and

a down-tumed eænomy. Contract resea¡ch has expanded over

time. It provides the bulk of the solutions to the research needs

of the ctepartment and it is constantly evaluated to improve the

impiementation process. Details on any aspect of the research

program at Caltrans can be obtained ftom the Chief of the Of-

fice of Resea¡ch, 9 16-45 4-97 7 6.

Minnqsota

i 994 Background Information:

Program Funds-$1110 k(SPR), $6010k (State)

Organizalional Reporting-Planning
Staff-l2 (Office of Resea¡ch Administration)
Conrract Projects-88 (Univ.) (35 Cons.)

Staff Projects--40

Management of the Minnesota Departrnerìt of Transportation
(MnDOT) has developed a strong resea¡ch environment. An
effective program development and project investigator selec-

tion p'rocess exists between the Center For Transportation

Studies (CTS) at the University of Minnesota and the operat-

ing units of MnDOT, University staff are sought after as pri-

mary participants in the MnDOT research program. The

Guidestar program has considerable traffic management ex-

perience and stable funding and provides effectrve solutions to

traffic problems in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area. The Minne-
sota Road Reseæch Project O4nROAD) has strong financial

support and the potential to address Minnesota's pavement

design concems.

History

Until recently the work of MnDOT's research unit concen-

trated on materials and pavement. One of the eadiest pro-

grams, the Minnesota Local Road Research Bo¿d (LRRB),

was started in 1959 to perform maintenance and construction
resea¡ch for municipal and county road authorities. In 1980, at
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MnDOT's request, the legislature authorized the Cooperative

Program For Transportation Research (COPTRS), which
dedicated funds for the University of Minnesota. A basic

agreement betweeq the department and the university ensured

that the research needs of the department would be addressed.

Upper management oversight and strategic direction were

given by the predecessor of the Research Management

Council, which continues this function with quafrerly meet-

ings. The result was a reseæch program expanded from mate-

rials and pavement efforts to include traffic and eventually all
functional areas of the depafiment.

Several organizational changes were made with research

over the past 10 years resulting in the cunent Office of Re-

seæch Administration (ORA), the Office of Minnesota Road

Research, and the ()ff,tce of Special Projects/Guidestar. The

ORA is responsible for the resea¡ch needs identification, pro-

gram development, project management, technology transfer,

project implementation, and contract management functions.

The (Xfice of Minnesota Road Research conducts research

with staff and manages the MnROAD program. The Office
of Special Projects/Guidestar uses a multimillion dollar
program to advance transportation user service for the

state and national community in the IVHS (ITS) project

category.
In 1989, the CTS was formed at the University of Minne-

sota and the lnstitute for Transportatíon Systems was added to

it with federal funding from the ISTEA legislation. Addi-

tionally, MnDOT's district offices financially support the

Maintenance Operations Resea¡ch (M.O'R.B') program'

In 1980 the research program had a st¿rff of 8 and a budget

of less than $1 million. Including all the financial and organ-

izational resources available to research in the department' the

FY '94 research program had a staff of more than 40 people

and a budget of almost $12 million' The ORA is only a part of

the overall proglam, The other components are listed in the

following sections.

Program Development

MnDOT formerly developed its resea¡ch program from tlte

suggestions of research staff. But in 1992 the departrnent

reached out to the statewide transportation and government

community for research needs. Brainstorming sessions were

conducted for local roads, matorials, traffìc and safety, bridges'

envi¡onmental, and construction activities. This program de-

velopment process included projects in the IVHS (ITS) cate-

gory of the Guidesta¡ Project. Hundreds of ideas for research

were condensed to 20 in each category, The screening, evalua-

tion, and scoping of the 100 prioritized ideæ proved very un-

wieldy for the research staff and subsequently a modified

process was devised using a focus group. The focus group re-

viewed suggested topics prior to a meeting at which the group

tleveloped problem statements and suggested researchers and

project reviewers for each project. This later process is the one

MnDOT will use evay 2-3 years to æsemble a major part of

its resea¡ch program.
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In addition to funds available for the Guidesta¡ Proiect,
MnDOT has several financial resources available to address
research:

o State Planning and Reseæch (SPR)
o Cooperative Program For Transportation Resea¡ch

(coPTRS)
o Maintenance Operations Research O4.O.R.E.)
o MnROAD Project
¡ Center for Transportation Studies (CTS)
o Loc¿rl Road Research Board (LRRB)
. Various office operating budgeß.

The abundance of funding sources and capable researchers

allows MnDOT to address m;ny of its most critical research
needs, but the proliferation of research talent forces consider-
able brokering before the work program is assembled.

Contractor S olicitatíon

After determining which projects will be conducted in-
house by the Office of Minnesota Road Reseæch, the remain-
ing problem statements from the described process are submit-
ted to the CTS at the University of Minnesota. The CTS cate-
gorizes the problerns and advertises selectively within the
university system, which generally results in only one proposal
for each problem statement. MnDOT has developed a formal
procedure for the prepæation of project proposals (See Ap
pendix E). The highest ranked projects are then selected
within the available funding. The remaining problems are
considered for NCHRP submission or pooled-fund efforts. An
RFP process is being implemented for projects in the traffic
and envi¡onment categories to solicit private consultants. The
Guidestar and the MnROAD Projects selection processes are
now administered by the ORA.

Contractor Selection

Academics submitting proposals are expected to scope the
project and p,rovide a schedule and budget for the effon. A
copy of the detailed instructions given to university proposers
is included in Appendix E. Because the problem statements
are sent to the appropriate area within the university, it is un-
usual for more than one proposal to be submitted in response
to each problem statement. MnDOT's technical experts, con-
tact persons, problem originators, and ORA staff form a tech-
nical advisory panel (IAP) to evaluate the proposals. There
have been occasions when MnDOT bypassed the advertise-
ment and selected a specific academic as the principal investi-
gator when a di¡ect match existed.

The highest ranked prrojects are then selected within the
available funding. The remaining problems are considered for
the NCHRP or pooletl-fund efforts.

N e g ot i at in g A I re em e nI s

A basic agreement is executed biennially between MnDOT
and the university to establish essential standard language.

Sutrsequent task order contracß are used for individual proj-
ects. Lump-sum agreemenß for each contract \ryith the uni-
versity have recently replaced cost reimbursable agree-
ments. The research methodology, budget and deliverables
are negotiated between the TAP and the proposer. Publica-
tion rights are not an issue as the academic freedom of the
principal investigators is a time-honored principle. Staff at
ORA enjoy good working relations with the university
academics.

The total burden (fringe and indirect costs) va¡ies with the
staff on the project and the funding source. Fringe is applied at

38 percent of the graduate assistants' salary, but not to the
principal investigators. Indirect charges are applied at the
negotiated federal rate (currently 40 percent) of modified
charges for nondepartment funded projects, but there is no
indirect charge on state funded projects, which have a 10 per-

cent charge on modified costs for administrative support.

Monitoring Contractot's

The TAP determines the procedures that will be used for
monitoring the technical progress of the individual p'rojects.

Each panel has historically had one project to oversee, but the
program has grown so large that panels sornetimes assume re-
sponsibility for several related projects. The panels are as-

sisted in their efforts by full time resea¡ch coordinators in traÊ
fic operations and maintenance. This concept will soon be
expanded to the other functional a¡eas of the department.

Staff of the OttA track expenditures on the projects. The
ORA staff piurel member judges the status of work against the
invoice on cost-reimbursable contracts. Close monitoring by
the TAP usually allows it to foresee the need for contract ex-
tensions in either time or cost. MnDOT has developed än
Automated Research Tracking System (ARTS), rvhich pro
vides information on the project, funding, contract, encum-
brances, payments, panel, keywords, and final report. An ex-
ample of the project and funding screen information is shown
in Appendix E.

State law requires an audit on each contract at closeout.
There is no retainage on University of Minnesota contracts.
Notation is made on the last invoice that it is the final payment.

Imp lemz nt at ion af Re s ult s

MnDOT has recently incorporated implementation mile-
stones within its research process. These include:

o Resea¡ch needs (problem statements) identiff in general
temìs the potential benefits and possible avenues of implemen-
tation of the research results. This is the responsibility of the
functional (operational) unit that submits the problem state-
ment. A copy of the Transportation Resea¡ch Problem State-
ment form used by MnDOT is in Appenctix E.

. Research work plans address implementation benefits
and approaches in more detail. This is the responsibility of the
principal investigator with panel input/review



. A detailed implementation plan is developed before a fl-
nal resea¡ch report is published. This plan addresses technol-

ogy transfer methods, product development, organizational
(marketing) issues, and evaluatton methods. The affected

functional group is responsible to develop and execute this

plan. Research funds and technology transfer staff are avail-

able to support the execution of the implementalion plan'
. A separate report provides an evaluation of the research

project through implementation. This is the resErnsibility of
the ORA.

The research effort at MnDOT is coordinated by the Office

of Research Administ¡ation, using all functional areas as ac-

tive participants, the (Tfices of Minnesota Road Research and

Special Projects/Guidestar (ITS) as research participants, and

the University of Minnesota as a pool of research investiga-

tors. Both cost-reimbursable and fixed-price contracts are cur-

rently treing used with the University. For more detailed in-

fomation on the MnDOT prograrn" contact Director of ORA'
612-282-2261.

New Jersey

1 994 B ackground Information:

Program Funds-$3238k (SPR) $0 (State)
(h ganizational Reporting-D es i gn

Staff-10ó
Contract Projects-ó (UNIV.) 9 (Cons.)

Staff Projects-4O

Open contracting, ¿rs opposed to sole source contracting as

with a university, has been a difficult and lengthy process for

the reseæch unit of the New Jersey DeparÍnent of Transporta-

tion. Although reseæch was not contracted regulady until

1991, New Jersey has selectively let contracts for more than

20 years. Fu¡thermore, there have been basic agreements with

universities and colleges in the state since 1982. But univer-

sity research did not start in eamest until the University
Transportation Centers (uTC) were formed in 1988'

History

The resea¡ch unit as a distinct division was formed in

1964. For almost 30 years, staffing of the research unit fluctu-

ated around 45 to 50 people. In 1990, in a staff reduction

mocle, the depaftment cut the unit to 2ó members and 2 yeæs

later the unit was reduced to 1ó members. Deparünent policy

was altered to foster contract research and an immediate result

of the staff reductions and policy changes was a plan to com-

plete the eústing staff research program. A more recent organ-

izational change has placed research in the design area of the

department, after 30 years in the planning area.

The resea¡ch division has involved the management of the

deparfnrent, as a Research Council, in reviewing and approving its

program sínce the late 19ó0s. A Research Users Committee
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was formalized in the early 1980s to elicit the assistance of

division directors for both the development of the program and

the fostering of the implementation effort. Neither corffnittee

has been used since 1990. Efforts to restore the former com-

mittee structure are being considered.

Prograrn Development

The research unit has a long-standing practice of soliciting
research problems ftom the operating units of the departrnent;

solicitations outside the department have never been made.

The problems are reviewed by staff, who make recommencla-

tions on the method of conducting the research, that is: st¿tfi

contract (open or through a basic agreement with a university),

the University Tlansportation Center program ([JTC), NCHRP'

pooled fund, or a staff technology transfer effort. Mzny prob-

lems are retumed to the originator with information on the

solution. The majority of problems fall in the category of st¿tff

technology transfer and æe subsequently returned to the

submitter with information on the solution. In the UTC prù
gruî area, the actual projects that are supported come ftom

both the depaffnent and the consortia that form the UTC.

Contractor S olic itation

The open contract solicitation process is conducted in two

steps. A notice soliciting interest is published nationwide in

the Commerce Business Daily and statewide in the New Jer-

sey State Registe4 giving details of the problern" project ob-

jectives, and an upper limit to the project budget. The letters of

interest a¡e reviewed by a project panel, using predetermined

øiteria, and a short list is recommended to the NJDOT Con-

sultant Selection Committee (CSC) for receipt of a Request for

Proposals (RFP). An approved list of up to five potential con-

sultants is sent an RFP.

For potential university contracts, the problerns can come

from either the department solicitation process or ftom the

university. If a protrlem is from the university, a "sponsor"

must be found in the department before consideration is given

to supporting a contract research effort.

Contractor Selection

For the open contracts, the consultant proposals received in

response to the t{FP are reviewed by the project panel, using

predetermined criteria. The top three recommendations are

sent to the CSC for a review that includes the existíng work

load of the firm with the department, ratings of the firm's prior

work, and the presence of a state-based office. Some impedi-

ments to the selection of a firm include a total burden

(administrative overhead and fringe benefits) in excess of I25

porcent, wage rates more than the Commissioner's salary, ex-

cessive fees, or a distant physical location of the contract staff'

To speetl up the selection process, NJDOT is investigating the

prequalification of consultants for select research contracts.
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Sole source contracting has only been used with universi-
ties. Further, task orders under the university bæic agreements
have only been used with two universities.

Ne gotiafing Agreements

Cost-plus agreements are used for all open cont¡acts. The
only negotiated terms of the contract a¡e the schedule ¿nd in-
surance. with a rare negotiation of some aspects of the scope.

There has not been a sufficient current history of open con-
tracts to relate experiences with modifications during the term
of the contract, although there were no difficulties with the few
contracts that had been let over the past 20 years.

Cost-reimbursable contracts (with a ceiling) are used with
universities. The scope, schedule, and cosf of these agreements
are negotiated. If a university proposes a project, the scope is
negotiated with a client in the depertment who agrees to spon-
sor the project. Project reporting, both cyclical and final, are

contract ter¡ns not suffìciently followed by universities.
NJDOT will review with universities acceptable processes for
timely reporting of work.

The fringe and indirect rates used on contracts are variable.
With private consultants a total overhead of up to 125 percent
is permitted. At times a higher rate has to be negotiated. With
universities the fringe currently charged is between '24 and 32.5
percent and the indirect rates are between 50 and 59 percent.

Monito ring Contractors

For open contracts, project panels include a member from
research and a representative from at least two other units of
the department affected by the project results. Project and im-
plementation tracking efforts are conducted with regularly
scheduled project meetings.between the panel and contractor
and by reviewing the contractor's cyclical reports. Although
there is very little cuffent experience with open contracß,
closing out a contract in the past has proven problematic be-

cause of financial considerations.
Monitoring university contracts is less formal. The depart-

ment's client is expected to track the project and meetings æe
held less frequently. University contracts æe being reviewed to
improve implementation and current task orders include an

implementation task to help improve the process.

Implemznt ation of Res ults

University contracts have not had an implementation
statement, but open contracts c¿rll for training packages or
prototypes, depending on the project. The primary impetus for
implementation, though, comes from operating units within
the department. The history of contract research ftom which
implementation success can be gleaned has involved only uni-
versities to this point, end only a few operating units in the
departmenl Therefore, the translation of research results into
operating practice has not occuffed to a large extent.

In summary, tbe organizational changes, staff reductions,
and recently instituted contract program by the NJDOT are com-
pelling the research unit to address procedural, interactive, and

staff training issues, Although the open contract process is
lengthy, the problems are unique to each project and contractor.

More detailed information on the research and contract program
at NJDOT can be obtained from the manager, 609-530-595ó.

North Carolina

1 994 Background Information:

Program Funds-$1898k (SPR), Só17k(State)
Organizational Reporting-Planning and Programming
Staff-7
Contract Projects-2o (Iniv.) 0 (Cons.)

StaffProjects-2

The North Ca¡olina Departrnent of Tlansportation (NCDOT)
conducß its resea¡ch program primarily with the Institute for
Transportation Resea¡ch and Education GIRE), an agency of
North Carolina State University (NCSLI), although staff from
other in-state universities have also been used. Contracts are

issued on a sole source basis, exclusively with a select mem-
ber of the academic staff. This kind of relationship has existed
since 1959, although on a small scale at the beginning. Sub-

stantial modifications have been made to the research process

during the 1992-1993 period and implementation success has

improved with it.

History

Research contracts had been let with NCSU since 1959 by
the State Planning Engineer. ln 1967 a Research Coordinator
was appointed; the Coordinator acted in consultation with a

Research Steering Committee until 1986. Since then staff has

increased to seven full-time employees, which includes pro.
fessional staff as research administrators, clerical staff, and a
libræi¿ur. The current organization is titled the Reseæch and

DevelopmentUnit. In 1993, the Research Coordinator became

the State Highway Research Engineer.
The Research and Development Committee was reorgan-

ized in 1993 to include the Chief Engineer for Operations, the

Deputy State Highway Administrator and the Director of
Planning end Programming. Three technical subcommittees
covering operations, materials, and planning were organized
to report to management.

The initial basic agreement with ITRE was signed in 1981;

it was revised in 1988, 1992, and most recently in June 1994.

In 1980 the State Highway Administrator allocated $562,300
in state funds to ITRE for research, marking the start of a

large-scale research program with the NCDOT.

Prograrn Development

In October of each year a problem solicitation request is
sent by the Resea¡ch and Development Unit to the operating



units of the Division of Highways and ITRE. The submitted
problem statements ¿¡re distributed among the three sub-

committees for review. By early January recommendations for

further action on the problems are submitted to the Resea¡ch

and Development Committee. In FY '94 about 50 problems

were received; after prioritizing the problems, proposals were

requested for 15. Formal proposals are requested based on

problem statements that include a title, problem definition,

and research objectives. No more information than this is nec-

essa¡y because ruìny of the requests for proposals a-re sent to

the academic staff who submitted them originally.

Controctot' S olicitation.

The Research and Development subcommitlees recom-

mend sending each problem statement to a specific academic

for formal proposal clevelopment. The preselected principal in-

vestigator is the aoademic who submitted the problem state-

ment or, in the case where the problem was submitted by a

member of the NCDOT, a qualified member of the university

systeûr Generally, proposals are to be retumed by mid March.

Policy has never permitted technical bidding on proposals.

However, in FY '94 one announcement was distributed

throughout the university system for proposals, but only one

proposal was received. In this one instance invitations were

sent to selected academics in ITRE, the Highway Safety Cen-

ter of UNC, NCSU, and the University of North Ca¡olina at

Charlotte.

ConÍra.ctor Selection

Proposai evaluation criteria are made available to tlìe

technic¿rl subcommittees. The criteria cover the understanding'

objectives, work plan, budget, schedule, and implementation

statements ofthe proposal. Because principal investigators are

selected to make submissions, that aspect of criteria is not in-

cluded in the evaluation. Although only one proposal is re-

ceived for each project, not all projects are recommended to

the Research and Development Committee for acceptance in

the work program. Reasons for rejection include nonrespon-

sive proposals, recent developments in research that the prc
posed research would duplicate, or a lag in a construction or

research schedule on which the proposed research was de-

pendent. Of the 15 projects for which proposals were received,

only seven were accepted for the FY '94 work program.

Ne gotiating AgreemeÍtÍ s

All contracts ale cost reimbursable. The standard language

is contained in the bæic agreement that exists between the

ITRE and NCDOT. Every so often terms of the agreement are

questioned. The most recent was a request by NCSU to up
wardly revise the indirect cost rate. After discussion it was left

at the historic rate of 15 percent; the total burden (fringe plus

-t3

indirect cost) is approximately 37.5 percent. Indirect rates are

charged against di¡ect costs less capital equipment.

The schedule for the project is generally set by the state;

revisions can be made depending on investigator needs and

state budgetary considerations. The budget for the project is

developed by the principal investigator; justified revisions

during the project are usually granted. The project work plan

is developed by the principal investigator in the proposal;

changes may be requested by the project technical advisory

committee during the cou¡se of the research.

Publication policy is set relative to the sensitivity of the re-

search issue. A delay in publication of up to a year may be

stipulated in the contract.

Modifications to the resea¡ch are viewed as normal risks to

the research effort and are invariably granted.

All contract documents are prepared by the university.

M onito ring C ont ra.ctors

Project technical advisory committees are formed for all

projects. The committee director is selected from the unit that

submitted the problem or from the unit most directly affected

by the research, with representation from the Research and

Development unit. Other members are selected as their asso-

ciation with the problem warrants. The committee's respon-

sibilities do not include monitoring expenses or approving in-

voices; the committee concentrates on the accomplishments

ard reporting requirements of the contractor. The State High-

way Research Engineer acts as the mediator, approves contract

modifications, reviews invoices, and judges the project ac-

complishments.
There is no formal process for closing out projects at their

conclusion. With the submission of the draft final report a fi-
nal invoice is approved. If the cont¡act was covered by SPR

funds, a letter is sent to the FHWA. Modifications to the report

are accomplished without compensation. There is no withhold-

ing of funds during the contract.

Irnpleme nt arion of Res ults

The implementation prrocess at NCDOT has been more

successful since staff were included in the development and

monitoring efforts. All areas of the Division of Highways are

supportive of the research needs development process. This

supportiveness has led to a deste to monitor and advance the

contf act research effort,
In the bridge design area, problem workshops are held to

advance issues for the research agenda. The depth of structural

design expertise in universities is regularly refened to by the

NCDOT. The bridge management system was developed by a

close æsociation of staff and university academics. Similar

success has been experienced in ttaffic engineering ¿urd inno
vative pavement clesign when staff suggested operational

improvements that the university academics accomplished'

In these instances the staff was very enthusiastic about the
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research need and the academic was well qualified to do the
work.

There are some p'roblems with the implementation effort. In
the absence of a formal implementation policy, implementa-
tion has lreen left to the discretion of the responsible unit or
branch in the Division of Highways. Sometimes the problems
relate to ineffective communication tletween st¿rff and the
principal investigator. In other cases, the research result is not
closely aligned to the field needs to be useful to the engineer.
There is also the problem of a shortage of funding to advance
promising resea¡ch results. Finally, the resistance to change is
ever present, making the translation ofresearch into practice a
large "sales" effort.

The recent changes to the project development and moni-
toring prrocesses in the NCDOT have met with enthusiastic
and effective staff involvement. The increases in staff in the
Resea¡ch and Development unit have allowed the processes to
advance smoothly. After 13 years of formal involvement with
ITRE, NCSU, and other universities, the schools have built a

staff with expertise in many of NCDOT's operational areas.

The cultu¡e for research that exists both within the university
system and at the NCDOT has strengthened over time. The re-
sult is a common desire by the involved parties to generate

useful products and results. More detailed information on the

resea¡ch and contract program at NCDOT can be obtained
from the State Research Engineer, 919-:133-9790.

South Dakota

I 994 Background Information:

Program Funds-$ó40k (SPR), $450k (State)

Organizational Reporting-Planning
Staff-g
Contract Projects-S (Univ.) 8 (Cons.)

Sraff Projects-33

Research at the South Dakota DeparÍnent of Transporta-

tion (SDDOT) has grown in staff and breadth over the past

eight yeæs. This has occrlÎred in an environment of a moder-

ately growing state economy a¡¡d with a continuity of leader-

ship in the department. The RFP is used to solicit contractors
for projects that are deemed necessary to go to contact. Re-
cent collaborative arrangements have been st¿r¡ted with select
university academics, where project tasks are shared between
the academic and the DOT research staff.

History

Prior to 1972, research at SDDOT was one of the functions
performed in Planning.'In 1972 a Physical Research unit, con-
centrating on materials and pavement related work, was
formed under Materials with six staff members. A reorganiza-
tion in 1984 placed the Office of Research as a subdivision of
Planning, with a staff of five people. Program development
and project monitoring procedures were developed in 1989,

drawing heavily on the operating units of the department. The

Office of Research then started to address all functional a¡eas

of the department. Four years later a formal implementation
procedure was aclopted (see Appendix E). A Research Review
Board, comprising department management and representa-
tives of city and county government, oversees the research
effort. The current research staff of nine maintains a strong
in-house resea¡ch effort and organizes the project technical
panels.

Progratn Development

Similar to many of the other states, SDDOT continues to

improve the procedures used in the research process. In 1994

the research unit conducted a research opportunity identifica-
tion meeting. Representation from throughout the deparhnent
and the FHWA separated into hve focus groups, covering the

functional areas of the department, and prioritized 10-15

problems in each group, The research review board selected

the final projects for the work program. The consensus of the

opportunity identification meeting was very positive, and the

output of the meeting may be sufficient that only one meeting
be held evay 2 or 3 years. In addition, the research unit,
through its staff and contract effons, usually generates several
projects a year that a¡e added to the new research projects to
form the work program. Technical Panels, comprising primar-
ily department staff, are formed through the efforts of the Of-
fice of Research for each of the approved research projects.

Prior to the process describetl, an open solicitation to the

department a¡d outside researchers was used to generate re-

search problems. The research staff also interviewed region
and central off,rce managers annually. These methods rnay still
be used in interim years between the research opportunity
identification meetings,

Contractor Solicitation ønd Selection

The Tþchnical Panel determines the researcher for the aF
proved project, either department research staff, open contract,
a collaborative effort with select academics at one of the state

universities, NCHRP, or a pooled or regional fund effort. The
collaborative effort is cuffently being considered only with a

contract amount of less than $25,000.
Regardless of the choice made, the Ti:chnical Panel pre-

pares a problem statement in the same format of project ob-
jectives, scope, and budget that is presented to the researcher

or research organization. Proposal evaluation øiteria a¡e also

included.
For those projects that go to contract, the SDDOT uses the

RFP process. More than 200 firms, regional and state uni-
versities, and national consultants are on the mailing list. The
RFPs a¡e mailed at the end of November to accommodate the

universities' schedule and a 2-l/2 month proposal prepa-
ration period is given. The resea¡ch unit has prepared a publi-
cation, 'Guidelines for Performing Research for the South Da-
kota Departrnent of Transportation," which is provided to all



potential proposers. The section of the Guidelines covering
"Proposal Preparation and Submission" is included in Ap
pendix E.

The Technical Panel considers the usual factors in the prc
posal evaluation and contractor selection process. There are no

barriers to the selection of a consultant.

Negotiøing Agreements

The Technical Panel reviews the proposal with the selected

contractor and negotiates any exceptions to the RFP. The proj-

ect budget is predetermined by the Panel. Most contracts are

cost reimbursable with a ceiling.
Contract modifications of time are acceptable, of scope are

unusual, and of cost arc rare, unless there is a change in scope.

Fringe and indi¡ect rates for all contract work are charged at

the actual and audit approved amount.

M onito ring C ont rac to rs

The Technical Panel maintains continuity with the research

effort by serving as the monitoring body for the research. The

resea¡ch representative chairs the panel at meetings held with
the principat investigator at the bsginning and end of the proj-

ect; other meetings are held at the discretion of the panel de-

pending on the complexity and length of the research effort.

Project tracking is usually accomplished by reviewing the

project reports. The implementation potential for a research

effort has only recently been monitored by the panel.

The resea¡ch staff monitor the invoices, compare the prog-

ress agarnst the invoiced amount, ¿urd make recommendations
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to the Research Engineer relative to payment. A formal proc-

ess is followed in closing out a conffact. The final report is ac-

cepted, an executive presentation is made by the principal in-

vestigator, the disposition of the nonexpendable equipment is

settled, and a final billing is made with a close-out clause.

hnp leme nt ai on of Re s ult s

Implementation at the SDDOT is addressed from both the

contract document and management overview. Some contracts

have abuilt-in task requiring the contractor to perform either a

training exercise, make an installation, or conduct a workshop.

The cont¡actor organizes the technology transfer effort and

suggests possible attendees. The management overview of the

implementation effort begins with the Tþchnical Panel's

evaluation and rscommendations on the research effort. These

are commenterJ on by the region and division offices. The re-

search review board then signs off individually on the recom-

mendations, which are presented to the secretary of the de-

partment for approval. The Office of Research maintains a

summary of the recommendations, responsible divisions, ac-

tions to date, and completion status of the implementation ef-

fort for each project. An example of the management overview
process is included in APPendix E.

Noteworthy advances have been introduced in the past few

years at the SDDOT to improve the research process, from the

brainstorming effort of project development to the assign-

ment and tracking of the implementation effort. The atten-

tion to the details of these processes is the aim of staff in the

entire department. For more information on ¿my of the proce-

dures at the SDDOT contact the Research Bngineer, 605-773-
3358.
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CTIAPTEREIGTIT

CONCLUSIONS

The recent increase in federal funding and reductions in
staff in rnany state research units have brought about nation-
wide expansion of programs to contract transportation re-
search. The expansion in cont¡act work requires scrutiny of all
aspects of research. Project development must be more precise
to avoid contractual modifications; project monitoring must
prevent implementation slippage; and implementation, to be
successful, must be a continuous effort, planned from the proj-
ect development phiu;e. There is no simple formula a state can
follow; the best process has to be the one developed by the en-

tte comrnunity and refined through use. The core of an effec-
tive research program is its research staff.

The irnportance of the implementation effort, information
exchange, program efhciency, and innovative techniques com-
pels each state to evaluate the particular needs of staff, private
consultant, and university research.

Information supplied by the states emphasized the need for
a more extensive study and analysis of several issues which
are discussed at the end of this chapter.

All but one reporting state has a contract research pro-
gram. As a percentage of the entire program, the states' con-
tract programs have increased from 50 percent in 1987 to 70
percent in 1994, reflecting the states' staff limitations of num-
ber or of expertise. The size of a state's resea¡ch unit is in-
versely related to the size of the contract program.

Although the research effon has become mainly contraç-
tual, the program development process appropriately involves
the needs of the operating units. The pragmatic needs of the
transportation agency æe regularly solicited and assessed for
the progran¡ but the long-term technical needs may not be re-
ceiving the attention they require. Research problem solicita-
tion efforts, such as those described for the Minnesota and
South Dakota needs development process, can be effective in
deciding future technical needs.

As agencies trim stafl they must find ways to retain talent.
The MnDOT maintains research liaison staff within its operat-
ing units; contract agencies also may have to be more interac-
tive with research units. The close relationship that some

states now have with state universities may be an effective
model.

The convenience of contracting with universities through
the basic agreement, as well as legislative requirements in
some states, has resulted in two-thirds of states sending RFPs

to universities only, The benefits to the state of maintaining
this relationship are the ease of contracting, the ongoing en-

hancement of agency-university interaction, and the develop
ment of future talent in the transportation field. The exclusive
use of university talent for a research prograÍì" however, may
ignore the wealth of talent among private consultants that
sorne states' resea¡ch progranN may require. Many states

could investigate a broader based research talent pool than
they now use.

States generally use three methods for selecting contrastors
for the research program: sole source, RFP to universities (in
some cÍNes the RFP is in response to a problem statement that
is submitted by an academic), and RFP to any interested party.

Whatever the means of soliciting contractors, all proposals

are subject to a technical and/or budgetary evaluation. Al-
though the rnajority of states use all the accepted factors in the

evaluation, very few states give weight to the factors. Even
when only one proposal is received, there are tot¿rl budgetary'
limits to the work program tbat may not accornmodate all pro
posals, Consequently, when there are competitive proposals,

adding a numerical value to the quality evaluation maybe
useful in making a final list. Factor weighing does not have to
control the selection process; it is a convenient tool.

Very few states bar a potential contractor from submitting a

proposal. The most prevalent reason for not accepting a pro-
posal from a potential contractor is prior poor performance.

The existence of a basic agreement makes states' contract
negotiations with universities simpler than with private con-
sultants. Eighty percent of states have a basic agreement with
universities and only one state that contracts solely rvith uni-
versities has reported negotiating problems.

The terms of the conf¡¿ct that are negotiated with contrac-
tors or have been set by the state vary considerably between
states. Only one agency (District of Columbia) sets all the

terms, Two states (Rhode Island and Utah) negotiate all the

contract terms. Every item of the agreement is negotiated by a

few states but no items are negotiated by all. As expected, the

schedule is the most negotiated agreement item. The scope of
work is negotiated by two-thirds of the states. Although the

scope is the most important item of the research to the states

and there are important reasons for the states to decide it, there
are a few reasons that favor negotiating this item:

o The contractor is given latitude in arriving at the objeo-

tives;
r Funds budgeted for the project are limited and the scope

must be tailoredl
o The original proposal may have been submitted by the

contractor.

Modifications to a contract are generally problem ftee for
the states. The only difficult item is the budget. Frequently,

budgetary changes are unforeseen and the contractor may not

be willing to settle for a low estimate of the staff time required

to cornplete the agreed upon additional work. The higher con-
tractor estimate has a contingency in it to cover additional un-
knowns. It is more difficult to negotiate these changes with



private consultants than with universitiss. Even the best

scoped research projects can expect modifications, but this is
another reason to include all affected parties in the develop
mental aspects of the project.

Contract performmce is monitored to improve the prob-

ability of implementation. If only research staff monitor the

work (as is true for 20 percent of responding states), the es-

sential input of operations staff must be accommodated in an-

other manner, since the operations staff æe the eventual im-
plementors. On the other hand, if resea¡ch staff are not used in
the monitoring effort (which is the case in 10 percent of the re-

sponding states), a project champion must be found in opera-

tions whose time will be shared between resea¡ch and opera-

tional responsibilities.
To cover the administrative and technical ¿$pects of the

monitoring effort while assuring a successful implementation
process, research staff must work in harmony with operations

staff. The partnership stafts at the project development stage.

The success of fully implementing a project cannot be easily
judged, but an Arizona study reported considerable varia-
tion-from no implementation in one state, to full implemen-
tation in two states. Some lack of success in implementation
may be linked to the methods used to monitor the work.

Communication between the state and the contractor is
stressed as the most important dimension of monitoring to as-

sure a high level of contractor performance. Only 35 percent of
the responding states hold regular meetings with the conftac-

tor; therefore, communication could be weak. Reports are im-
portant, but personal discussions can strengthen participation

while minimizing surprises. Pa¡t of the communication be-

tween parties is the verbal feedback given to the contractor.

Feedback is meaningful rvhen it is bæed on a technical and

administrative evaluation of the work to-date.

Al1 aspects of the contract are important to monitor and

most states report monitoring most items. However, maintain-
ing staffing levels and the potential for implementation receive

the attention offewer than half the states. Because staff exper-

tise is considered the most importar¡t factor in selecting a con-

tractor, contract staffing should be maintained æ closely as the

deliverables. Although the contractor rnay not be in the loop,
implementation potential should be monitored continuously.

Most states report that some form of action is taken to en-

courage adherence to the terms of the contract. The methods of
action may include verbal or written advisories or payment

deferments.
State and federal government agencies have a pragmatic

view of research: research úanslates into operational im-
provements through implementation. There is general agree-

ment that the implementation process starts with problem
identification. From this point, the agency must decide if the
problem can be addressed with existing technology or if a re-

search study is required, In either case, the implementation
proçess must preserve the factors of success: credibility,
champions, and communication.

The increased use of contractors to conduct research does

not have to severely complicate the process. Credibility is
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maintained by close monitoring, champions are identified be-

fore the contractor is involved" and communication is fostered

by perseverance and meetings. The agency has the authority to
nourish implementation; staff have to be available to effect it.

Several suggestions for further research arose from state re-

search managers' responses to the questionnaire.

. A system for rating contractors: Several methods are

currently used by states to select or disqualify contractors.
Prior performance of a contractor rnay not address the
"success" of the contractor. Any system that is devised must

be fair and unbiased enough to withstand possible litigation.
This is a very sensitive a¡ea in which to develop an objective

rating system. It involves an analysis of the different research

te¿uns that the contractor worked with, the nature of research

performed, resource limitations to prior studies, client support,
personalities, antl other factors.

¡ Methods to hasten the RFP process: When states con-

tract outside of the bæic agreement with universities, there

may be lengthy procedures that delay the start of the research.

Although the accounting and legal prrocesses differ for each

state, there may be techniques (in use or yet-to-be-developed)

that could be adapted by states. This resea¡ch could d¡aw on

the results ofthe work on rating contractors, evaluate the roles

of administrative and technical panels in the process, appraise

accounting and legal procedures, incorporate procedures from
a bæic agreement with private consultants (see item below),
and investigate widespread approval of "boiler plate" items.

. Synthesis of contract resea¡ch methods for all states:

This synthesis covers highlighted aspects of the contract pro-

grams of most states, but there are only five in-depth case

studies to show the flow of a state's process. For states to de-

termine the efficacy of introducing select procedures or

changes in existing procedttres to their own processes, it
would be appropriate to understand the entire process and its
effects in a state that uses the procedure.

. Development of a basic agreement with private consult-

ants: The success of the bæic agreement process with uni-
versities in achieving prompt contractual agreements has led

to the suggestion that a similæ ¿urangement with private con-

sultants would be beneficial. There are substantial obstacles to

overcome in this effort. An analysis of the procedures within
the states m;ry be a starting point. Potential consultants would
have to be categorized by research type, bæic agreement

terrns, in-state and out-of-state consultants æsembled, nego
tiable items in the task order, and many other considerations

determined.
o Methods to achieve timely research reporting: The final

report is one of the most important deliverables of research.

Without it the implementation process could be seriously

hampered, With all phases of the resea¡ch completed, the last

step could be as simple as accumulating the previous docu-

ments prepared for the project into one final report. Three ap
proaches could be addressed in this study: instructive, puni-

tive, and incentive. There are several cuffent examples of
methods used in each of these areas.
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GLOSSARY

Administration-a nonresearch corrÌmittee of a transporlation Private Consultants-nongoveÍtment firm, other than a uni-
agency. versity, that contracts research for profit.

Administrative staff-nonresearch staff that includes secre- Request for Proposal (RFP)-A statement of work that asks

tarial, adminisfative assistants. and others who have no for formal proposals to accomplish it.
association with contract research.

Research Council--either the middle management or upper

Basic Agreement-A process that allows the state to contract management research committees of a transportation

in a prompt manner and without a competitive bid. agency.

Contract Administration-professional zuld administrative Researchers-professional staff who actually do the research.

staffwhose prhury function is to rnonitor contract research.

Statement on Deliverables-the explanation of milestones

Contractor-Either a university or private consultant that that are expected during the course of a project.

does research for the state.
Task Order-Specific work effort that is contracted using the

Implementation-The process of getting research results into basic agreement.

use.

Technologr Transfer-the process of getting tecbnical in-

Operating Unit-a planning, design, construction, or rnain- formation to potential users; this could include efforts to
tenance unit of a transportation agency. achieve implementation.

Pooled Fund-the grouping of states' contributions for the University-research organization that does not work tbr
purpose of funding a research project. profit; this usually includes staff at university.



APPENDIX A

Questionnaire

Þ

NATIONAL COOPERATWE HIGFIWAY RESEARCH PROGRAM

Project 20-5, Topic 25-14

Managing Contract Research Programs

QUESTIONNAIRE

Nane of respondent:
State:
ritle:

Phone No:

¡fote: For the pur?ose of this suñ/ey, Fiscal Year 1994 frrocesseg
aDô data are requested, ercept where r¡otecl.

roÏ,,;i¡i.'' ddËcü,iÞ-tibni.,iötrri],,ttiç:.,,tenrisiriirüäedlr,irn' 'this: tiüéstionnairë, ;þÏe!Ée
þeë :, t-ljii,:r :glosga¡y, Ui¡,,ter'$st:: :o..n, 

: thê;: last:. na e

]-. BECKGROI'¡TD INFOR}ÍÀTION

a) Hor¡ many staff members are in the research unit?
(rf resãarch is conducted in any other unit or trre 

-
transportation agency please add another sheet and define
thê orqianization. )

Researchers (nu¡nber)
Adrninistrative
contract Àdministration

e) By category, what is the number and budget of the
projects under way? (State the source of funats used fo! Fy
| 9{ starts by category) .

FY 19¡¡ Iotal (on cfoinc¡)

NCHRP Project 2O-5, Topic 25-L4
Agency:

f)

s)

h)

2-

Cat'ecforv

Private Consultant
University
Pooled Fund
In-house Staff
other?

No. $ (x1000) No. $ (xL000)

IIow is the Contract program changing? (circle the cbange)

Remain Incr. Incr.
Over past 5 yrs.? Decreased same Uod. Greatly

Expected in the I.{i11 Remain Incr. Incr.
future? decrease same Mod. Greatly

How is the In-house program changing? (circle the chaDge)

Remain Incr. Incr.
Over past 5 yrs.? Decreased same Mod. Greatly

Expected in the will Remain Incr. Incr.
future? decrease same Mod. Greatly

Please give an average for the past 3 years of:

Number of completed projects per year
Àverage project length (in tine)

AEI,ECTING À COI¡lIRÀCÎ PROGRAIT

a) Are the research problems suggested and the research
program developed by: (check as maDy as apply)

ProbLem Program
Sucrcrested DeveloDed

Research Staff
Research Council
operating Units (Dept. -wide)
Àdministratíon
Combination of Pvtllnd/univ.
University
other?

b) Hos¡ many research projects will be started in

c) HorÀr many total research projects are underway?

d) what are the sources of FY r94 funds?

SRP
state
Other? (ExplaiD)

Fy t94?

$_
9_I



NCERP ProjecE 2O-5, Topic 25-14
Àgency:_

NcnRP ProjecE 2O-5, Topic 25-14
Àgency:_

3.b) lfow many resèarch projects are included in each
functional area, and how rnany will go to contract
and be conducted by in-house staff? (FY r94 data)

FY r94 To Contract In-House

Àd¡ninistration
Bridge
Construction
Economic
Environment
Geotechnical
Maintenance
Materials
Pavement
Planning
PoIicy
Traffic
ISTEÀ ttl{angmnt Àreasrl
other?

Is the decision to select specific research Probl-ems
for contract decided by: (chec¡( as maDy as applY)

Research Staff
Research Council
Administration
other?

CO¡STRÀCTOR SOI,ICITÀTION À¡¡D SEI.ECTION

a) Briefly describe the process used to solicit (not
select) contractors?

Is there a conpetition betlreen contractors in the
selection process, and if there is, on lrhat percentage
of projects?

b)

c)

Ves
NO

å of Projects

c)

what degree of inportance is given to the
reasonsTcriteria to use contract or in-house researctr?

(E - bigb, ü - ueðium, L - low)

contract In-House
Linited research staff
Li¡nited staff expertise
operating unit requested
co¡nplexity of research
Departmênt policy
Funding Reguirernents
other?

Is the research program affected by state law?
Yes- No- If Yes, b¡iefly exPlai¡3

on lrhat basis is a contractor selectÍon rnade?

Technical Evaluation
Budget
Tech/Budget r'

other?

If a technical" basis is used to select a contractor,
lrhat factors are used? (check as ma¡y as apply)

Understanding of Problem
Àpproach to sol-ution
staff Expertise
staff Availability
Facifity Availability
statement on Deliverables
other?

conment on the weighting of factors:

Àre there inpediments (i.e., out-of-state contractor,
excessive overhead, etc.) to selecting a contractor?

(P1ease list theû)

Yes

No

d)

d)

e)

e)

5



5
N)

Agency:
NCHRP Projec1i- 2O-5, Topic 25-l-4

f) Àre some contractors barred frorn bidding?

Yes

No

If Yes, \{}rat are the reasons?

g) Do you have rrbasic agreementsrr r¡ith universities?

Yes
No

If Yes, what type of research is given to universities?

4. ITRITING ã¡¡ AGREEIIENÎ

a) What types of contract are used?

University Private
contract consultant

cost Reinbursement

Cost Rei¡¡bursement
(with ceiling)

Fixed Price

other?

Reason for choice and reason for any difference
between University and Private consultant contracts.

NCHRP Projeci- 2O-5, Topic 25-14

b) what degree of Írnportance is given to the following
terms of a contract: (E-high, ¡.i-medium, IJ-lor.)

Staff University Private
scope of s/ork

schedule (work
budget)

DeLiverables

Invoicing

Liability

Reporting

Publication
of Resul-ts

Implementation

other?

c) ¡{hat terms of the contract are negotiated (l¡} and which
are set by the state (s) ? (Give either s or N)

Ûniversities
Scope

schedule

Budget

List of Deliver-
ables

Invoicing

Liability

Reporting

Publication Rights

Technology Transfer

other?

Agency:



NCHRP Project 20-5, Topic 25-14
Àgency:_

Àre there terns that
negotiations for each

require difficult and fong
contract? (ExpIain)

what degreè of difficulty is there in negotiating
nodificãtions to contracts? (tr-bigh, ll-medium, L-lort)

NCHRP Projecl- 2O-5, Topic 25-14

what aspects of a contract are regularly monj-tored,
and l-ist what actions are taken to ensure adherence to
the contract terns? (Àctio¡s ale listeal belo¡t)

Regul-arl-y Actions
Monitored Taken

Scope
Technical Progress
schedule
Budget
staff
Implementation
Potential

Other?

Agency:

c)d)

e)

Private
Universities consuLtants

Scope

schedufe

staff

Budget

Other?

Technical/Adm. Panel

operating staff liaison

Research Staff Liai-son

other?

irlhat is required of a contractor and on how regufar a
basis (nontbly, quarterly, etc)

Reports (Status and Budget)
[Please attach sample forDs]

Meetings

Formal Presentation

Potential ÀctioDs:

l--Verbal Actions
2-written advisory
3-Pal¡ment defer¡oent
4-Removal from contractor availability list
5-other?

List items (e.9., final report, audit, etc-)
necessary to close out a contract:

(State circumstances for
taking action. )

5. TTONITORING COI{TRÀCT PERFOR}îÀNCE

a) which methods are used in monitoring a contract?
(If a fotlal procedure is available, Please attach)

d)

e) If technoloqy transfer assistance is included in
the agreement with a contractor, briefly comnent
on the contractorrs j.nvolvement in irnplementation
efforts, marketing, and staff training. (Incluale
procedlureE if tbese are available.)b)

f) Are fo11ow up negotiations required of a contractor to
foster technol-ogy transfer?

other? Yes No

Ào



NCHRP Project 2O-5, Topic 25-l-4
Àgency:_

*****************************************************************
TEÀNK YOT' TOR YOUR ASAI8IÀNCE!

PLease send responses to:

Eügene F. ReiTIy, P.E.
85 Hazelvood Avenue
Itetuchen, N,r 08840

Þ

Researcbers - professional staff that actualfy do the research.
S) If there are other aspects of contract research that

you have questions about, or there are further conments
you $¡ish to nake please do so below or attach a sheet. Àdoi¡istrative staff - non-research staff that includes

secretarial, adrninistrative assistants, etc. that have no
association with contract research.

contract Aab¡iaistratioa - professional and administrative staff
whose primary function is to ¡nonitor contract research.

Private coDsultaDts - non-government firm that contracts research
for profit.

uDiversity - research organization that does not hrork for profit;
this usuaLly incfudes staff at university.

Pooled t'und - the grrouping of statesr contributions for the
purpose of funding a research project.

Research CouDcil - either the middle nanagement or upper
management research cornmittees of a transportation agency.

Àdlninistration - a non-research committee of a transportation
agency.

operati¡rg g¡it - a planning, design, construction or maintenance
unit of a transportation agency.

EtateDeDt oa DeliveEables - the explanation of hilestones that
are expecÈed during the course of a project.

If you have any questions, pfease call cene on (9O8) 549-52L2. Tech¡rolog:y Transfe! -_the process of gettingi technical
If |ou would tiXe to subrnit your questionnaire response by infor¡nation to potential usersi this could include efforts to
facsimile, please do so on (9Og) 549-2262. achieve implementation.

tÍe soulal aPpreciate your resPolse by uay 31, 1994

t a tt t a t a * t * t ¡ a a t t * t !¡ ¡ a * I t t a t t a a a t t t * a * t *a * t t * t t a * I t a I * a * a * t a t t t * *

Basic ÀgireereDt - À process that alLo!'rs the state to contract
without competitive bid.

10
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APPENDIX B

Summary of Responses to Questionnaire

Question la.

STAFF IN RESEARCH

Number Of Staff Percent Of States (42 responses)

<6 36

6-10 l9

I l-15 l9

t6-20 7

2t-25 7

>25 12
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Question lb.

Question lc.

NUMBER OF 1994 PROJECT STARTS

Number 0f Projects Percent Of States (42 responses)

0-5 l7

6-10 29

I t-l5 t7

l6-20 t2

>20 25

TOTAL NUMBBR OF RESEARCH PROJECTS *

Number Of Projects Percent Of States (41 responses)

0-10 l0

I l-20 l9

2l-30 t7

3l-40 l4

>40 40

* Including 1994 project starts
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Question ld.

Question ld.

PROGRAM FUNDS ( OTHER THAN SPR AND STATE )

Fund Source State(s)

ISTEA AR, UT

FHWA Demo AL, CO, GA, IN, MS, NJ, NM, WA

FHWA Bridge CT

Industry IN, WV

State (Univ. specific) KY

IVHS IA, MN, WA

FAA TX

NSF wv

LTAP cT, FL, NC, OR, WY

SAFETY (402) PA

SPR AND STATE FUNDS

Funds(x$1000) Percent Of States (42 responses)

< $500 t7

$500-1500 29

$1500-2500 l4

$2s00-3s00 t4

s3500-4500 t2

>$4500 t4
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Question 1.e

Question l.e

* Examplcs - USGS, Statc Agcncics, SHRP, CRREL

I\UMBER OF '94 PROJECT STARTS BY CATEGORY OF
RESEARCHER

Number Of
Projects

Percent Of States (41 responses)

Private
Consultant

University Pooled Fund Staff Other*

None 55 7 35 27 83

t-2 32 t7 22 27 l5

3-4 7 15 t7 15 2

5-6 2 l0 t2 l7 0

7-8 2 l0 2 2 0

>8 2 4t t2 t2 0

NUMBER OF TOTAL PROJECTS BY CATEGORY OF RESEARCHER

Number Of
Projects

Percent Of States (41 responses)

Private
Consultant

University Pooled Fund Staff Other

None 39 3 27 20 75

t4 39 8 34 22 25

5-8 5 24 l3 3 0

9-12 I l5 I 3 0

l3-16 3 l8 I 13 0

>16 5 32 l0 39 0
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Question l.f

Question l.g

Question l.h

CHANGE IN RESEARCH PROGRAM OVER PAST 5 YEARS

Researcher Percent Of States (42 responses)

Decrease Remain Same Mod. Increase Large lncrease

Contract 5 5 52 38

Staff 26 34 32 I

EXPECTED CHANGE IN RESEARCH PROGRAM IN FUTURE

Researcher Percent Of States (42 responses)

Decrease Remain Same IVlod. Increase Large Increase

Contract 7 27 59 7

Staff 9 43 43 5

PROJECT COMPLETIONS AND PROJECT LENGTH

Project Completions
Per Year

Percent Of States
(42responses)

Average Length Of
Project (Years)

Completions Project Length

0-10 7t t0 <1.5

l t-20 t7 58 1.5-2.5

2l-30 5 29 2.6-3.5

3t-40 5 3 3.6+

4l+ 2
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Question 2.a

SOURCE OF RESEARCH PROBLEMS
AND AUTHORITY TO DEVBLOP PROGRAM

Group Percent Of States (42 responses)

Source of Problems Authority For Program

Research Staff 8t 79

Research Council 36 62

Dept. Operating Units 93 3l

Administration 48 29

Combination of
Priv./l ndustry/University

50 t7

University 81 33

Other l5 0
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Question 2.b

Question 2.c

'94 PROJECT STARTS DISTRIBUTED BY CONTRACT AND STAFF

Functional Area Percent Of Projects

Contract Staff

Bridge 75 25

Construction 67 33

Economic 83 t7

Environmental 94 6

Geotechnical 74 26

Maintenance 74 26

Materials 64 36

Pavement 39 6r

Planning 76 24

Policy 80 20

Traffic 92 I

ISTEA 76 24

Other 72 28

SELECTORS OF CONTRACT PROJECTS

Selecting Group Percent Of States (41 responses)

Research Staff 67

Research Council 60

Administration 48

Other t4
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Question 2.d

Question 2.e

REASONS FOR USII{G CONTRACT RESEARCH

Reasons Percent Of States (42 responses)

High Medium Low

Limited Staff 81 7 t2

Limited Expertise 67 2l t2

Operations Request l0 l9 7l

Complexity 55 2l 24

Policy 24 5 7l

Funding
Requirement

l0 t7 7

Yes/l.,lo Legislation States

Yes Funds To University Only lN, KY, TX, UT

Funds To Research CA, IA, OR

Form Of Contract FL, MS, OH

Partial Funds To University cT, IL

Merge University/DoT LA

Strategic Plan ID

No No Legislation 670/' Of States
(42 responses)
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Question 3.a

Question 3.b

CONTRACTOR SOLICITATION PROCESS

Method Percent of States
(42 responses)

RFP To Universities Only 64

RFP To Private Consultants and Universities 33

Sole Source 10

COMPETITION ON A\ryARDING CONTRACTS

Percent Of Competitive Contracts Percent Of States (41 responses)

No Competition 27

<20 28

20-40 t2

4l-60 7

6r-80 2

>80 24
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Question 3.c

Question 3.d

BASIS FOR CONTRACTOR SELECTIOI{

Basis Percent Of States (42 responses)

Technical Evaluation 45

Budgetary Evaluation t0

Technical/Budgetary Evaluation 67

Other 7

FACTORS USED TO SELECT CONTRACTORS

Factors Percent Of States* Percent Of States That
Weigh Factors*

Understanding Of Problem 88 l2

Approach To Solution 88 l2

Staff Expertise 93 t7

Staff Availaibility 79 2

Facility Availability 74 2

Statement On Deliverables 67 5

Implementation Plan 5

No Weighting Of Factors 52

*42 rcsponses
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Question 3.e

Question 3.f

Question 3.g

IMPEDIMENTS TO CONTRACTOR SELECTION

Impedirnent Percent Of States (42 responses)

No lmpediment 64

Excessive Overhead r9

Use Of State University or DOT Staff l0 (See 3.a)

Lengthy Process 7

Excessive Budget 5

BARRIERS TO A CONTRACTOR BIDDING

Reason Percent Of States (42 responses)

None Barred 76

Poor Performânce t2

University Only 5 (See 3.a)

Conflict of Interest 5

Fraud 2

UNIVERSITY BASIC AGREEMENT

Yes/lllo Type Research Percent Of States
(42 responses)

No 22

Yes All Types 52

Limited 26
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Question 4.a

Question 4.b

CONTRACT TYPE

Type Number Of States (42 responses)

University Private Consultant

Cost Reimbursable 7 3

Cost Reimbursable With
Ceiling

25 l6

Fixed Price l8 l9

Cost Plus I

DEGREE OF IMPORTANCE TO CONTRACT TERMS
( Number of States )

Terms of
Agreement

University
(42 responses)

Private Consultant
( 28 responses )

High Low High Lorv

Scope 36 0 26 0

Schedule 24 2 l8 2

Deliverables 34 0 25 0

Invoicing 7 l8 10 9

Liability 4 2t 6 l0

Reporting 24 0 l9 0

Publication 26 6 18 5

Implementation 26 2 t7 4
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Question 4.c

NEGOTIATING TERMS OF CONTRACT
( Percent of States)

Terms University
(42 responses)

Private Consultant
(28 responses)

Negotiated Set By State Negotiated Set By State

Scope 68 29 57 43

Schedule 95 5 89 ll

Budget 78 20 75 25

Deliverables 7l 27 64 36

lnvoicing l5 80 l8 82

Liability l5 78 ll 89

Reporting 39 59 29 7l

Publication 39 59 32 68

Tech. Transfer 56 37 46 46
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Question 4.d

Question 4.e

DIFFICULT CONTRACT TERMS

Description (Number of States; 42 responses)

Indemnification, Insurance (3)

Publication Schedule (2)

Data Rights (2)

Scope (2)

Equipment, Software

Involvement of Auditor

Overhead

Confidentiality

Budget

Varies With Project

30 States Expressed No Problems

DIFFICULTY IN NEGOTIATING MODIFICATIONS
(Percent of States)

Terms University
(42 Responses)

Private Consultant
(28 Responses)

High Low High Lorv

Scope 5 5l l8 39

Schedule 3 67 7 54

Staff 3 77 7 46

Budget 3l 26 46 25

Reports 3 4

Intell. Property 4
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Question 5.a

Question 5.b

Notations: M/Q - Monthly/ Quarterly
SA - Scmi-Annual
A - Annual
BA - Bicnnial
F - Final
N - As Needcd

METHOD OF MONITORII\G A CONTRACT

Method Percent Of States (42 responses)

TechnicaUAdm. Panel 57

Operating Staff Liaison 48

Research Staff Liaison 88

Other 0

DELIVERABLES REQUIRED OF CONTRACTOR

Deliveries Percent Of States (42 responses)

Time Requirements

M/Q SA A BA F N

Reports 76 l8 3 3 100

Meetings 19 11 5 3 50

Oral
Report

5 t0 19 3l
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Question 5.c

Question 5.d

ITEMS MONITORED IN CONTRACT WITH ACTIONS TAKEN

Items
Monitored

Percent Of States (42 responses)

Verbal
Advisory

Written
Advisory

Payment
Deferment

Remove From
List

Scope 76 45 t7 5

Technical
Progress

8r 55 36 5

Schedule 83 60 33 2

Budget 64 57 40 5

Staffing 45 38 10 2

Implementation
Potential

45 36 7 2

CONTRACT CLOSE OUT REQUIREMENTS

Item Percent Of States (42 responses)

Final Report 95

Audit 55

Invoice 24

Deliverables t2

Disposition Of Equipment t2

Implementation Plan 7

Presentation 5

Formal Process 5

Certification 5

Evaluation Report 2
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Question 5.e

Question 5.f

CONTRACTOR INVOLVEMENT WITH TT

Method Percent Of States (42 responses)

None 40

Training/Seminar 29

Implementation Plan l2

Product/Deliverable l0

Project Specific 7

Presentation To Staff 7

Audio-Visual Product 5

Association With University 2

FOLLOW-UP NEGOTTATIONS FOR TT

YesÆ.,lo Percent Of States (42 responses)

No 78

Yes 22
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Question 5.g

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON CONTRACTING

Private contractors are not responsive

Research units should seek funding other than SPR

Two separate units conduct R/D within DOT

A method of expediting past due research reports must be found

The amount of retainage is problematic

Do all university contracts reference OMB-21?

How do states dispose of equipment?

What happens to a study rvhen the principal investigator leaves the university?

The state is considering using the RFP process instead of solely the universities

There should be an alliance for transportation research between industry and government

There are excessive in-state audit requirements

The technical advisory committee improved the focus of contract research

There is a problem in achieving timeliness in reporting

There is an imperative to identify competent contractors

Note: Rcfcr to Chaptcr 5 for a bricf discussion of thcsc itcms.
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APPENDIX C

Federal Highway Administration Contract Process

The FFIWA uses the Federal Acquisition Process to con-

tract for a multitude of research studies and research related

services with all types of orgzutizations. Although the F[{WA
process may not apply to states, its solid procedures and

checks and balances could be useful in meeting the shared

olrjective of efficient use of ta.rpayer dolla¡s.
Several decisions are made before the actual contract proc-

ess begins. After the tiered group arrangement of giving criti-
cal areadirection, putting together the problem statements and

prioritizing the problems by area, an acquisilion plan is pre-

pared on each proposed project and submitted for approval.

The following funding and contract decisions are then made:

¡ Funding altematives (any or all may apply to a specific

contract requirement)

- Program funds budgeted from the individual R&D
offices

- Split funds phased over time

- Cost sharing or shared funding with other agencies

- Option funds which ca¡ be decided on an annual

basis.
. Competitive/Solicitation Process

- Sole Source (noncompetitive; requires justification
that only one source is available or Congressional

legislation specifies a source)

- Invitation for Bid (IFB; competitive; open to all bid-
ders; selection is based on lolv price alone)

- Request for Proposal (RFP; conpetitive: open to all
potential offerers; selection is based on a combina-
tion of price and technical factors)

- Broad Agency Announcement (BAA; cornpetitive;
limited defînition of scope because exact nature of
research and approach is not known)

- Set Aside (competition is limited to small business)
. TYPe of award

- Contract (base years, and may include option years)

- Cooperative Agreement

- Cooperative research and development agreement
(cRADA)

- Grzurt

- Purchase order (under $50,000)

- Pu¡chase from GSA schedule

- Basic ordering agreement.

Competitive contracts typically take the following steps

(budgetary limits usually are not published): 1) a notice is
pubtished in the Commerce Business Daily (CBD); a brief de-

scription of the project is given so that interested parties may

request a copy of the solicitation (RFP, IFB, BAA), 2) a Re-

quest For Proposals or an Invitation for Bid is issued (for

BAA's the CBD notice is the solicitation and no second step is

required). 3) for purchases of less than $25,000 a telephone

solicitation may be made; a limited written bid may be re-

quested. For purchases between $25,000 and $50,000 a pur-

chase order is issued subsequent to the CBD notíce and review

of bids.
Under RFP's, technical proposals are received and evalu-

ated in accordance with specified criteria that are developed

and ranked for importance in a way that matches the uniqlue

needs of each contract. The following basic factors are often

considered when developing technical evaluation criteúa:

¡ responsiveness to the technical requirements in the

statement of work
o staff resources and qualifications
. organizational experience and capability
o facility and equipment resources
o past performance.

Cost negotiations are conducted for acceptable proposals re-

ceived in response to an RFP. An award is made to the con-

tractor with the best combinatton of technical proposâl and

cost. For bids received in response to an IFB, there is no cost

or technical evaluation; low price is the only factor considered.

Modifications to a contract must be within the scope of the

original contract, otherwise a new contract may have to be

negotiated.
All contracts are nronitored by a technical representative

(COTR) and a contract adminisrator. This team approvæ the tut-

voices. The contract closeout prmss includes the following items:

- a final report or product

- the disposition of equipment or property

- auditcloseout

- final payment is made.

The contract process for RFPs ouly follows these steps:

1. Requisition package (including description of work, esti-

mate of cost, cornpletion date, etc.) is prepared by the Pro-

gram Office atd approved by senior FTIWA officials
2. Requisition package received by Contracts Office (CO)

3. CBD announcement of solicitation is published

4. Request For Proposals (RFP) prepared and issued by Con-

tracts Office
5, (Xferers prepare and submit proposals

6. RFP closes
7. Technical evaluations (based on the Selection Plan, which

includes evaluation criteria, procedures and cost estimates,

in additiou to other information) conducted and report sent

to CO
8. Preliminary business evaluations conducted by CO
9. Determination of competitive range (elimination of pro-

posals deemed not competitive)
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10. Notification to unsuccessful offerers leæt an analysis ôf proposals, cost aspects, assessment tf
11. Cost-Price analysis is prepared (a detailed ¿ulalysis of cost past performance and any other issuæ)

elements that will assist in negotiations): development of 15. Contract package prepared, re-viewed, and mailed to
prenegotiation position; audit (ifnecessary) offerer

12. Negotiations (a Prenegotiæion Plan establishes negotiation 1ó. Contract signed by offerer
objectíves bæed on thetechnical and cost anab6es) 17. An awald is finalizeÃ with contract signing by CO

13. Best and Final Offer (tsAFO) received and evaluated (this 18. Nonselected offerers are notitied and debriefings are held
is included with the assessment by the Tþchnical Evalua- 19. Cqnfact administration commences with technical per-
tion Panel) formance monitoring, voucher revie\ry, andprocessing

14. ûfferer selecterJ for award (a Source Selection Official 20. Conract Close,Out (at conclusion of contraot perfornÞ
makes a fïnal seleotion based on a report tha[ includes at anceperiod).
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APPENDIX D

Strategic Highway Research Program Contract Process

One of the most intensive research progranrs to be under-

taken in the transportation field in the United States was the

Strategic Flighway Research Program (SHRP). SHRP was "a
highly focused, five-yeæ, $150 million research program
funded under the Surface Transportation and Uniform Reloca-

tion Assistance Act of 1987. SHRP was supported through a

mutual agreement with the Federal Highway Administration,
the American Association of State Highway and Transporta-

tion Officials and the National Resea¡ch Couttcil, and admin-
istered as an iudependent unit of the National Research

Council. The program provided contracts for applied research

providing timely solutions for specific operational problens
facing highway officials and practitioners."

Focused national meetings produced the strategic SHRP

Research Plan in May 198ó. Usiug this plan, technical advi-
sory cornmittees developed detailed contract plans that were

approved by the SHRP Executive Committee. Staff subse-

quently developed requests for proposals (RFPs). To maintain
control in the SHRP office, the RFPs were then reviewed by

tectnical advisory coûmittees ¿nd submitted by staff to the

Executive Committee for approval. The Executive Committee
was a very motivated and committed group of 15 high level
representatives of the transportation community. Eight
members of the Committee were from state departments of
transportation.

Conüacto¡ Solicitation

A work program was mailed at the beginning of each year

to more than 4,000 individuals and organizations. This mail-
ing was considered iûìportant to allow potential submitters the

time to æsemble a team and schedule a proposal response to

the RFP. By design, many of the recipients were new to the

transportation field. Sole source agreements were ræely used.

The work program included projects in the four major ar-

eas of asphalt, highway operations, concrete and structures,

and pavement performance. Each proposed project was de-

scribed by:

o a reference to the SHRP Research Plan.
o the expected duration of the research,
r the expected time of issue of the RFP during the year,
. the range in budget for the project, and
o a description ofthe objectives, work effort" related work,

and the expected product.

A quarterly program announcement that included the RFP

gave contractors 60 days to submit a proposal. Several pro
posals resulted in submissions by consofüa. The only barrier to a

proposer was poor past performance. conflicts that in-
volved the inclusion of committee members on proposal

teams were resolved by asking the committee members to
remove themselves from either cornmíttee or the proposing
team.

Proposal review criteria were developed for technical
committees, called expert task groups. Although the contrac-

tors work plan and research team were invariably the most
importart criteria, weighing of the criteria items was left to the

technical committee. Contractors were chosen by the SHRP

Executive Committee based on the results of the technical
review.

Negot¡ating Conùacts

The administrative effort,to process the contract documents

was expedited by using dedicated contract staff. The technical

conunittees were used to ensure that the scope of work was

acceptable.
The principal problems with cont¡acts invoived the insur-

ance requirements. Otherwise, contract problems were isolated

to selected universities, which had project scheduling and in-
voicing difficulties. 

"

All contracts were issued as cost plus a fixed fee. that was

set at a maximum of 7 percent. Future modifications to the

contract did not increase the fee. To further maintain control
over the escalating cost of modifications, a cap on the burden
(fringe plus overhead) was negotiated for the original contract

and wæ retained throughout.

Monitoring Conùacts

Although technical panels were organized to monitor indi-
vidual projects, there were times when panels monitored sev-

eral related projects. SHRP staff, working with the panels,

kept the Executive Cornmittee advised at quartefly meetings.

The close technical contact maintained betweett contractors

and review panels allowed development of modifications to
proceed quickly. Panel and SHRP statr reviewed the proj-
ect expenses and compared those to the technical accom-
plishments and the overall budget. Discrepancies were ef-

fectively handled before they became an insoluble
problem. Again, the delay in invoicing that was experi-
enced with some of the universities caused panel monitor-
ing problems in judging progress against expenditures.

Some of the contract problems were difficult enough to

warralìt a separate review by the Executive Committee or a

special subcommittee,
Implementation was not a primary conçern in either the

contract letting stage or the monitoring effort. The feeling of
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SHRP Executive Cômmittee and sponsors was that the im- memo basically stated that the project deliverables were
plementation process was sufficiently complex and time reeeived and the contractor performed al1 required task.s. A
consuming that it could not be fit into the Research Plan final invoice contained a 5 percent withholding. A final
budget. An implementation effort has subsequently been audit was only performed if there were unresolved frnan-

unde¡taken. cial issues,

Contracts were closed out when a memo from the proj- It is generally felt by SHRP staff tbat the contracting proc-

ect mânager was signed by SHRP and the contractor. The ess was expeditious and burden free.

l

l

l

)

I
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APPENDIX E

Preparation of Application for Proiect Work Plan (MnDOT)

Proposal Preparation and Submission (SDDOT)

Advertisement for Letter of lnterest (Sample used by NJDOT)

Proposal Evaluation Form (NJDOT)

Project Task Completion Schedule (WVDOT)

Automated Research Tracking System (ARTS) (MnDOT)

MnDOT Transportation Research Problem Statement

SDDOT lmplementation Process Forms
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l¡lDOT-U¡¡yGdty of Miñ '83¡c ÀgÌæmnt" , ùd thc 6k o¡d.r cdtdd for thir prcjd.
DAG:

:ONTRACT ADMTNTSTRATOR;
clify th¿t thê út.mnb h.ú.ru hc ùd compk{c 1o lh. bd of dy lnorLdg., ùd ¡cæpt tbc
bligzaioD to cDply wilh ü. t.¡t of ey contnd thâl My rdt from th.ir ¡ppüetioû. .{ v¡If¡¡¡ly f¿is.
Êdf¡etim ;s ¡ c¡imiral otfcM. I m ¡w¡n thd ey ¡¡hc, f¡d¡tio6, or fnudulc¡a ût6eDt m2y, h
dditiot to otb.r r6cdi6 ¡Bil¡blc to M¡/DOT. sùbjd mc to dyil Êúlti6 urlcr th€ ProÊm FÉùd

CONTRACT ADMINBTA¡.TOR:
(IÀ ¡¡I. 'Pcr" sigüturc nd ßcpþbl.).

:iYil Rcedi6 Ad of 1986.

DAE:

PROJECT INFORMATION

PLEASE ATTACH SEPARÁ,TE SHEETS THAT PROVTDE ALL OF TIIE INFORMATION LISTED BELOW:

¡ACKGROUND: Include any bacþround infomation p€rtinent to th€ rcsrch ¡ncluding any previou rclated work
rcrfomed for Mn/DOT or the Center for TmNportâtion Studis. Muimum length = 300 words-

)BIECTTVE: Concisely dsribe the goals or objectiv6 of the project. Maximum l€nsth = 200 words.
iCOPE: Briefly derib€ the ranRe or sope of work €ncompNed by this proiæt, Mdimum lensth = 200 words.
¡ASKS: In chronological order list sch mjor tak or milGtone necsary to complete the prcject. The work on sch tsk
rill be rcviewed to tmck prcgrs of the project ând to detemine when paymut should b€ mâde.

)elivenble: For EACH TASK list any delivembls thât r6ult f¡om work on th¡s tasks such æ reports, t6t rsults,
mâps, softw&e, etc. The MINIMUM delivemble for A-l{Y tæk ¡s I t-2 paragmph write-up d6cribing the
outcome of the tæk. (Se. ißtructioN for more infomation.)

)uration: For EACH TASK indicate the amoutrf of tim€ needed to complete the tõk. L¡slt thÊ time in NIJMBER of
monlhs- not Jân-Mâr- etc-

¡UDCE"I BY TASK: Indicate th€ lump sum c6t of each tæk.
Tæk 1 $ r,500
Tsk 2 $ß,200
Tæk 3 $ 9,375
Tæk n $ 8,125
TOTAL S32.200

JECT SCHEDULE: Include a prcj€cl schcdule such æ the one shown herer Note: This is a Sample!

K MONTH

123456789t0It1213...

oftõkl ffi
of tæk 2
of tßk 3 xW
of lækr ffi

6e the lart of a project is smetim6 delayed due to præsing of the contnct, the months ¡n the schedule shoüld be
by NUMBER from the timc the conlract is approved, not Jan, Feb, Mar. etc.

vfnlDOT ASSISTANCE: If the prcject requir6 speialized help or ¡Dput ¡ncluding data, materials, equipment, facilitia
rtc., it should be dæumented. Include nm6 or job titl6 if nec$ry.

,ITERATURE SEARCH: Include your find¡ngs related to th¡s project from ¡ l¡terature seãrch. A lit€rature s€rch is
'equ¡red before any contmct negotiatioß beB¡n.

TESUMES: Attach a r6ume for the principal inv6tigator and crprincipal invstigatoF. Muimum length is 2 pags
rcr peßon, additional page wil¡ be removed and discarded.



SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTÀTION

PROPOSAL PR"EPARATION AND SUBMISSION

The Office of Research solici¡s research proposals from.colleges, universities, resea¡ch institutes,

consulm¡rs, governmenl agencies and others who possess extensive, demonstrated capability and

experience in the subject areas.

Proposd Submission

proposers musr submit ren (10) copies of their proposals lo the Office of Resea¡ch. Proposals

muit arrive at rhe Office of Research on or before the time and date specified in the Request for
proposal. ProposaJs arriving afrer the deadline wilt not be accepæd. Researchers' proposals must

remain valid for at least 120 days afær the deadline-

The Ofñce of Research will not acknowledge receipt of proposals unless a stamped, self-

addressed post card is included in the proposal package- All proposals submitæd become the

propeny of the South Dakota Depanment of Transponation. SDDOT has the right to use all

information presented in any proposal, unless it is annotated as being proprietary. Selection or

rejection of a proposal does nol affect this right.

SDDOT reserves the right to reject any and all proposals submitted. It may, under cenain

condirions, negotiate with the proposer to address specific weaknesses in a submitæd proposal.

SDDOT is not responsible for any costs incuned by researchers, including proposal preparation,

prior to execution of a contract-

Proposal Organization

The research proposal should be a well prepared document that defines the research problem and

objecúves, provides a detailed work plan for achieving the objectives, and indicates how the

research tìndings are expected to be used. Proposals should simply and economically provide

a sraighrforward description of ¡he resea¡cher's ability to meet the requirements of the RFP.

The following instructions a¡e intended to help researchers prepare a proposal which will be

accepted with a mi¡imum of changes. Proposais must comply with these instructions to b€

considered. Failure to comply will seriously jeopardize the proposal's chances of selecdon.

Title Page

The proposal cover should include the following information, as illustraæd by Figure l:

. Proposal title (from RFP);

. Resea¡ch project number (from RFP);

. "SubmiÍed by" name, insútution and
address of proposer;

. "Submitted to South Dakota
Department of Transporøtion, Office
of Research Room B-116, 700 East
Broadway Avenue, Pier¡e, SD 57501-

2586";

' Proposal daæ.

Table of Contents

On a separaæ page, list the proposal's
sections and page numbers.

Problem Statem¿nt

Concisely express your understanding of the
problem presented in the RFP. Do not simply
repeat the wording of the RFP, but rather
demonsraæ your own insight into the
problem.

&ídge End&.Hi Sls
: S09c3 . ,, ' ,'

':'':"':'
$bmitodbJ ': '; ;

ûslm¿l
(yoü Bíihùdl
(yor lddrose)

(qly. 3hþ, zipcods)

Subm¡!¡d b
Souh oskota D€9srûnst of Tß¡SÞqlB&¡

Olf€ of Rærydr Fsm &'110

700 E Eoad*ay Áw
P¡sû€, SO 5/50l-2586

Figure I Sample Title Page

Background Summary

Include background information on the resea¡ch topic. Summarize the findings of a preliminary
literature search and stâte the relationship of the proposed study to prior research. The summary
should reveal your understarding of underlying principles and should clearly express your
appreciation of the problem.

The importance of this part of the proposal should not be underesúmatqd. A comprehensive
background summa¡y ensures ûrat all aspects of the research topic have been adequately
considered so new research can build upon prior work rather than duplicate it.

-J
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. Cost savings;

. Increased safety;

Research Plan

Objectives

Stare rhe technical objectives ofthe study. Explain andjustify any deviations from the objectives
lisæd in the RFP-

Benefits

Identify potential benefits expected from the resea¡ch. Describe how the research results can be

used, and by whom, to improve transportadon practice. Possible benefits include:

Table 2 Sample Task Time Schedule

Impltmentation

Describe how the rqsearch results can be applied by SDDOT to improve its practice. Include the
follo ving:

. Describe the form in which the rescarch findings may be reporæd, such as a ma¡hematical
model, a laboratory test procedure, or a design technique- Describe these resulrs in ærms
of the practicing engineer or administrator.

, State who would logically be rcsponsible for applying ¡he research rcsulls, such as the
American Association of Staæ Highway and Transportation Ofñcials (AAS[ITO), the
Federal Highway Administration (FIIWA), the South Dakota Departmenl of
Transportation or a particular office wi¡hin SDDOT.

. Identify specific standards or practices which might be affecæd by the research findings,
such as AASIITO or SDDOT spe.cifications, SDDOT policies and procedures, legislation
or liscal requirements.

. If findings will nor be suitable for immediaæ application at the conclusion of the resea¡ch
project, indicaæ what further work might be necessary.

Ir is rndersrood that the acu¡al research may produce unanúcipated findings, making changes in
the inplementation plan necessary- This is acceptable. The proposal selection will be greatly
influ,:nced by the practicality and direcúon of the implementation plan present€d in the proposal,

howt ver.

. Principles or theories to be used;

. Significant variables to be ¡ested;

. Analyrical and statisticai procedures;

. Experimenul and testing procedures;

. Reports;

. Compuær programs;

. Manuals;

. Photographs;

. Quarterly progress reports (l copy)

. Draft final report (10 copies);

. Improved sewice;

. Improved procedures.

. Evaluation criteria;

. Inspection and survey methods;

. Cont¡ols to be used;

. Material or procedure development-

. Video or other audio/visual materials;

. Physical models;

. Data bases.

. Final report (25 copies, I camera-
ready copy)

Describe how the objectives will be achieved through a logical and innovative plan. Use the task

descriptions given in the RFP as a basis for developing the research plan. Specifically identify
rhe Ésks which will be performed. Explain and justify any deviations from the tasks lisæd in
¡he RFP.

The plan should also describe the æchnical basis of the resea¡ch. Describe the following, as

appropriate:

The plan should be complete, providing the greatest level of detail that ihe researcher's
undersunding of the problem permis.

Prod.ucts

List the products which will be delivered during the research project. Deliverables might include:

Unless direcæd otherwise in the RFP, always include the following items as products:



Table 3 Sample Breakdown of Man Hours

Name ol Pñncipal

Prolessional or Supporl

Classification

Role in Study

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5

To

tal

PmfesrA Pdncipal lnvestigator 20 30 t0 10 70

Pmfesmr B Copdncipal investi gator 15 25 20 20 0 80

Gräduate Student 1 FieH Testing '10 15 Ê 10 10 50

Grâduate Student 2 Analysis 10 l5 q t5 5 50

Adm¡nistrative Stafl Adm¡nistrative Support E 5 5 l0 5 il

Clerical Staff Report Pnparation 5 10 R 10 20 50

TOTAL 65 100 50 65 50 33

0

Smfing

Include pertinent background inlbrmation tbr principal investigators and olher team members

signilìcantly participating in the project. Describe how academic, professional and research

experiences relate to the project. Include a summary of past accomplishments in the same or

closely relaæd problem areas.

Provide a table showing the number of man hours (not percentages of time) which will be

devoted to each task by research team members, as illustraæd in Table 3. List the names of
principal investigators and other key professionals who will be involved. Support personnel may

be identified by classification. If subconkacting is necessary, include subcontractors' key
personnel and support staff in the uble. Clearly identify subcontractors' involvement.

List cunent commitmenls to other work in sufficient detail to permit assessmenl of the

rescarcher's ability to meet the proposal's commitmenB. Include a statement ¡hat the level ot'

effon proposed for principal and professional members of the resea¡ch team will not be changed

without written consent of SDDOT.

FacíIities

Describe the facilities available to accomplish the research. lndicaæ equipment which is

necessafy to completion of the research and specify any restrictions on its use. Specify any

equipment which is necessary but not currently on-hand. If additional equipment is to be

purchased with project funds, identify it in the budget estimaæ-

SDDOT Involvement

Describe any assistance which may be reguired from the South Dakota Depanment of
Transportation. Include such items as:

. Traffic control; . Access to transportâtion facilities;

. Constfuction; . Access to written information or

. Highway mainænance; databases;

. Drilling and sampling; . Interviews.

Quantify the required level of effon as well as possible-

Item FY93 FY94 FY95 Tolal

Salaries 6,000 4.m0 4,000 14.000

FrÍrge Benefrts 900 600 600 2,1m

lrrSbte Tlavel 750 5m 800 2,050

outof.state Trarcl 0 0 0 0

E$¡pnËnt Purúase 1,m 0 0 f,000

Êryendable Supplies 350 250 3m 900

Subcontracts 0 0 0 0

Ove*readlndæct Cosls 2,400 1,600 1,600 5,600

CorputerTine 0 0 0 0

Repod PuHication 0 0 400 0

TOTAL $1 1,400 $6,950 s'/,300 $26,150

Tíme Schedule Budget

research msks (fabte 2). Indicaæ rhe number of months allocated to each usk. Always allów SDDOT's fiscal years run from July I to June 30'

twenty (20) days for sDDor review of draft reports' 
Table 4 sampre Budget by Fiscar year

\ì(¡)



Out-of-staæ travel, which is considered to be travel between tle resea¡cher's base and

desúnations othe¡ than South Dakota, must be identified separately.

Toral funding should not exceed the amount indicated as "Funds Available" on the Request for
Proposal. This amount reprcsents what SDDOT feels the research topic meris and what level of
funding should be necessary to complete ùe work. Proposers should set the scope and depth of
study accordingly. Because of budget constraints, addiúonal funding is highly unlikely. No
budget extensions should be anticipated.

Intcrnâtional Sysæm of Units

Beginning with SDDOT's 1993 program, all studies must be conducted and reponed using the
Internadonal Sysæm of Units (SÐ, commonly referred to as "metric" units. This requirement is
consistent with federal mandates resulting from the Omnibus Trade and Compæúveness Act of
1988. Proposals must use mekic units. Optionally, values in imperial (English) units may be

included in pa:entheses following the metric values.

Guidance on use of the metric sysæm is given in ASTM Standard E380 for Metric Practice,
available from the American Society for Testing and Maærials, 1916 Race Street, Philadelphia,

PA 19103.

\¡À
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ADVERTISEMENT FOR LETTER OF INTEREST (NJDOT)

(a)

DIV¡SION OF RESEARCH AND DEMONSTHATION
BURE-AU OF TRANSPORTAT¡ON SYSTEMS

HESEARCH
Notlce of Request for Expression o{ lnterest

Professlonal Servlces for the Development, Deslgn

and Testlng of lmproved Street Hardware

Publlc Notlce
Takc no(icc lhat thc Ncw Jcrscy Dcpartmcnt o( Tnnsponrtion. is

,..flng qualificd univcrsitics or inginccring t'irms (consultans) 1-
i"r.r,å in submirring lcttcrs of intcrcit to conduct ¡ rcsce¡ch study for

rh" d.""top-.nc ,.riing. and dcsign of .impro"cd mcthods for rcsctting

frigh*"y ¡o.6*"r" (manÁolc co"crs-and inlct grarcs) to m¡tch thc hcight

of a ncwly rcsunac:d P3vcmcnt.
As pan of FHWA Eanr NJ 9t-101, rhc N¿w Jcncy Dcpanmcnt.of

t*po.t.,,on (NJDOb is sccking qualifìcd unrvcrsitics or cnginccring

n-t i-nturt""L) intcrcstcd in submitring lcttcrs of i¡tcrcst (o conduct

"..t"*a¡ 
srudy ior rlc dcvclopmcnt tcsdng'-rnd.dcsign of improvcd

;;,h"d. for rcscning highway hardwarc rcsurfac¡d PrvcmcnL Thc rc'

;;;h 
""dy 

*itt csr-autisÉ gcncric dcsiSn.proccdurcs' sPccificatio¡r'r and

imorowd Dro(otvpc "n"*ì-on 
fr¿mc dlviccs to facitinrc that objcctivc'--ä" 

-.J"-¡t trl¿y *iu consist of thc fotlorvinç (1) dcvctoping ¡!å¡rr1
*d d*i; át".í. ior thc cxtcnsion &a¡ucs: (2) tcstiog thc walidicy of

t¡à ¿å"top"d crircria through mc¿ns of laboratory' tcst.trâct'.¡Dd

".*"1 
n"fã itlta[acions; (3) dcvilopmcnt of a testiog Pmtocol' sPccificz-

;;;;¿ p-,o,yp" of an imp.w"d gcncric cncosioo 6rr¡¡c dcsigl 1"d.
(4) dcvcloprocnt of ao impl"ocnãtion packagc to pcroit ¡ra¡sfcr/

à"tã**úoo of tbc itoprwcd tcchnologr dcvclopcd to ot'hcr hjghsdy

agcodcs-
Tbc Dcpareocnt cocÐulir8cs applications fuq-qiled minority coo'

Factonr ;d ,{isdv'Âltågcd bûei!;l! cotcrpriscr (DBE} Thc Nsw Jcrscy

Dcpartncnt of Tra¡soonadoo bas a DBE targct o{ 20 pcrccoL

A -o*o, will oot bc cligiblc to bid oo this work iI thcrc is a

p;;d"s rclaciooship with a vcndor of highvay h¿¡d¡r¡¡c whic'h could

äu " *"ã thc appcanacc of a conflict of intcrcst or u¡l¡ir coopctitivc

advanugc- R -ofija <¡f i¡tcrcst will bc dceocd to cxig if thc cooÛ-ador

tr- p*lìo*tv bcco iqvoþcd il tbc dcvclopmcot or martcring of bigi¡way

b";;*-" which might bc cvaluatcd io rl.is rcs¿arcl or i¡ tlc dcvclo¡

i"or of ¡ccànical årcria to bc uscd in r-hc acquisitioo of sucb hig.bray

ha¡dr¿¡c.
Tbc sclccdon of thc cootractor will bc dooc in tuo Ph¿scs' Tbt ful

pt 
"s" 

*tU bc a rcvicw of lcncrs of intcrcst ro cvaluarc thc concacton'

ãpãüi,i." and cxpcricocc io pcrformiog thc work reguircd for thk

projcct- such lctrcrs sh¡ll ¡lso indicate thc DBE strtus of thc contrlclor
lnj 

"ny 
subcontr¡ctors to bc utilizcd ¡nd (hc na(urc of any prccxisting

rclarionship with ¡ vcndor of highwuy hardwarc. Sccondly, bascd on thc

rcvicw of ih" l"tt.ts of inrcrcst. Rcqucss for Proposals will bc scnt to
up to livc con¡rf,ctors for thcir usc in- prcparing proposals' Thc fìnal

sclccdon will bc b¿scd on ¡ rcvicw of thc proposals submittcd. Undcr'
standing of thc work. proposcd staffing. rclcwnt c:pcricncc of thc

p.rsonrict rnd firms :nd rcquircd liccnsing will bc clcmcnts in shon

lisring and final sclcction.
Tht cffon is to bc complctcd within Jó months of thc bcginning of

work which .is schcdulcd to bcain in carly 1993'

Tlcrc is 5650.0(Ð ¡vril;rblc for this contr¡cL

Thc work on this clfon musr bc supcrviscd and rpprovcd by a liccnscd

profcssionaJ cnginccr..organiz:tions-rndjointvcn(ufcswishingtobcconsidcrcdforthis

study-should submit thrcc coprcs oi: (l) a lcttcr of intcrcst' no( cxc'cding

four'singlc sidc, lcrtcr suctl prgcs. providing ¡ l¿vcl o-f dctril rdcquatc

for thc r'"icw mcnttonctl ¡bo"c]¡ntl-summrnzing thc t'irm's undcnr¡nd-

ing of thc projccr. queJificrttons oi thc úrm' prior -rclcvrnt 
crocric:rc'

t.i. org*ir.",ion rnd kcy pcrsonncli (?) a.lLsr of. rcfcrcnæs cl¡'imcd

¡s r.lc"int cxpcricncc bv cech firm end cach kcy individual iocluding:

oamc, titlc. 
"3"ncy. 

,ddr.rt and tclcphonc nunbcr. o( clicnt agcnc¡

progr¿.r¡ -"rig"., (3) an organizational chart Î9*"g proposcd-kcy

þ.rå*"f n^-å potition ritlå and rcponinB rclationship of cach 6ro;

i'¿ì an orcaniz¡tional chan showing proposcd kcy pcrsooncl n¡-cs'

),åiu*-ciå-n. rcss io n al lict nscs ïd/or rc gisrations and rcponin g

Lfr,io*ftip* ena 15¡ comptctcd NJDOT Form SA87 to:

M:niog Add¡cr¡:

Ncw lcncy lJcPart.a¡cnt of TransPonatioa

Divbioa oi Rcsca¡ch a¡d Dco¡onsu-atioo

clf 613
Trcuotr NJ 03ó254612

Of6cc.I-ætioo: 16@ Non! Oldco Avcuuc- Trcntoo' NJ"

Thc dc¡dll¡c lor ncdpt o( lcncrs of i¡tcrcst is

Sot¡cit¡¡bo nuobcc ?!ffi357 |

^!'t 
qg<r¡Jæi 6q rhi< cfforr should bc dirccrcd to:

Ncr Jcrry Dcpartocnt of Tnosponacion
Divirico of Rcsca¡ch a¡d Dcmoasu-acioo

G¡ 612
Trcntoo. NJ 0862J4612
TclcPhonc:

For r bt¡¡.k'cogy of NÍDOT Form 5437. cont¡ct t}rc NJDOT Bu¡cau

o( P¡sfcasioo¡-l Scrvicc¡ at (6O9) 53G2{5¿
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UNDERSTANDING OF

Something more
statement is desired as

NEW JERSEY DEPT. OF TRAI.ISPORTATION

PROPOSAL EVALUATION CRITERIA

THE PROBLEM (WEIGHT Vo)

than a mere duplication or rephrasing of the problem
an indication of a good understanding of the problem.

PROPOSED RESEARCH APPROACH (wEIGt-tT o/o)

This should include a scientific and pl$ggl approach to experimental
design, data collection, analltical procedures, cooperative features, innovative
concepts, and reliability of equipment proposed for use. Consideration should
also be given to whether or not the approach is sufficiently detailed, both in
terms of work and budget allocations by tasks.

QUALIFICATIONS OF STAFF (WEIGHT %)

An evaluation of both expertise and experience should be made. This
should include consideration of technical disciplines of the principal investigator
and the other supporting staff as well as related work with which their firm has
been involved. The relative efforts of all members of the research team should
also be considered.

ADEQUACY OF RESOURCES (WEIGHT Yo)

Depending upon the nature of the project, an evaluation of facilities,
equipment, and other resources should be made. It should be noted, for example,
whether equipment and facilities presently exist or are being proposed to be
purchased or built.

APPLICATION OF RESULTS (wErcHT

A realistic appraisal of the prospects for successful accomplishment of
project objectives is desired. Consideration should be given to the means of
reporting results and the degree of thought that h"as been given to a plan for
implementation.

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES (NOT A WEIGHTED ITEM)

When appropriate, it may be desirable to list specific strengths and
weaknesses of the proposal to aid in determining its ultimate ranking.

%)
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Project Task ComPletion Schedule

( Sample Used By West Virginia )

Project Task 7o of Project 7o Task Completed
To Date

7o Project
Completed

Literaturc Review

Data Collection

Synthesis and Analysis

Loading Criteria

Theoretical Analysis

Parametric Analysis

Comparative Analysis

FinalReport

TOTAL 100
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FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION: Mn/DOT ORA
Autornated Research Tracking System

Pno, rcr Fur o¡ Nc I Nron,r¡Rlro¡¡

When the user chooses to view Funding information on a project, the following screen is
displayed:

The butt anel available for the user to move between screens:

Tentative funding is indicated with a Funding status code of "T", and Committed funding is

indicated with a code of "C". The total Tentative and Committed funds for both internal and

external funding sources are displayed in the center portion of the window.

When new funding records are added and subsequently saved, or existing records are

changed, the new amount or the amount changed (previous value less new value) is adjusted

in the FUNDBAL table, in the record for the current funding source/fiscal year, in the "Project

Amount Promised" field.

The "Retainage" amount is computed as the product of the [Retainage] field of the project table

(set up through the Contract screen; assumed to be 1 if blank), which is a percentage, and the

total contract balance, which is a dollar amount.
P('par(ìd by Tttt D^l^ CLJID^NCE Cot'¡p¡¡¡v on lune 19, 1995

e on ts f¡

Proiect (Or the Alt_P key) Display the project screen.
Contract (Or the Alt-C Key) Display the Contract screen for the selected research

proiect and allow the user to make changes to it.
Enc/Pmt (Or the Alt-M Key) Display the Encumbrance and Payments screen for the

selected research project and allow the user to make changes to it.
Deliv'bls (Or Alt V keys) Loads the deliverables screen for the selected project.

Panel (Or the Alt_L Key) Opens the Panel member screen.

f'age 20
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FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION: Mn/DOT ORA
Automated Research Tracking System

Co¡¡rnncr I N roRtønrlo¡l

When the Contract button is pressed, this screen

Contracts must be set up before Encumbrances can be entered. Enter all pertinent information

on this screen when the contract is received.

ailable for the to move between screens:The button el ls agaln avatlaDle tor tne user tc¡ tttuv

(Or ihe Alt-P key) Display the P.rojegt screen. - . .

r the selected Project and

allow the user to make changes to it.
and PaYments screen for the

àel"ctud tes"ar.h Oroject and allor¡, !h" ut"r to ta"ke chqnges to it-

Proiect
Funding

Enc/Pmt

Deliv'bls
Panel (Or the Alt L Key) Opens the Panel mernlel rggen'

Prepared by Ttlt Dnr.r CulD,\Nct CoMP^NY on .lune 19' 1995 Page 2 I
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Transportation Research Problem Statement
{c{. submittal **<

If research is successful, what are the potential benefits ?

In general, wh¿t would have to be done to gain the benefits from these research results ?

Qualified Researchers (List name, address, phone of researchers who may be qualified to conduct this work):

Phone/Address:

Phone/Address:

Project Review (List persons who should be involved in reviewing a research proposal on this topic):

Phone/Address:

Phone/Address:

Key Vy'ords (Provide a list ofdescriptive key words to assist in the literanrre search)

Ples. r€tud tbß fom to: ' Ofrc. of R6.¡rch Ad¡nÑntioû ' 117 Udvcñity Av.nuc

Ford Bddh8 2ûd nær . St. P¡d W 55155 ' MS 33() 'fron (612) 282-26&t ' Fu (612) rc

Contact Person(s)

Address:

Phone/FAX No.:

Research Idea Information

Title (Brief/concise)

Problem (Clearly and concisely describe the problem):

Name:

Name:

Research You Propose (Stâte how you see lhe research to be done):
Name:

Name:
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SDDOT TMPLEMENTATION PROCESS FORMS

South Dakota Department of Transportation
Research Proiect Statement

Project SD93-10

Titte: lncreased Efficiency Through lntegrated Project Filing

problem Description: Construction project documentation exists in multiple files distributed throughout the

Department. ffre Ott¡ce of Central Services maintains a central project file, but it is not readily accessible

or Lp to date. Thus individual offices maintain separate files, which leads to unnecessary duplication'

¡n"ãnr¡"t"n"y, and occasional loss. Because documents prepared in one office are not readily accessible

by other off¡""", design progress may be delayed. Similar situations arise with plans prepared by

cónsultants. Consequeñtly, mãnpower expended on maintenance of multiple files is unavailable for more

productive purposes. Furthermore, storage of multiple paper files consumes valuable space.

Several new technologies may provide solutions to this problem. Document management software can

index all of a project'" il"s 
"nd 

documents by type, author, date, or location. Document viewing programs

,'""ognir" and aisptay various word processing file formats and. can search for specific words or phrases

in a ãet of electronic äocuments. similar progrãms display drawings generated by computer aided drafting

systems, and allow reviewers to mark up drawings withoul actually changing CAD files' lmaging systems

.ä"n p"p", documents optically, producing an electronically recorded image which can be indexed,

retrieved and viewed. By'using-a combination of these technologies, it may be possible to create and

maintain a single, integrated pioject file electronically. The file would be complete, current, authoritative,

and accessible to the Diepartmeni's technical staff in the central office and field offices. lt could also suppott

an Executive lnformatioÀ System for management. Bul at present, the Department has not specifically

identified how a combination of appropriate têchnologies can be most effectively used for this application.

Urgency: Manpower and space are becoming more valuable every day. This project could increase the

uuãitaUlilty of information and reduce handling time and storage.

Literature Summary: A preliminary review of the literature indicates that image processing is a rapidly

emerging technology. Coiporations which have begun using image processing have realized substantial

savinlsJ-up to 30%-in document storage and retrievalcosts alone. ln more complex tasks, such as case

and pioject'management, savings have been even higher. The literature review also indicates that, because

imaje processin! can stronglf affect an organization's basic business processes, it is not a simple

unaãrtâking. Electronic imagã þrocessing should not be considered a single solution, but rather one of

severaltoo'Ís which can be used to reduce paperwork and improve management of information.

Are research results already available? Yes lf so, how can SDDOT implement these results?

General electronic imaging system information and component specifications are available but cannot

address the complexity of dOOOf" project file system. The Bureau of Administration's lnformation
processing Servicäs office is presenily conducting a more global project called FOCUS, the results of which

will be of some value for this project.

ln summary, does research need exist? Yes Explain: There is a need for more efficient document

access in the DOT. Atthough several hardware and soiiware lools are available, we don't know how to most

effectively apply them to our needs.
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Research Objectives:

1) To assess the need for automated management of department- and consullant-prepared project
documents in SDDOTs central and field offices.

2) To identify appropriate technologies for integrating construction project files into a single inclusive file
accessible to all of SDDOT's cenlral and field offices.

3) To develop a plan to effectively implement these technologies, assessing costs and benefits.

Research Tasks:

1) Meet with the technical panelto review project scope and workplan.
2) Review literature review pertinent to current technologies and other slate DOTs methods of integrated

project filing.
3) Assemble individual and global needs summaries by:

a) Reviewing existing project files from project authorization through completion and acceptance.
b) Developing a questionnaire to identify subject area, frequency, quantity, importance, type, and other

specific problems relating to project files.
c) Scheduling and conducting interviews and completing questionnaires in affected offices in the

Divisions of Engineering, Finance, and Planning, and in the Pierre Region and in the Pierre Area
offices.

4) ldentify appropriate technologies to satisfy needs based on research thus far.
5) Assess the usefulness of SDDOTs current LocalArea Network and proposed Wide Area Network as

the technical architecture for the proposed system.
6) Submit an interim report summarizing needs and outlining preliminary options to satisfy needs and

meet with technical panelto review interim report.
7) Develop an implementation plan including procedural and organizational changes, necessary

purchases, costs, benefits, and other relevant considerations.
8) Submit a final report and executive summary summarizing relevanl literature, research methodology,

findings and conclusions.

Potential lmplementation: lmplementation may creale significant procedural changes in construction
documenl handling. The project goal will be to streamline and integrate projecl files thus eliminating
unnecessary redundancies and discrepancies. Also reduclion of paperwork and mailings (postage) for inter-
office review and a savings of documenl storage space. Technology demonslrated may be applicable to
other areas, including management correspondence and on-line manuals.

Budget Estimate: $ 50,000, 6 months Funding: HPR

SDDOT lnvolvement: SDDOT will provide a senior analyst from its Office of Data Services to assist the
consultant one-hatf time through the duration of the study. Personnel from the Divisions of Engineering,
Finance, Planning and the Pierre Region and Area offices will be interviewed.

Recommendation: Contract Research Explain: This project requires expertise unavailable within the
Department and a commitment of time and effort beyond the Deparlment's capability.

Technical Panel:

Mary Bisson, Bureau of Administration 773-4632 Randy Kleinschmidt, Central Seruices 7zg-3'gz
Jim Douglas, Bureau of Administration 773-3807 Paul Orth, Office of Research 77g-3544
Mark Gageby, Central Services 773-4017 Al Yocom, Data Seruices 77g-3SgT
David Huft , Office of Research 773-3358 Fonest Wixon, Project Management 773-3634
Jerry Jacobsen , Otfice of the Secretary 273-5103
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South Dakota Department of Transportation
Request f<¡r Research ProPosal

1993 Program

Problem Number: SD93-10

Title: Increased EfÏciency Through Integrated Project Filing

problem Description: Construction project documenÞtion exists in multiple tìles <lisuibutcd throughout the

Deparunent. The Office of Cenral Services maintains a central project file, but it is not readily accessible or up to

date. Thus individual offices maintain separate fites, which leads to unnecessary duplicatitln, inconsistency, a¡ld

occasional loss. Because documenls prepared in one office a¡e not readily accessible by other offices, design

progress rnay be delayed. Silnila¡ situations arise with plans prepared by consultanls. C0nsequently, manpower

ãxpã'cleO on maintenance of multiple files is unavailable for more productive purposes. Fufhennore, storage of

multiple paper files consumes valuable space'

Several new technologies may provide soluúons to t¡is problern. Docu¡ne¡lt tn¿uìagelnellt software can index all of

a project's files and documents by type, autìor, date, or location. Document viewing programs recognize and display

various wor¿ processing file fonnats ancl can sea¡ch for specific worcls or phrases in a set of electronic documcnts.

Silnilar progra¡ns display <lrawings generated by computer aided drafting systems, and allow reviewers to mark up

clrawings without actually changing CAD files. Imaging systems scan paper documents optically, producing an

electroñically recorded irnage which can be in<lexe<J, retrieved and viewed. By using a co¡nbination of these

technologies, it may be possible to create ancl maintain a single, integrated project file elecronically. The file woultl

be cornplete, cuffent, authoritative, urcl accessible to thc Departrnent's technical s(atf in the central of lìce alld field

offices. It could also support an Executive Information System for management. But at present, the Deparunent has

nor specifìcally identifìerl how a combination of appropriate technologies can be lnost effectively used ftlr this

application.

Research Objectives:

l) To asscss the nced for automated managcment of deparuncnt- and cousult:utt-preparcd prOject du;umenl.s in

SDDOT's ccntral and field tlffìces.

Z) To ictenúfy appropriate technologies for integrating consFuction project fìles into a single inclusive file

accessible to all of SDDOTs cenl¡al and field offices.

3) To develop a plan to effectively ùnplernent these technologies, assessing cost.s and benefits.

Research Tasks:

l) Meet with the technical panel to review project scope and workplan'

Z) Review literature review ¡lertinent to current technologies a¡ld other state DOTs methods of integrated project

filing.
3) Assemble individual and global needs summaries by:

a) Reviewing existing project files from project authorization through completion and acceptance.

b) Developing a questionnaire to iclentify subject area, frequency, quantity, irn¡nnance, ty¡rc, antl other specific

problerns relating to project files.

c) Scheduli¡g and con<lucting interviews and compleúng questionnaires in affected offices in the Divisions of

Engineering, Finance, and Planning, and i¡l the Piene Region and in the Picne Area offices.

4) Identify appropriate technologies to satisfy needs based on research thus far.

5) Assess the usefulness of SDDOTs curent Local fuea Network and proposed Wide Arca Network as tlte

technical a¡chitecture for the proposed system'

6) Submit an interirn report summarizing nee<ls and outlining pretiminary options to satisfy neeûs an<l meet with

techllical panel to review interirn report.

7) Develop an implementation plan including procedural and organizational changes, necessary purchases, costs,

benefits, and other relevant consideratiotls.
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8) Submit a final report and executive summary sumrnarizing relevant literature, resea¡ch methodology, findings
and conclusions.

Funds Available: $ 50,000

Contract Period: 6 months

SDDOT Involvement: SDDOT will provide a senior analyst from iß Offìce of Data Services to assist the consultant
one-half tirne through the duration of the study. Personnel from the Divisions of Engineering, Finance, Planning and
the Pierre Region and Area offices will be interviewed.

General Information: The OtIice of Rese¿uch of the South Dakota Dcparunent of Trans¡xrnadon (SDDOT) solicirs
pro¡nsals frotn colleges, universities, research institutes, foundations, engineeriug or other consultants,
federaVstate/local agencies or otlers who possess extensive, demonstrated capability and experience in the subjcct
afea.

Proposal Deadline: Proposals are due at the following address by 5:00 pm on February 12, 1993:

Soutl¡ Dakota Department of Trans¡xlrtation
Office of Resea¡ch Room B-116
700 East Broadway Avenue
Pierre, South Dakota 57501-2586

This deadline is firm. Extensions will not be granted. Ten copies of the proposal must be submitted.

Proposal Guidelines: Proposals must be prepared in accordance with instructiclns given in thc SDDOT Oflice of
Resea¡ch brochure enútled Guidelinesfor Perþrnúng Researchtor the South Dakota Departrnent of Transportation
dated Novcmber 1992.

Proposal Bvaluation: Pro¡r,osals will be evaluated by SDDOT Rescarch surl'f and a tcchnical panel Lrxlwledgcablc
in the problctn arca. Selection is made by the pzurel in consicJeration o[:

l. tie proposer's demonstrated un<lcrstanding of the problern;
2. the mcrit of the proposed resea¡ch approach;
3. the probability of success in achieving the project's objectives;
4. the pnrposer's record of accomplishments in related problem areas;
5. the adequacy of resea¡ch staff and facilities.
6. the proposer's past record of performance for SDDOT.

Proposers will be notified of the results of the selection in writing no later than March 31, lgg3.

Project Management Paul Orth has responsibility for management of this project, antl can be reached at (605) 773-
3544 to answer inquiries.

Ownership of Proposals: All proposals beco¡ne the property of the South Dakota Departrnent of Trarsportation.
SDDOT reserves the right to reject any and all proposals sub¡nitted. SDDOT is not responsible for ãny c,lst.s
incurred by proposers, including propnsal preparation, prior to execution of a contract.
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Technical Panel Evaluation and Recommendations

SD93-10 Increased Efficiency Through Integrated Project Filing
October 15, 1993

Researcher: James E. Monow Study Duration: May, 1993 to October' 1993

Organization: Strategic Management Solutions, Inc. Study Cost: $49'6'50

2519 McMullen Booth Rd, Suite 510-S

Clearwater, Florida

Study Evaluation:

In the opinion of the panel, the rescarcher completed the sturly's specified tasks and objectives. The work

was done within budget, and well within the six-month period allocated f'or the project.

The strongest aspect of the project was the researcher's study of the Department's plans development

process. fffougtr extensive interviews, questionnaires, and site visits in the Depaflment's cenEal, Atrerdecn
^Region, pierre Region and Huron A¡ea offices, he gained a thorough un<Jerstanding of how plans are

developed, how project files are used, and what problems exist.

This study provided a conceptual plan for establishing an electronic project tìling system, but not a

detailed list of ha¡dware and software components. Because of the rápi<l pace of technological

development in this area, the technical panel felt specific recommendations would be tlutdated quickly

uny*uy. Instead, he concent¡ated his effort on making a fair assessment tlf the costs wNch would tre

n.ó.rrrry ancl bcnefits which would result. The consultant provi<led a list of potential vendors' but did not

endorse any sPecilìc systems'

The c.nsultant's implementation plan rocommended a phæed approach wilch includcd a prool'-of-concept,

a pilot installation, and two phases rcsulting in a Dcpartntent-widc systcm. This approach seems

appropriate in thal it would alkw the Department to develop ex¡rcrtise and confìdence while ovcrcoming

problems encountered along the way. The last phase ol the implenrcntation plan would also allow ntore

sophisticated techniquer, ,uih as optical characler recognirion and full-text indexing, to be re-evalualcd'

The consultant's evaluation of the network available to support an integrated fìling system wæ good. More

information specifìc to the Microsoft network environment would have been useful, but that specialized

knowledge was not available to this consultant.

In summary, the study produced a good conceptual plan, a realistic assessment of cos(s and benefits, and

numerous guidelines to aid the Department's future activities in this area'

Research Objectives

t ) To r¿.t.tess the need for
uttomuted mlnagem.ent of
depurtment- and consullant'
prepared proiect doa¿ments in

SDDOT's central and field
offces.

Panel Comments

The consultant accomplished this objective well. The

need assessment was based on extensive interviews, and

generally portrays the needs and opportunities for

improvement accuratelY.
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2)

3)

To identify appropriate
technologies for integrating
construction project files into a
single inclusive file accessible to
all of SDDOT's central and field
offices.

To develop a plan to effectively
implement these technologies,
assessing costs and benefts.

Research Tasks:

Meet witlt the technical panel to
review projecl scope antl work
plon.

Review literature pertinenl to

current technologies and olher
state DOT's methods of
integrated project filing.

Assemhle individual and global
needs summarie,t by:

a) Reviewing existing project

The consultant described a general a¡chitecture fbr
establishing an image-based filing system and described
advantages and disadvantages of ahernatives. He did not
develop specific lists of hardware, but this was not
specified in the Department's request for proprosal.

Potential benefìts were extensively described. The
consultant's estimates were intentionally conservative,
such that estimates of costs tended to be high and
estimates of benefìt tended to be low. The plan was
general, so details of the ha¡dware, software, and
methods for indexing documents will have to be detined
further by the Department.

Panel Comments

The consultant met with the panel immediately after the
project's staf date and thoroughly reviewed the project's
scope and work plan.

The consultant contactecl numerous state DOT's and
private organizations to dctcrminc their activities relatcd
to the topic. In gencral, he found that most statcs have
interest, but have not yet accomplished much. Although
the consultant dcmonstrated good knowledge of the
industry, his reports did not summari:æ general litcrature.

The consultant did a thorough study through rcview of
project files and business proccsses, questionnaires, and
interviews in the ccntral and field offices. He acquired an

excellent understanding of the Department's use of
construction files, and assembled accurale summaries of
need.

t)

2)

J)

files from
uutlnrization

project
tlvouglt

completion and accep tnnc e.

b) Developing a qæstioilnaire
to identify subject erea,

frequency, quantity,
imporlance, type, and other
speciJíc problems relating to
project files.

c) Scheúiling and conducting
interviews and completing
questionnaires in affected

ffices in the Divisions of
Engineering, Finance, and
Planning, and in the Pierre
Region and Area offices.



4) I dentify app rop riate tec lvtolo gie s

to satisÍY needs based on

research thus far.

5) As.ç¿ss the usefulness of
SDDOT's cunent Local Area

Network and ProPosed Wide

Areu Network as the technical

orchitecture for tlrc ProPosed
system..

Submit ut interim rePort

summarizittg needs and outlining
prelim.inary oPtions to satisfY

needs and meet with teclvücal
panel to review interim reqort.

Develop an implementation Pltut
including procedural cud

orgunizational chtmges,
necessery purclmses, cost.t,

benefits, und otlrcr relevant

consideraliotts.

Stbmit u final re7ort und

executive summary summarizin g

relevant literc¿ture, researclt

methodologY, findings and

conclusions.
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The consultant identified generic technologies which can

be combined to accomplish an integrated filing system.

Because of the rapid developments in this a¡ea, he did
not recommend specifìc ha¡dware and software
components. The technical panel felt that in some

instances, further explanation of how conclusions were

reached would have been worlhwhile.

The consultant assessed the gcncral network architecture

and communication requirements and identified a weak

link between the Department's regicln and a¡ea oftìces.

He did not completely address specific problems which

might arise ftom the Departmcnt's using a Microstlft
network rather than the more common Novell nctwork,

but this issue is complex and prtlbably beyond the scope

of lhis srudy.

Because of the project's short duration, the close contact

between the researcher and technical panel, and the

consultant's early delivery of the final report, the

requirement for an interim report was dropped. The draft
fìnal report took its place.

The consultant dcveloped a general plan to implement an

integrated filing systcm in a phased approach. The plan

did not provide dctailcd recommendations for equipment

and softwarc purchases, but it did providc clea¡ dircction
for the Dcpartment to follow. The rcctlmmcndations did

not involvc any signifìcant organizational changcs ttl the

Dcpartment.

The consultant prepared a tinal rcport and exccutive
summary as required. and in addition, will make oral
presentations to the Department's Research Review Board

and interested persons in other state agencies. His
written report, while acceptable, tended to be somewhat

weaker than the oral presentations.

6)

7)

¿t)
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Researcher's Recommendations:

SDDOT should implement an

automated, integrated project

filing system.

2) SDDOT senior mumgement
musl make u long-lerm
commitmeü to retilize tlte long-
term benefits otillined in this
reporl.

SDDOT .çltotild form a Joint
Application Developmertt Team

to c1rry out tlrc next plruse of
tlrc analysis.

Panel Comments:

The panel agrees with this recommendation.

The complete implementation of the automated,
integrated project filing system will require a

considerable capital outlay and the dedication of two
permanent full time employees-a system adminisEattlr
and a technician. However, the payback should bc
realized within 2% yews ftom the beginning of the pilot
phase.

As a first step, the Division of Finance should
demonst¡ate the proof of concept fbr an integrated
imaging system with an in-house, small-scale project
designed to simply demonstrate the appearance and
functionality of an integrated filing system. This dift'ers
slightly from the consulta¡t's plan, which is a more in-
depth demonstralion involving an outside software
vendor. The panel feels that this step can be adequately
executed with in house soflwa¡e and ha¡dware. Upon
approval of the Department's MIS Steering Committee,
this task coulcl be accomplished in three months.

The panel agrees with this recommendation.

At thc successful completion of thc proof of concept, thc
Dcpartment's MIS Stecring Comnrittec should adopt a

plan of phased implemcntation, including a pilot
inrplementation and two pha^ses of capital inveslnlont a.s

described in the study's final report. This could happcn
in tlree years, if rcsources were added.

The panel agrees with this recommendation.

The MIS Steering Committee should establish a technical
team to direct implementation of the integrated project
filing system. The team should be headed by the Director
of the Division of Engineering. It should pursue
implementation in accordance with the plan developed in
this study, but should remain open to new technical
developments which may appear as implementation
progresses.

3)



4) SDDOT should use Present and

planned hardware investments to

support imPlementatíon of the

filing system.

5) AIt ' levels of SDDOT
manaSement should suPPort the

resulting technologY'driven
ctthure change.

Technical Panel:

Maay Bisson Bureau of Administ¡ation

Jim Douglas Bureau of Administration

Susan Dutt . . . Office of Data Services

Mark Gageby . . . . Office of Internal Services

David Huft . Office of Resea¡ch
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The panel agrees with this recommendation.

If the Department establishes an integrated project filing

system, all Divisions and Regions should consider

allocating some of their new computer hardware to

support it. The Department's upgrade plans appcar

flexible enough to accommodate the implementation plan

described by this srudy, but successful establishment tlf
an image-based integrated filing system may fufher

accelerate furure demand for computer purchases.

The panel agrees that significant procedural and culrure

changes may result fiom the establishing an integrated

project filing system. These changes will be

predominantly positive, but consistent management

support will be essential to the success of the eftbrt.

To fully take advantage tlf the potential benefits of
integrated filing, the panel .recommends that upon the

conclusion of each phase of implementation, the MIS

Steering Committêe review progress and invite

suggestions for streamlining business processes'

Suggestions should be incorporated in to the next

implententation Phase.

The panel also rectlmmends that one year after full

implementation, the MIS Stcering Committee authorize

a srudy to assess the effcctiveness of the implementaüon'

Jeny Jacobsen . . . . . . Office of Data Services

Randy Kleinschmidt Office of Internal Services

Paul Orth . . Office of Research

Forest Wixon . Office of Project Development

Al Yocom . . . . Office of Data Services
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South Dakota Department of Transportation
Region & Division Review Comments

SD93-10 fncreased Efliciency from Integrated Project Filing
November 12, 1993

Region/Divisiou Co¡runent

Aberdeen No cornments. Larry Afdahl

Mitchell The Mitchell Region support.s the recommendation of the Technical P¿ulel Pat Kappennnn

Pierre I certainly have no quarrel with this program. Sooner is better.If the technology is there,it appears
the econornics will justify moving ahead. Lloyd Pouer

Rapid City No comment. Dennis Landguth

Engineering [Who a¡e the technical] team me¡nbers? [The tearn] should consist of representation.of all
disciplines in the DOT to assure the system meet.s the functional needs of the Deparunent. Lorry
Weiss

Fina¡rce The Divisiort of Finance agrees with the technical p:mel recorrunendatiou that a clepartrnent-witJe
elect¡onic filing system would be beneficial and crcate many efficiencies within SDDOT. I have
reservations concerning use of our very limited resources to bring this effurt about, however, I ca¡r
support the pilot progrÍun, if it doesn't tie up major rcsources to accomplish.

AI Yclcom is out of town tl¡is weck and we have not discussed this in any length. Ilowever, hc is a
membcr of the pancl and I know you have incorporatcd his vicws into thc recomrncndations. I a.rn
just very concented about the use t:f our resources. Data Scrviccs already has sevcral major projccls
in the works.

Randy Kleinschmiclt tells me that we would be the only statc in thc county to have such a systcm,
if it was developed. And that it would cost big bucks! The use of our pcrsounel a¡ld the rlcdication
of those "big bucks" might be better taken up during an Executive Team meeting.

Operations I sup¡nrt the technical panels recommendations. Clyde Pietz

Plauning No comment. Jirn Jenssen

Railroads No comment. Dave Jagim

Office of the

Secretary
None received.
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South Dakota Department of Transportation
Research Review Board

Research Implementation Recommendations

Study Number: SD93-10 PrinciPal

Titlei Increased Efficiency Through Integrated Project FilingOrganization: Strategic

Investigator: James Monow
Management Solutions, Inc,

Study Cost: 549,650Study Duration: May 1993 to November 1993

Research Review Board Recommendations

1. The Department's MIS Sæering Committee should establish a Joint Application Development Team to

.arry out the next phase of analysis regarding integrated project filing. Tbe tea¡n should be heacled by the

Director of the Division of Engineering.

2. Under direction of the Joint Application Development Tea¡n, the Division of Finance's Office of Data

Services should de¡nonstrate the proof of concept for an integrated irnaging system with an in-house,

small-scale project designe{ n demonsrate the ap¡æarzurce and functonality of an intcgrated filing system.

3. At the co¡ciusion of the proof of concept demonslration, the MIS Steering Comrnittee should consider the

other recommentlations of the researcher and technical panel:

. sDDoT should implement an automated, integrated project filing system.

. SDDOT senior management should make a long-term commitment to realize the benefits of

integrated Project filing.
. SDDOT shouid use present and planned ha¡dware investmenLs to support irnplementation of the

integrated project ltling system'
. All levels of SDDOT maragement sbould support the resulting technology-driven culture change.

Resea¡ch Engileer Date of Bud Approval

Division of Engineering Review

Division of Air, Rail & Transit Review

Division of Finance Review

Dircctor, Divisio¡¡ of Finance

Deputy Secretary Review

Deputy Secretuy

Secretary of Transportation Action & Comments

Action: Approve
Disapprovc

Director, Division of Engineering Date

Division of Operations Review

Director, Division of OPerations

Division of Planning Review

Director. Division of Planrúttg

Director, Divisiolr of Air, Rail & Trausit Date
.Secretary of TraDsF)rtaÙ0ll
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South Dakota Department of Transportation
Research Implementation Recommendations

Study Number: SD93-10 Research Review Board Action: llll9l93
Title: Increased Efficiency Through Integrated Project Filing Secretary of Transportation Directive: O7/10/94

H

Research Review Board

Recommendation

Secretary's

Directive

Responsible

Division

Responsible

Office

Aclion

To Date

Date Completed

1 The Department's MIS Sleering

Committee should establish a Joint

Applicalion Deve¡opmenl Team to carry

out the nexl phase of analysis regarding

integrated project filing. The team should

be headed by the Director of the Division

of Engineering.

Approved MIS Steering

Committee

Secretary

2 Under direction ol lhe Joint Application

Development Team, the Division of

Finance's Office of Data Services should

demonslrate the proof of concept for an

integrated imaging system with an in-

house, smal[-scale proiect designed to

demonslrate the appearance and

funclionality of an integrated filing

system.

Approved Finance Data Services Data Services is

cunenlly

negoliating with a

vendor to provide

equipment for
proof of concept

demonstration.

3 At lhe conclusion of the proof of concepl

demonstration, the MIS Steering

Committee should consider lhe other

recommendalions of the researcher and

technical panel:
. SDDOT should implement an

automated, integrated proþcl filing

system.
. SDDOT senior management should

make a long-term commitmenl to

realize the benefits of integrated

project fìling.
. SDDOT should use present and

planned hardware investments to

support implementation of the

integrated project filing system.
. All levels of SDDOT management

should support lhe resuhing

lechnologyldven cullure change.

Approved MIS Steering
Committse

Secretary

Additional Comments and Dûection from the

Office of the Secretary:

I recommend that the proof of concepl be done fìrst and then if satisfactory the Joint Application Development
Team be established to completed lhe projecl. Dean Scholield, Deputy Secretary

Afler the "Proof of Concept" demo, lhe MIS steering committee shall recommend whether or nol to proceed,

review the TISP to Establish priority, develop a budget, and obtain approval from the Office of the Secretaryl

Richard L. Howad, Secretary ol Transporlation


